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Physics engines have become increasingly prevalent in everyday technology.  In the context of this 
thesis they are regarded as a readily available data set that has the potential to intuitively present 
the process of sonification to a wide audience.  Unfortunately, this process is not the focus of 
attention when formative decisions are made concerning the continued development of these 
engines.  This may reveal a missed opportunity when considering that the field of interactive 
sonification upholds the importance of physical causalities for the analysis of data through sound.  
The following investigation deliberates the contextual framework of this field to argue that the 
physics engine, as part of typical game engine architecture, is an appropriate foundation on which to 
design and implement a dynamic toolset for interactive sonification.  The basis for this design is 
supported by a number of significant theories which suggest that the underlying data of a rigid body 
dynamics physics system can sustain an inherent audiovisual metaphor for interaction, 
interpretation and analysis.  Furthermore, it is determined that this metaphor can be enhanced by 
the extraordinary potential of the computer in order to construct unique abstractions which build 
upon the many pertinent ideas and practices within the surrounding literature.  These abstractions 
result in a mental model for the transformation of data to sound that has a number of advantages in 
contrast to a physical modelling approach while maintaining its same creative potential for 
instrument building, composition and live performance.  Ambitions for both sonification and its 
creative potential are realised by several components which present the user with a range of options 
for interacting with this model.  The implementation of these components effectuates a design that 
can be demonstrated to offer a unique interpretation of existing strategies as well as overcoming 
certain limitations of comparable work. 
 
Keywords: auditory display, data representation, human computer interaction, physics engine, rigid 
body dynamics.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview 
The introduction begins with a brief background before noting several pertinent developments 
which function as the motivation behind a more detailed investigation.  This is followed by outlining 
the methodology and aims pertaining to the creation of a novel tool for the interaction sonification 
of a physics engine, known as Mhyusics Auditory Display, which is defined within the scope of the 
thesis.  A potential audience for such a tool is then discussed along with the contributions it can 
provide.  The second chapter familiarises the reader with the fields of sonification and auditory 
display serving as a rationale behind their employment and determining much of the corresponding 
vocabulary.  It also determines the main body of references for the reader should a more in depth 
account of the two fields be required.  The third chapter considers many of the key areas comprising 
an AD along with the decisions made in the implementation process.  A detailed narrative, backed by 
the literature, supports the many arguments underpinning each aspect of the design defining the 
current version of Mhyusics.  The fourth chapter details the requirements for Mhyusics to be 
implemented along with the rationale for the software chosen during its development process.  The 
current implementation of this AD is then compared with other relevant work.  The concluding stage 
of the thesis summarises the salient points within the preceding chapters, identifying several 
common themes in order to support the relevance of such a tool.  Propositions are then made for 
possible future research directions upheld by notable developments in the appropriate domains. 
 
1.2 Background 
Interactive sonification bases much of its contextual framework on how we interact with and 
perceive the physical world.  Two of its pioneers (Hermann & Ritter, 2004) demonstrated that sound 
is a crucial source of information about our physical environment and looked at how sound could 
encode meaning from the perspective of physics.  They refer to interaction sounds, which are 
produced when physical objects touch or have an impact on one another.  Furthermore, they 
suggest that by employing analytical listening in our perception of this event we can learn about 
properties behind the sound-producing process.  For instance, we exercise this particular type of 
listening when shaking a box to try and guess its contents from the sound generated in response to 
our actions.  Much of their work stems from Gaver (1993) who distinguishes the act of everyday 
listening as one where we attend to events rather than sounds.  He proposes that we can recognise 
events based on the relationship between sound structures and their underlying physical cause.  
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From this standpoint he determines two categories that we are capable of estimating via the 
perception of ecological information, that is, obtained by direct sensitivity to invariant structures in 
our world.  The first type, referred to as structural invariants, can be described as the attributes of 
the objects involved such as size, shape, mass, elasticity and material.  The second, described as 
transformational invariants, comprise velocities, forces and the position of contact points.  By 
examining acoustic patterns that correspond to a number of physical events including scraping, 
bouncing and spilling Gaver derives a variety of algorithms to create sounds that would capture 
relevant structural features for each event.  The synthesised versions accompanying these 
interactions were not necessarily perceptually identical to the original sound but instead conveyed 
recognisable information that convinced the listener.  Since then, with the continued increase in 
computer processing power we find ourselves in a position where we can produce evermore 
convincing sounds for these physical events.  This includes various states such as solids (van den 
Doel et al, 2001; O'Brien et al, 2002; Lloyd et al, 2011), liquids (Moss et al, 2010) and gases 
(Chadwick and James, 2011).  In all these cases the data incites a physically informed sonic model 
where events translate into a sound structure that resembles its real world equivalent.  However, we 
can also consider these events as the driving force behind a more musical purpose, presenting the 
opportunity for a wider range of sonic interpretation while still being governed by the fundamental 
structure of the data. 
 
According to Chion (1994) our brain is capable of providing a link between raw physical events and a 
more aesthetic meaning.  He illustrates the concept of synchresis as demonstrating how we possess 
an innate ability in our 'forging of an immediate and necessary relationship between something one 
sees and something one hears.' (p. 224).  This psychological phenomenon allows viewers to accept 
cinematic events as logically connected where sound and image can be completely unrelated, 
presenting us with many ways to utilise sounds in conjunction with visual events.  In the broadest 
sense, a musical soundtrack can be used to punctuate the events of physical action; a process 
generally referred to as "Mickey-Mousing".  From a more discrete point of view, individual 
instruments can be used to imitate physical interaction, focusing attention on their own set of 
unique characteristics.  For instance, in cartoons we can often hear the crash of cymbals 
accompanying a collision, or the fall in pitch of a slide whistle accentuating a falling coyote in an 
episode of "The Road Runner Show".  Video games will produce sound to signify character events, 
such as jumping or shooting, where audio is considered as an essential component that often 
improves the player's involvement (Coleman et al, 2005).  The idea of involvement is also the drive 
behind the work of Foley artists.  In this manner, their creative use of properties (theatrical props) 
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attempts to convince the audience of the sonic counterpart to an onscreen action while producing a 
more natural experience in the process. 
 
It should be noted that all of these examples share similarities with Gaver's synthesis routines in the 
fact that they capture the relevant features of their sources.  Nevertheless, in this case their 
relationship can be seen as more abstract where there is considerably less emphasis on scientific 
simulation.  One reason for this approach could be viewed as a solution for a situation where it 
would be impractical to try and recreate the same sounds as found in the original event.  For 
instance, in the context of a cartoon, the actual sound of an anvil falling on a coyote's head would 
most likely be met with feelings of horror as opposed to the humour it is intended to evoke.  
Likewise, a fantasy situation may involve objects that do not exist in reality and therefore have no 
tangible sounds associated with them.  In both of these cases the audio must try and persuade the 
listener that an event has taken place thus providing a greater experience over the visual modality 
alone.  As such, the sound designer must find a convincing link between event and sound in order to 
reach a solution, a process that will often find inspiration in the form of a metaphor. 
 
Lakoff and Johnson (1980) revealed that metaphors often have their basis in the physical world 
around us and derive from our cultural experiences.  They portray them as fundamental in the 
shaping our perception of reality and argue that they form the justification for science where 'the 
intuitive appeal of a scientific theory has to do with how well its metaphors fit one's experience.' (p. 
19).  Indeed, the language of physics employs many metaphors to describe its phenomena (Stahl, 
1987) and the sonification of such phenomena has proved to be successful when based on 
metaphorical principles (Vogt, 2010; Vogt & Höldrich, 2010).  Perhaps this should come as no 
surprise given that sonification follows a close analogy of metaphor when viewed as the 
understanding of a target domain (data) by placing it in the source (sound).  The simulation of our 
physical environment as a metaphor can also be found in the main areas of interest pertaining to 
interactive sonification.  With appropriate use it can enhance human computer interaction (HCI) 
(Jacob et al, 2008), help elucidate meaning in data transformation methods (Fels et al, 2002) and 
bring greater immersion to ADs (Grimshaw, 2007).  Central to all of these areas is the idea that 
metaphors allow us to make sense of the gap between physical and virtual environments where the 
laws of physics provide a comprehensive set of principles for interaction and understanding.  In this 
regard, the modern physics engine could be seen as a general means of accessing and presenting 
universal truths within the virtual world.  Simply put, it serves as a source of inherent physical 
analogies that can close the gap between virtual and physical.  Furthermore, given that the 
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information provided lies within the framework of computer software, it affords the opportunity to 
render possibilities beyond that of the physical world.  Chowning (2006) stated that 'the integration 
of programming concepts into the musical imagination can extend the boundaries of the imagination 
itself.' (p. xii).  By establishing these concepts in the context of this investigation it will become 
apparent that we can envisage new, and perhaps more importantly, universal methods of musical 
control, representation and interpretation. 
 
1.3 Motivation 
1.3.1 Technological advances 
Ongoing advances in information technology have made it possible to render a vast quantity of 
information at high speed with low computational cost.  Visual replication of the real world in the 
virtual has been one of the driving forces behind this evolution where we seek to create ever more 
realistic and immersive computer imagery benefiting industries such as film, television and video 
games.  Nevertheless, the rendering of real world entities originally called for a shift in focus from 
two-dimensional sprite-based graphics to polygonal representations.  This saw the emergence of 
dedicated graphics processing units (GPUs) designed to accelerate three-dimensional (3D) 
visualisation by providing common functions, such as transformation matrices, required to display 
polygonal vertices.  Since their invention GPUs have evolved to allow for full 3D real-time interactive 
data display satisfying the demand for faster, high-fidelity graphics (Nickolls & Dally, 2010).  In 
addition, we have now reached the point where they are ubiquitous in modern technology and 
whereas graphics processors used to be an expensive hardware expansion, they are becoming more 
closely integrated within the central processing unit (CPU) (Vaughn-Nichols, 2009).  This move away 
from discrete hardware has allowed graphics acceleration to be available in a more compact form 
and ensured its prevalence in everyday technology such as mobile phones and tablet devices. 
 
The increase in the level of realism in the virtual environment not only depends on the enhancement 
of modelling and rendering effects, but also on the continual improvement of other elements such 
as animation, artificial intelligence and physics simulation.  Most notable in this regard is the physics 
engine which often operates tasks for other components.  For instance, engines can perform 
collision detection and resolution routines, thus decreasing the prospect of a character perceptibly 
intersecting its surroundings.  They are also are instrumental in the production of increasingly 
realistic movement for character animation (Geijtenbeek & Pronost, 2012).  Physics engines 
continue to remain relevant to modern software and are the focus of a great deal of attention.  As 
such they are constantly improving, partly in response to gamers who constantly demand a more 
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immersive experience, but also due to need for serious applications where greater stability and 
fidelity is required (Choi et al, 2010; de Paolis, 2012).  Further inspiration behind their ongoing 
development comes from the many open source examples such as Bullet (Coumans, 2013) and Open 
Dynamics Engine (Smith, 2006) which bring with them a culture of dedicated contributors who 
provide insight into a black box for game developers where physics simulation has become a 
commodity (Millington, 2007).  Together with their specific capabilities, they are able to operate on 
all major operating systems and are adaptable to various configurations involving the CPU and the 
GPU (Joselli et al, 2008; Harada, 2011) thereby increasing their bearing on technology. 
 
The spread of technology into everyday devices has precipitated the integration of physics engines 
into popular culture.  Whilst already pervasive in the world of video games and interactive media 
they are now proving to underpin an increasingly popular interaction paradigm in the field of HCI 
(Jacob et al, 2008).  The education sector has also capitalised on simulation training where game 
engines can be adapted to the many modalities of learning while supplying a secure, augmented 
environment at a lower cost (Arango et al, 2008; Clark et al, 2010).  However, it is important to 
recognise that the development process for physics engines is incomplete and that current 
implementations are generally skewed towards video games.  In this regard there is still the need to 
adapt them for more musical aspirations.  Software associated with interactivity and music 
(Puckette, 2002; Liebe, 2013) is now at a turning point where the integration of physics simulations 
will bring several benefits.  By building on the work presented in these fields we can create a new 
framework for how to understand, teach, generate and manipulate sound within the confines of a 
natural and immersive virtual space. 
 
1.3.2 Drive from the related fields 
On the topic of the advancement of sonification design Worrall (2009a) suggests: 
'generally available data sets and interesting mapping templates in software environments 
that combine sonic complexity with experimentation flexibility will encourage the much 
needed communitywide sharing of examples toward a catalogue of best practice.' (p.328) 
 
As previously discussed we can now consider the freely distributed physics engine as an example of 
a generally available data set which has become commonplace in modern computing.  Their cross-
platform approach has seen widespread use that not only utilises long established platforms such as 
PC and Macintosh but also follows the current trend of technology with software such as Unity 
(Unity Technologies, 2013) providing mobile based solutions for iOS and Android.  Due to the 
increase in computer processing power in recent years we have reached the point where it is 
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possible to reliably render sound in real-time alongside interactive visuals.  This presents us with an 
opportunity to revisit previous sonification methods pertaining to physics (Sturm, 2001a; Henry, 
2004; d'Inverno & Olofsson, 2006; Hamilton, 2008) in order to build upon their ideas with current 
technology. 
 
Two of the founders of the field of interactive sonification (Hunt & Hermann, 2004) have argued that 
we should contemplate our corporeal interaction methods with everyday objects in our approach to 
connecting with virtual data.  Much of what they describe is embodied in the first-person shooter 
(FPS) genre of video games that use the metaphor of an avatar, essentially a controllable camera, to 
facilitate real-time interaction within the game world.  Here, self-simulation grants the ability to 
generate impromptu, true to life gestures in order to interact with, manipulate and generate 
information within a virtual space.  This has prompted others to indicate that game engines can 
therefore grant a comprehensive framework for ADs where data can be sonified in real-time (Le 
Groux et al, 2007; Hamilton, 2008; Dolphin, 2009a; Nguyen, 2012).  Indeed, with the integration of 
the physics engine increasingly seen as mandatory, many modern game engines now facilitate 
advanced rendering of simulated objects with real-time interaction and audio response.  In this 
regard they can be seen as having all the necessary components required to construct an ideal 
sandbox for interactive sonification. 
 
1.3.3 Going beyond physical limitations 
Computers have changed the manner in which we interact with the world and we are continuing to 
see the percolation of computing devices into ordinary ubiquitous objects and everyday activities.  
As we increasingly rely on technology we look to imbue many of the qualities of the physical world 
into the virtual.  However, one of the advantages of the virtual is the greater freedom of control 
where we can impose our own personal ideas.  Although we should be aware that our physiology 
dictates the limitations in what we can perceive and understand, we are dealing with an 
environment that harbours considerable artistic merits.  In sonic terms it now becomes possible to 
create timbres that exist outside the realms of the physical constraints of traditional acoustic 
instruments.  From the point of view of a physics simulation, Sturm (2001b) identifies that we can 
bend scientific laws to suit a composer's taste.  For instance one could define an object that is 
unaffected by gravity and instead generate its own vector field, influencing other neighbouring 
objects with a defined area.  In fact, we have the power to accurately configure any number of 
modular abstractions of simulated objects where subsequent instances can be created and deleted 
at will.  Additionally, by combining these elementary components in various configurations we can 
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achieve something greater and more complex within a comparatively short time frame.  This is of 
particular importance in the framework of composition where it can be exercised in prototyping 
musical ideas. 
 
Cadoz (2002) used the etymological basis for the word compose ("put together") to provide an 
analogy for the process of assembling modular entities, or building blocks, for the sake of music 
creation.  He portrays a series of simulated masses that when connected form a rudimentary 
orchestra comprising vibrating structures.  In the context of rigid body dynamics this would suggest 
that it is possible to construct a vast number of contraptions in the style of Heath Robinson or Rube 
Goldberg.  To some extent this has been manifest in popular culture with software like Garry's Mod 
(Face Punch Studios LTD, 2012), described as a physics sandbox, providing extant examples within its 
user-generated content.  However, it is through the sonification of these systems that we allow 
these potential users to introduce their creations to a new distinctive quality.  Here, both man and 
machine can determine dynamic gestures, generative rules and object configurations, where a 
subsequent simulation will unfold into a unique tapestry of sound. 
 
1.4 Approach and aims 
This thesis is an investigation into a real-time interactive sonification of a 3D physics engine where 
the focus will be primarily concerned with a particular subset of classical mechanics, rigid body 
dynamics.  This interaction type was chosen because it can be regarded as an industry standard 
where there are many well established, cross-platform examples (Boeing & Bräunl, 2007). Common 
solutions are capable of responsive, real-time simulations with headroom for more computationally 
demanding scenarios alongside separate tasks including sound synthesis and networking.  By 
comparison, other simulation types, such as fluid dynamics or soft-body dynamics, often come with 
higher computational demands and are not as widely supported. 
 
What follows outlines the theory behind the design of an AD which is built within the framework of a 
games engine comprising real-time user interaction with a complex data set.  Its main aim is to 
demonstrate that sonification can appeal to a wider audience by leveraging a well-established, 
accessible source of information with a broad cultural understanding.  The inquiry takes an inductive 
approach to the literature where many aspects of the final design are built upon extant work in 
order to support a new tool that can play an active role in the sonic interpretation of a dynamic, 
multivariate data set.  This involves combining distinct approaches from the fields that define 
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interactive sonification along with a direct comparison to what can be considered the closest 
comparable examples in this area. 
 
The topics presented here articulate the argument that the creative process of interpreting the gap 
between a physical event and its corresponding sound provides an opportunity for a fresh insight 
into the underlying data while forging the foundation for new ventures in music composition.  In the 
most elementary sense this body of work supports a tool that encourages the user to interact with a 
customisable system comprising virtual objects that can emulate, or go beyond, the limitations 
imposed by their physical counterparts.  Visually, the didactic nature of the polygonal models not 
only afford a common, logical approach to comprehending rigid body behaviour but also yield to a 
number of well-established methods for gestural interaction.  However, it is through the sonification 
of object behaviour, or more specifically their mapping configurations, that the software can be 
shown to support a wide variety of uses.  In this regard, several notable ideas will become manifest 
throughout the thesis, from which compositional examples can be derived.  These examples should 
be seen as a starting point where one can explore data to sound mappings and gain ideas for musical 
scenarios.  Taking the form of both a video demonstration and saved configurations files, they are 
supported by the relevant literature and serve to reflect on their associated area of discussion while 
highlighting prominent features included in the design [Appendix 1].  As only a limited number of 
instances can be demonstrated within the scope of the thesis it is left up to the reader to form 
inspiration from what is accommodated by the design of Mhyusics Auditory Display.  Further 
propositions regarding potential implementations are also available in the concluding chapter. 
 
1.5 Audience and contribution 
1.5.1 Music 
There are several examples in the literature which support the notion that the sonification of physics 
simulations can be of potential significance.  Regarding musical aspirations, the system described in 
this thesis can be used to foster the talents of composers from a multitude of backgrounds and of 
varying technical abilities.  At its most accessible level it can be considered as a sonic art installation 
or sound toy, in same sense as Dolphin (2009b) describes one of his compositional applications, 
MagNular.  A setup of this type would require loading two preconfigured files, the first being an AD 
state that presents the user with a set of preconfigured objects.  For instance, a collection of spheres 
contained inside a box or an arrangement that simulates Newton's Cradle.  This file also bypasses 
the need to generate objects and determine their mapping arrangement.  The second file serves as 
the means of audio generation by taking the form of a programming environment patch or 
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synthesiser preset.  Communication between the two environments, denoted by the corresponding 
files, relies on the integrated MIDI and OSC messaging protocols.  The software also supports a more 
advanced level of user intervention such as a custom mapping configuration, creating and deleting 
objects, or the changing of simulation parameters.  This would encourage the user to engage with 
Mhyusics Auditory Display as a compositional environment in the same vein as Versum (Barri, 2009) 
and μ (Bukvic & Ji-Sun, 2009).   
 
At all levels of operation the audiovisual environment allows the composer to quickly prototype a 
musical idea using a dynamic set of components.  Indeed, graphical abstractions of physics 
simulation systems (Castagne et al, 2009) have previously demonstrated the power of utilising 
simulated entities for a wide variety of musical purposes.  Some notable examples include the ability 
to control audio engines and synthesis parameters (Henry, 2004), form compositions (Cadoz, 2002) 
and illustrate complex algorithms (d'Inverno & Olofsson, 2006).  Tache and Cadoz (2009) 
acknowledged this concept when affirming that 'modularity has obvious advantages over the non-
modular approach: it brings generality to the environments in which it is used, and gives more 
freedom to the user' (p. 411).  Gresham-Lancaster (2012) corroborated the idea of generality when 
assessing sonification as a musical craft.  Additionally, he added the intention of appealing to a 
broader user base maintaining that 'sonification has the promise to revolutionize a major area of the 
human computer interaction environment, but only when it is framed in a generalized cross-cultural 
way that is fully inclusive of its entire potential.' (p. 207).  With the modification of a 3D physics 
engine for the purposes of sonification we can take the generality of these environments further by 
placing them in the context of a more deep-rooted, realistic representation.  This presents the 
viewer with a lower entry level for their comprehension while eliciting a common ground for the 
discussion of musical activities via audiovisual analysis.   
 
1.5.2 Science 
Visual simulations have already proven invaluable as an aid in reducing complexity of physics data by 
presenting it in a context where the viewer can quantitatively predict outcomes (Clark et al, 2009).  
By adding an auditory channel to these tools the algorithms underpinning the simulation can be 
described through sound.  Both Sturm (2001b) and Vogt (2010) laid out some of the benefits that 
the sonification of a particle physics simulation would bring to science, including new ways of 
understanding physical phenomena.  Sturm (2001b) discussed pedagogical advantages that Western 
music composition students might gain from interacting with an audiovisual simulation.  In particular 
he suggests there is an advantage to combining the audio and visual modalities in order to present 
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musical ideas, likening it to listening to a piece whilst reading a score, rather than partaking in one or 
the other activity separately.  Vogt (2010) suggested that the data found in physics was well suited 
for sonification purposes stating that 'while standard scientific graphs plot time on one axis, this is 
not necessary in a sonification, where physical time persists as sonification time.' (p. 30).  In other 
words, the dynamic nature of physics granted a very direct mapping of physical time to the temporal 
evolution of sound in sonification.  Sturm (2001b) was also aware of this idea when he proposed that 
'by employing an audification of physical principles, most of which are dynamic as well, the physics 
student may follow along in the notation, and thus gain more exposure to the principle at hand and 
its interpretations.' (para. 34).  This sentiment has now been substantiated by the portrayal of 
physical models through graphical, gestural representations alongside their underlying equations 
(Castagne & Cadoz, 2009; Schroeder et al, 2011).  In this manner, music and sound become the 
means of demonstrating mathematical constructions, granting the viewer with a new vantage point 
for comprehension and creating the possibility of alternative hypotheses.   
 
1.5.3 Popular culture 
There are several examples in the field which uphold sonification as a suitable candidate for popular 
culture.  The first-person shooter genre is arguably one of the most popular within the video game 
community with titles such as the Call Of Duty series regularly ranking as the top selling game (Caoili, 
2012).  Work by Hamilton (2008) and Berthaut et al. (2011) has successfully modified some notable 
examples in order to accommodate the sonification process while others have upheld the 
application of game engines, often skewed towards this particular genre, as sonification systems 
(Grimshaw, 2007; Nguyen, 2011).  Commercial examples have combined interaction with physics for 
the purposes of composition and play where sonifications of simplified physics simulations have 
proved to be viable as both games (Nintendo, 2012) and applications (Simian Squared Ltd, 2012).  In 
addition, recent developments have seen the physics engine integrated into more conventional 
applications designed for complex musical purposes (Cycling '74, 2012). 
 
Wang et al. (2011) demonstrate that we can reach a global audience by placing musical applications 
on ubiquitous devices such as smart phones.  This gave rise to the use of mass human intelligence, or 
crowdsourcing, to encourage the making of music as a popular activity and allowing the audience to 
engage both actively and passively in the process.  By applying these ideas to the AD designed as 
part of this thesis we can encourage others to create and share ideas for scenarios associated with a 
set of dynamic simulated entities.  In this regard, rigid body interaction introduces new users to a 
globally inherent metaphor for sound generation where the flexibility of the object behaviour, along 
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with their sonification, imparts a broad range of interpretation and promotes musical creativity on a 
grand scale. 
 
1.6 Summary 
This chapter provided a brief introduction to the interactive sonification of a physics engine by 
placing it in context before determining both its significance and potential audience.  The next 
chapter discusses two subjects that are of central importance to the scope of the thesis, sonification 
and auditory display.  Several major approaches to the sonification process are also examined along 
with some thoughts on why it can be considered as relevant to both art and science. 
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CHAPTER 2 - SONIFICATION AND AUDITORY DISPLAY 
2.1 Overview 
The following chapter is intended to provide the reader with a brief introduction to the field of 
sonification and auditory display.  While a full summary of sonification would be beyond the scope 
of this thesis, this account serves as a guide to the key literature, terminology and topics that 
predicate the design of Mhyusics Auditory Display.  The first section gives a brief historical overview 
which considers the field as both science and art.  The second section reveals some common 
arguments in favour of employing the ear as a means of understanding complex data structures 
followed by a segment that discusses several notable methods of data transformation.  The final part 
of this chapter aims to outline the subfield of interactive sonification whose components provide a 
framework for the topics discussed in later chapters. 
 
2.2 Historical summary 
In comparison to visualisation, sonification is considered a young discipline (Hermann, 2008) and 
auditory display has been referred to as in its stone age (Walker & Nees, 2005).  The ideas for both 
were consolidated at the first International Conference on Auditory Display (ICAD), held in 1992, 
resulting in a publication that is often regarded colloquially as the Old Testament (Kramer, 1994b).  
This proved significant as it brought together like-minded researchers from many disciplinary 
backgrounds and provided a common language.  Kramer (1994a) summarises a brief history of the 
sonification field up to this point including the conception of data sonification, as established by Bly 
(1982).  The collaborative efforts of The Sonification Report (Kramer et al, 1999) described a major 
summary of events during the following interim period while providing a springboard for discussing 
underlying theories and drawing attention to many relevant areas of research.  In recent years The 
Sonification Handbook (Hermann et al, 2011b) aimed to give a more thorough and detailed 
overview.  Specific technical fields falling under the rubric of sonification and auditory display were 
provided with their own chapters so that each topic could be rigorously explored.  As such, this tome 
is now widely regarded as the current authoritative reference, or guidebook, and is informally 
considered to be the New Testament of the literature. 
 
A common theme throughout all these publications, and amongst the ICAD community, is the drive 
to legitimise the field as an academic science in its own right (Supper, 2012).  Regrettably, science 
frequently has its focus on vision, where it plays a primary role in research, teaching and 
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presentation of data.  However in a considered effort, Hermann (2008) calls to use sonification with 
the same level of generality as its corresponding term visualisation is used in visual display.  He 
proposes new definitions in order to account for emerging techniques where older variants could be 
considered too unspecific.  His stance seeks to affirm the significant role sonification can play in the 
scientific domain, but in doing so he clearly distinguishes it from music.  Conversely, Vickers and 
Hogg (2006) described many examples that blur the line between the two subject areas by shifting 
their focus towards more aesthetical considerations.  They concluded that strict segregation was not 
feasible stating that 'to distinguish between musical and non-musical sonifications is not necessarily 
helpful (or even meaningful).' (p. 215).  Instead, their work associated examples with their closest 
analogue in the musical domain based on their arbitrariness of mapping or indexicality.  From this 
analogy they describe a representational continuum that ranges from low, a symbolic or 
interpretative connection, to high, deriving directly from the data source.  The lower end sought to 
depict full artistic freedom, often linked with more musical purposes, while the opposite suggested 
the tighter constraints of scientific rigour and clearer representation. 
 
There are many composers who might regard their sonifications as substance for musical listening 
(Childs, 2007).  Indeed, Barrass and Vickers (2011) have shown that calls to include composers in the 
sonification design process have been around since its inception and are still relevant today.  The 
basis for their argument considers how extra-musical sources have long since been the subject of 
compositional inspiration.  External data sources continue to be contextualised both technically and 
culturally, making them more accessible and harder to ignore.  This implies that data sonification is 
of significant interest from both a cultural and experimental compositional perspective and goes 
further in strengthening the validity of the process as a form of musical art. 
 
2.3 Benefits of using an auditory display 
Regardless of the ongoing debates, there is clear evidence which demonstrates the benefits of 
providing an auditory channel as the primary or auxiliary means of conveying information.  Much of 
this argument stems from the limitations of relying purely on the visual modality.  Kramer et al. 
(1999) cite Moore (1997) when affirming that auditory perception is particularly sensitive to 
temporal characteristics.  They put forward the notion that fast-changing or transient data, that 
could be blurred or completely missed by visual displays, may be easily detectible in a well-designed 
AD capable of a superior temporal resolution.  This is of particular pertinence in a physics simulation 
where determining the exact angular velocity of a rigid body based on visual clues alone can prove 
impossible due to temporal aliasing such as the stroboscopic effect.  When dealing with more 
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complex disciplines of physics, much of the activity is often beyond the perceptual limens of our 
visual system.  In this regard, audio has proved to be a useful alternative for exploring phenomena 
such as quantum mechanical behaviour (Pereverzev et al, 1997) and computational physics models 
(Vogt, 2010). 
 
When Bregman (1990) described auditory scene analysis he proposed that our auditory system has 
the innate ability to segregate audio by making use of our brain's cognitive functions incorporating 
both attention and learning.  He demonstrates that we are not only capable of processing several 
streams of information in parallel but our ability to perform selective listening also allows us to 
segregate high-dimensional systems by focusing our attention on single streams of audio.  
Furthermore, acoustic cues allow for primitive grouping of information where the ear exhibits a high 
sensitivity for rhythm, spatial location and proximity in both frequency and time.  Much of this 
theory has been integrated into the sonification process (Barrass, 2009) and knowledge of analogous 
auditory gestalts has proved to be vital when uncovering hidden structures and meaning in 
collections of data (Kramer, 1994c). 
 
The appropriateness of the ear as a tool for data exploration is evident in our ability to communicate 
physically with sound.  By listening to someone talk we can extract multiple layers of information 
from their voice such as emotion, gender, age and health.  Chion (1994) defines semantic listening as 
referring to a code of language, the interpretation of a message or gleaning information from a 
sound.  He suggested that the ear was adept for language communication hence we can understand 
spoken language faster than the eye could read the transcribed equivalent.  Ballas (1994) supports 
arguments in this area when using a framework of linguistic analogies to show how many of the 
functions of language are found in non-speech sound and are applicable to the process of data 
sonification in order to effectively communicate information. 
 
Kramer (1994a) summarises a great number of advantages when using ADs alone or in conjunction 
with visual displays.  He notes that by utilising the auditory system's unique strengths we can keep 
our eyes free to monitor elsewhere thus increasing the bandwidth for a human-computer interface.  
Corroborating evidence comes from Hermann and Ritter (2004) who demonstrate that audio is 
complementary to other sensory modalities when performing everyday tasks providing valuable 
information about the interaction process.  Weinberg and Thatcher (2006) proposed that a 
sonification could be more effective in a spatial application stating that 'the human auditory system 
is able to perceive synchronous spatial stimuli from every point within a space, while visual 
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perception is limited to the physical range of sight.' (p. 9).  Correspondingly, a number of recent 
examples in this area have supported this argument (White et al, 2008; Neidhardt & Rüppel, 2012; 
Niinimäki & Tahiroğlu, 2012).  In a more general context, evidence for the successful employment of 
audio in the absence of a visual modality can also be found from the proceedings of the haptic and 
audio interaction design (HAID) workshops. 
 
2.4 Data mapping techniques 
One of the core components in the sonification discipline is the data transformation technique, or as 
it is more commonly known, data mapping.  By definition, in every sonification some form of 
mapping takes place.  This section looks at the most common techniques employed in the field along 
with a few of the advantages and disadvantages associated with each.  It should be noted that many 
hybrid sonifications will often use mixed methodology, according to the data under investigation, 
making strict classification unfeasible. 
 
Auditory icons and earcons can be considered the least complex approach for mapping data onto 
sound.  Both of these techniques use audio to signal an event in the same manner that a doorbell 
will alert a tenant to the presence of someone outside their home.  Auditory icons were introduced 
by Gaver (1994) and serve as the equivalent of the visual icon in the desktop metaphor.  They mimic 
everyday non-speech sounds based on our experience of the real world, accelerating the learning 
process by drawing upon our common sense for their interpretation.  In contrast, earcons use 
structured musical messages in order to convey information.  The key difference with the earcon 
being that there is no assumption of an existing relationship between the sound and the information 
that it represents.  Examples of both auditory icons and earcons can be readily found in modern 
technology.  For instance, mobile phones allow the user to customise the mapping of ringtones in 
order to denote a particular caller.  The modern computer serves as another common example 
where many operating systems will use context sensitive sounds to accompany events such as 
emptying the recycle bin, or displaying an error. 
 
Orders of sonification, first described by Scaletti (1994), refer to levels of abstraction in the data 
transformation process.  At the lowest level there is a direct mapping to sound, a common process 
that can seen in many devices but not one we would necessarily associate with sonification.  For 
instance we can consider that the engineer of an alarm clock must make a conscious effort to 
determine a particular brand of component to play the role of the alarm.  In this process he 
establishes the final pitch of the alarm sound which will signal the onset of an event.  The successive 
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level involves mapping data to an audible synthesis parameter, for example, pitch and amplitude.  A 
further level of abstraction would concern a parameter that controls another such as modulation 
depth.  Undoubtedly, these levels of abstraction are important for one to take into consideration 
when seeking to describe data through the medium of sound.  Vickers (2005) makes the distinction 
between first and second-order sonifications by exploring the relationship of functions and graphs.  
He argues that information is lost when using a visual abstraction of an underlying function.  
Therefore, the sonification of a graph should be considered as second-order while not utilising the 
full potential of the data transformation process.  Conversely, Nguyen (2011) discusses an approach 
where he favours a loss in resolution of the data in the mapping process.  He promotes greater 
abstraction in return for an increase in musicality where the use of musical structure has the 
potential to communicate compound relationships with a greater clarity over high resolution data. 
 
Audification, also referred to as zeroth-order sonification, is a 'direct translation of a data waveform 
to the audible domain for the purposes of monitoring and comprehension.' (Kramer, 1994c: p. 186).  
This technique uses the data values directly as a series of sound pressure waves in order to provide a 
sample specific relationship between data and sound.  Intermediary elements such as a mapping 
function are usually restricted to scaling and frequency shifting.  Signal processing techniques such 
as compression and filtering may be used but no sound generating elements should be introduced.  
As a result of this transformation the size of the data set becomes the duration and pitch, while the 
timbre reflects aspects of its temporal evolution.  Musical listening is then exercised in order to 
interpret the sounds and thus the underlying data.  While temporal variations can be well 
emphasised, the length is limited by size of the data set.  If the length is too short it can be difficult 
to make out what is happening in the data, although looping can help alleviate this problem 
somewhat.  High-dimensional data, that of many parameters, can be analysed by mixing 
audifications together or playing them through separate channels in a multichannel sound system.  
However, this method, along with earcons and auditory icons, is not suited for generic high-
dimensional data sets since they can only reflect a small number of carefully selected parameters.  
For this reason it would be advisable to adopt a different approach when dealing with such source 
material. 
 
Parameter mapping sonification (PMS) was first introduced by Scaletti (1994) as first-order 
sonification and is the current dominating paradigm in the field.  This process involves mapping 
individual data attributes to acoustic attributes making it suitable for data of arbitrary size and 
dimensionality.  In essence, it provides a more flexible approach as both the sound and data 
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parameters can be specified by the designer of the AD, according to the needs of the data analysis 
task at hand.  However, the drawback to this new-found freedom is that the wide variety of mapping 
possibilities poses a challenge in terms of consistency and comprehensibility.  It is often the case that 
a PMS may be difficult to interpret without explicit knowledge of the employed mapping, hence the 
specification of a good mapping can turn out to be a nontrivial requirement.  This is such a well 
known issue that it has been dubbed by some as "the mapping problem" (Worrall, 2011) and has 
prompted several approaches toward finding a solution (Walker & Lane, 2001; Schertenleib & 
Barrass, 2010; Worrall, 2010).  Many of these solutions will be discussed later in the next chapter 
where they can be put into context in order to support an appropriate resolution. 
 
Model-based sonification (MBS)(Hermann & Ritter, 1999) was designed to overcome data mapping 
issues associated with PMS by taking 'important dimensions of sound semantics into account by 
grounding them in physical sound generating processes in a natural and user-transparent way.' 
(Hermann & Ritter, 2004: p. 730).  Drawing inspiration from physics, its inception was based on how 
acoustic elements were generated in response to our actions.  As such, interactions with our 
environment could provide a general framework (Hermann & Ritter, 2004) to define, design and 
implement specific task-oriented sonification techniques.  A design or instance obtained with MBS is 
referred to as a sonification model which, under typical circumstances, does not generate sound in 
the absence of any form of excitation.  This could include a virtual object, or a parameterised sound 
model, combined with a tangible user interface (Figure 1).  Interaction with the model follows the 
real-world analogy where objects can be manipulated to obtain information about their structure 
and substance.   
 
 
Figure 1: A tangible user interface containing force-sensing resistors, two accelerometers and a 
motor for interacting with a sonification model 
 
A major disadvantage of adhering to this approach is that the sound design is restricted by the 
model, where the model itself renders the sound.  This led to others (Vogt, 2010) observing that, 
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unlike PMS, MBS was not ideally suited for linking specific data and sound parameters using a 
discrete metaphoric approach.  Hermann (2011) also commented on a drawback in the sound design 
process when stating that 'since MBS constructs virtual sounding objects from the data, their sound 
synthesis is as complex as the numeric physical modelling of acoustic instruments, and full-quality 
rendering of this may exceed the available computer power for many years.' (p. 423). 
 
2.5 Interactive sonification 
One of the initial studies for interactive sonification (Hunt & Hermann, 2004) provided a framework 
that emphasised the need to rethink our interaction methods with information technology and make 
them more akin to our actions in the real-world.  This included looking at the manner in which 
humans physically interact with the world and how sonic feedback was an important part of this 
process.  The same authors organised the first meeting specifically for this discipline in 2004 under 
the title of ISon, from which some selected works were later reissued.  Since then there has been a 
small number of additional conferences whose proceedings (Hermann & Hunt, 2009) provide many 
examples where there is a focus on real-time interaction with the AD. 
 
 
Figure 2: A Venn diagram showing the related fields for interactive sonification 
 
Hermann and Hunt (2005) define interactive sonification as 'the use of sound within a tightly closed 
human-computer interface where the auditory signal provides information about data under 
analysis, or about the interaction itself, which is useful for reﬁning the activity' (p. 20).  This puts the 
user at the heart of a real-time interactive control loop for the purposes of exploring and 
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interpreting data through its transformation into sound.  Here, the model encapsulating the data 
produces an immediate sonic response when subjected to excitation or interactive exploration, thus 
creating the tightly closed loop between human, data and sound.  Hunt and Hermann (2011) believe 
this research area to be a subdiscipline of sonification, placing it within the overlap of AD and HCI 
while portraying the various mapping techniques as core members of the sonification process 
(Figure 2). 
 
Interactive sonification shares much of the theoretical framework behind the MBS methodology, 
coming from the same group of authors responsible for introducing and defining both areas.  In both 
cases there is a reliance on the user to interact with and manipulate the data, placing emphasis on 
the interface.  In the context of HCI, Hunt and Hermann (2011) consider the most important types of 
interaction as 'physical manipulations, where sound is a highly informative by-product of human 
activity' and 'the intentional use of objects to actively create sound, as in musical instruments' (p. 
275).  Regarding musical instruments as highly developed and successful models of interaction with 
sound, and an ideal hypothesis for HCI optimisation, would find sonification seeking inspiration in 
the form of music once again.  Recent developments in interactive sonification design have 
continued focusing on creating a direct and dynamic interaction that strike a balance between 
functional and aesthetic experiences (Weinberg & Thatcher, 2006).  This would see work from 
designers who initially employed a more aesthetic approach in creating a compositional 
environment (Barri, 2009) as suitable candidates for adaptation to more scientific purposes (Snook & 
Barri, 2010).  Irrespective of their location on the art-science continuum, much of the work 
demonstrates a metaphoric grounding of data parameters through recognisable physical sources.  In 
other words, interaction may affect the sound in a complex manner but since the sound generation 
process is represented by a physically inspired intermediary model it can make the connection 
between sound and data appear more natural.  In this regard, if sonification aims to close the 
semantic gap between the user and the data through sound then interactive sonification aims to 
close the semantic gap between the human interface device and the sonification process. 
 
2.6 Summary 
The brief overview for this chapter was to serve as a preface for the next where we will look at the 
design aspects of an AD.  Having established the location of interactive sonification within its parent 
fields of HCI and AD we are provided with a research area on which to focus and explore.  In doing 
so, it will become apparent that there are common trends in both fields that are important to 
contemplate when considering interaction, data representation, aesthetics and musicality. 
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CHAPTER 3 - DESIGN 
3.1 Introduction 
Video game engines are freely available and often come with an extensive code base that includes, 
or can readily incorporate, physics engines.  Nguyen (2012) favoured their use in the AD design 
process stating that 'many game engines offer developers a level editor, sandbox or toolkit that 
enables interaction in 3D virtual environments and thus interaction with real-time dynamic data 
streams and multimodal feedback.' (p. 107).  While this description may ostensibly depict an ideal 
medium for interactive sonification it is important to note that the development of physics engines 
is an ongoing process where formative decisions are not necessarily focused on musical activities or 
concerned with AD.  As such, there is still the need to place many of these positive elements within 
the framework of a design process which aims to enrich both interactive sonification and musical 
aspiration. 
 
There are many approaches one might adopt in the creation of an AD (Frauenberger, 2009).  While 
useful as strategies supporting the sonification process, none of them provides a complete 
framework for a comprehensive design.  This prompted Frauenberger to suggest that 'the guidance 
in this area is as diverse as the application domains and the context of the work often dictates the 
stages in the design process.' (p. 38).  The same sentiment can be argued for the design described in 
this thesis.  From a scientific point of view a rigid body simulation lends itself to a model-based 
approach employing a mediating metaphor, used in the analogical sense of a virtual object, from 
which we can characterise the data and tasks involved.  On the other hand, when considering 
Mhyusics as a creative tool, a greater freedom in the sonic interpretation of the data would imply 
that a parameter mapping solution would be more suitable.  Hermann et al. (2011a) also 
appreciated that each of the sonification techniques 'has its favoured application domain, specific 
theory and logic of implementation, interaction, and use.' (p. 5).  For this reason they preferred the 
idea that 'none of the techniques is superior per se, and in many application fields, actually a mix of 
sonification techniques, sometimes called hybrid sonification, needs to be used in cooperation to 
solve an Auditory Display problem.' (p. 5). 
 
The approach laid out here has much of its focus on the user.  From this perspective it seeks to 
characterise the interactive process in terms of data and its corresponding representations.  Similar 
approaches to interactive design will often find authors drawing inspiration from traditional musical 
instruments (Hunt & Wanderley, 2002; Levitin et al, 2002; Hunt & Hermann, 2004; Jordà, 2004).  
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Musical instruments provide a rich heritage of tools which allow humans to produce complex and 
expressive sounds.  More pertinently, they are capable of demonstrating how information is 
perceived from distinct sensory modalities where multimodal inputs are combined in a coherent way 
through interaction.  Kramer (1994a) outlined their similarity in structure to an AD when viewing the 
act of performing on a musical instrument as special case of data generation where the data is 
supplied in the form of physical movements.  This notion was later echoed by Hunt and Hermann 
(2011) when they distinguished interactive sonification from musical instruments.  Here, they regard 
the former as transforming 'data into sound (modulated and controlled by human gestures) for the 
purposes of data analysis' (p. 275) while the latter transforms 'human gestures into sound for the 
purposes of expression.' (p. 275).  In both cases we are dealing with a transformation, or mapping 
process, in order to achieve a certain goal.  As such, this process can be seen as the crucial factor of 
general AD design where the key is to understand how the user makes sense of a data set through 
technological interaction.   
 
Technology brings with it a sense of disconnection which, when viewed in terms of an AD, creates a 
gap between the data, its representational modalities and the user.  This presents us with a freedom 
of choice during its conception when attempting to forge a link between the comprising elements.  
In the context of musical interface design Hunt and Wanderley (2002) understood the significance of 
mediating this gap when stating that 'explicitly defined mapping strategies present the advantage of 
keeping the designer in control of the design of each of the instrument's component parts, therefore 
providing an understanding of the effectiveness of mapping choices in each context.' (p. 98).  In the 
more specific sense of a physics simulation, Cadoz et al. (1993) were also aware of its presence from 
the outset of their design when they wrote: 
'any computer simulation of a physical object relies on a digital calculation process.  To make 
this process useful, we need a bridge to the world of perceptible phenomena.' (p. 20) 
 
What follows is an analysis into the process of building this bridge by defining and outlining its 
integral elements in terms of mapping, metaphor and magic.  In turn, this anticipates examining the 
role of each element in the relationship between data, audio and video where careful consideration 
of the user helps to establish a solid foundation underpinning the interface and its principal 
components.  Each component is subsequently evaluated in order to ascertain the scope of their 
application by providing relevant examples, some of which are accompanied by external 
demonstrations.  Advantages of the current implementation of this design are then ascertained and 
discussed within the context of a comparison to similar work. 
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3.2 Understanding the gap 
3.2.1 Mapping 
Barrass and Vickers recognised that all perception of data, including visualisation and sonification, 
involved some level of mapping.  They stated that 'any time something is represented in a form 
external to itself, a mapping takes place; an object from a source domain is mapped to a 
corresponding object in the co-domain (or target domain).' (p. 153).  As such, any AD that maintains 
an audiovisual approach should consider mapping as fundamental to all aspects of its design. 
 
The mathematical definition of mapping is synonymous with that of a function, which is described as 
uniquely associating members of one set with members of another set (Arfken, 1985).  When 
thought of in computerised terms it can be seen as how two sets of parameters relate to each other.   
Hunt and Wanderley (2002) devised three generalised categories of mapping configuration based on 
similar classification in the literature.  One-to-one expresses cases where one parameter is mapped 
to another parameter, one-to-many relates one parameter to two or more parameters, and vice-
versa for a many-to-one arrangement.  In all cases there are several important factors that should be 
taken into account.  Decisions must be made as to which parameters should be exposed and how 
many of them should be involved in the mapping process.  From a composer's perspective 
Doornbusch discussed the relative cognitive weights of increasingly complex mappings stating 'there 
is clearly a limit to how far such complexity in mapping can be taken before all sense of the original 
data is lost in the mapping.' (p. 155).  As a general guideline for sonification design de Campo et al. 
(2004) believed that a balance between complexity and immediate intelligibility should be sought 
where the designer would bestow the user with fine control over the parameters.  While this ideal 
may appear to grant total freedom it also comes with a large caveat as Grond and Berger (2011) 
made clear when stating that 'the wide variety of mapping possibilities poses a challenge in terms of 
consistency and comprehensibility.' (p. 364).  Indeed, the process of assigning acoustic parameters is 
a complex task that relies on extensive empirical testing in order to determine the best choice in any 
given scenario.  Some of the applicable elements comprising such a task will be addressed when 
progressing throughout this chapter, while a more detailed general inquiry can been found 
elsewhere (Worrall, 2009b; Grond & Berger, 2011; Walker & Nees, 2011).  A prominent point in this 
regard is that the transfer function, or rule of transformation, must be carefully considered as 
factors such as range, polarity and scaling play an important role between conceptual data 
dimensions and perceptual acoustic dimensions. 
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In the context of AD design a good mapping can be described as that which facilitates the 
communication of information and advances understanding.  As such, it is important to be aware of 
how much information is being acquired by the recipient in the manner that is intended its architect.  
This is a particular problem in the sonification process as 'mappings of conceptual data variables and 
auditory percepts are rarely homogeneous, i.e., judged similarly by different people.' (Vogt, 2010: 
pp. 90-91).  Therefore, in order to assess what can be deemed illuminating rather than obfuscating, 
we need to seek common ground on which to assess the data transformation process.  One 
accepted solution to this problem is the use of metaphor.  Metaphor is often employed as a means 
of comparison and in the subsequent section it will become apparent how it is applicable to the 
architecture of this AD.  Here, it can be seen as building on the more mathematical relationship of 
mapping by placing it in a recognisable context, thus strengthening the bridge between the data, 
audio and visual elements. 
 
3.2.2 Metaphor 
In their design of a generalised sonification environment de Campo et al. (2004) recommended the 
employment of metaphor for data with less immediate connections to audible qualities.  When 
examining the process of metaphor it becomes clear why this should be the case.  Metaphor and 
data transformation share a similar aim of elucidating meaning in one phenomenon by describing it 
through another.  Lakoff and Johnson (1980) showed that metaphors are a fundamental part of our 
thought processes whenever we try to think abstractly and are instrumental in shaping our 
perception of reality.  They claim that all meaning is grounded in our corporeal experiences and that 
many connections between two disparate ideas can be shown to depend on mental images 
imparted through our vocabulary of spatial and physical metaphors.  Furthermore, these metaphors 
persist in the lexicon when they excel at comparing and conveying information, emerging as what is 
termed a dead metaphor.  Dead metaphors are conventional in their use and are not generally 
ascribed to any particular person but instead to common sense, reason or intuition.  As such, a 
collection of these abstractions can be seen as a general consensus of meaning when shaping the 
path of communication.  For this reason there is a general agreement across the appropriate fields 
that by expanding the knowledge base we can introduce more people to new concepts of 
connection through the medium of metaphor in the hope that they may become equivalent to a 
dead metaphor. 
 
Ballas (1994) considered metaphor to be at the core of sonification techniques where he proposed 
that an engineer should aim to produce dead metaphors.  Blackwell (2006) also calls for common 
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sense during his reflection upon the relationship between the designer and the user stating that 
'constructing effective metaphors is to some extent a "literary" skill.' (p. 494).  With respect to 
historical views, he showed that guidelines for software interfaces are often in favour of metaphor 
since the commercial success of the Apple Macintosh in 1984.  This has since led to a wealth of 
implementations which employ metaphor, though not always successfully due to a tenuous link with 
their physical counterpart.  Consequently, he submitted that 'the best advice to a designer would be 
to follow his or her common sense, as it is common sense rather than analytic theory that will 
correspond most closely to the user's own natural understanding.' (p. 520).  This opinion of seeking a 
common ground between two disparate parties was also expressed by Fels et al. (2002) when they 
determined a methodology to overcome problems associated with the physical separation of control 
from sound.  These authors considered musical expression as an act of communicating meaning 
where both the player and the listener are involved in the understanding of the mapping between 
action and the resultant sound.  They understood that new controllers required both the audience 
and the player to learn the connection between unfamiliar interaction gestures and interfaces.  This 
motivated them to believe that both the mapping and ease of understanding are critical in 
determining the success of an instrument and that metaphor is crucial in this regard.  From this 
standpoint they propose that initial mappings based on strong, intelligible metaphors can establish a 
good base on which to diversify.  Put more succinctly, they determine that: 
'metaphor enables device designers, players and audience to refer to elements that are 
'common knowledge' or cultural bases which we call literature.  By grounding a mapping in 
the literature, it is made transparent to all parties.' (p. 109) 
 
With this notion comes the association of culture with common knowledge, indicating that we must 
be aware of its role in structuring the communication of ideas.  Anacleto et al. (2006) described 
culture as a 'shared meaning system which forms a framework for problem solving and behaviour in 
everyday life.' (p. 1).  Here, 'individuals communicate with each other by assigning meaning to 
messages based on their prior beliefs, attitudes, and values.' (p. 1).  In this light, they view common 
sense as knowledge possessed by most people from various cultures, where it refers not to good 
judgment, but to information learned from the everyday interaction with our environment.  Ma et 
al. (2010) advocated the understanding of cultural sensitivity when establishing that age and 
personal experience have a profound influence on our understanding of sound sources.  They 
recognise that some sounds are timeless while others decline over time.  This is especially true in 
relation to technology where sounds from older appliances, for example a modem, can prove 
unrecognisable to younger generations.  Additionally, regional based sounds, such as radio jingles, 
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highlight the significance of personal experience as they will often only be recognisable for a limited 
demographic. 
 
When exploring the potential causes of conflict across cultural boundaries, the designer themselves 
should also be acknowledged as their decision making will often be guided by their own cultural 
perspective.  In the field of HCI a mental model uses structural analogies to the real world in order to 
provide predictions for understanding the interaction process.  Therefore, the designer will bring 
their own set of preconceptions for these analogies based on personal experience.  Blackwell (2006) 
submits that 'when a company designs a "mental model" as an engineering surrogate for an actual 
person, this company is really designing the user to be a better customer for their products.' (p. 
513).  Similarly, Barrass and Vickers (2011) wrote that the 'pragmatist aesthetics perspective 
reconciles us to the assertion that user experience may only be designed for, that we must do all we 
can to maximize the opportunities for meaningful dialogue with our sonifications, but recognizing 
that the experience will not be universal.' (p. 160). 
 
Many of these arguments demonstrate that we should refer to established theoretical findings In 
order to seek a successful model for shared interpretation of design.  Arguably, one such model 
involves the implementation of simulated physics within software interfaces.  Furthermore, it is 
apparent that this activity is undergoing considerable changes that are encouraged, in part, by the 
ongoing developments of the physics engine.  When applied to the architecture of a virtual 
interface, there is evidence to show that physics provides a persistent consolidation of experience 
that is inherent to many cultures.  Hermann and Ritter (2004) argue that the universal relationships 
between events and sounds in the physical world 'provide important design guidelines for the 
creation of auditory displays in such a way that they facilitate an immediate and natural perception 
of meaning event without prior training.' (p. 734).  Jacob et al. (2008) shared this view when they 
relied on the users' knowledge of the ubiquitous non-digital world to act as the framework behind 
their idea of reality-based interaction.  Kramer (1994c) argued that fabricating a Newtonian reality 
would produce a more comprehensible AD, referring to it as an ecological validity where auditory 
variables change in natural ways.  Similarly, Fels at al. (2002) proposed that grounding a 
computerised musical interface in a mechanical system made the 'mapping between instrument 
control and sound production psychophysiologically transparent for the player.' (p. 110).  They 
believed that increasing such transparency reduced the cognitive load placed on the user and 
therefore allowed them to perform a greater number of concurrent tasks. 
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While there is further evidence to support this argument throughout the course of this chapter, we 
must exercise caution before confiding in this ubiquitous metaphor.  Blackwell (2006) observes that 
'it is difficult to disentangle researchers' own experiences of using metaphorical interfaces from their 
creative experiences of imagining new metaphors.' (p. 511).  He argues that dead metaphors such as 
the desktop can impose the creative experience of the user but believes that while good ideas will 
persist, they can always be built upon.  Indeed, when consulting the literature we find the 
progressive enhancement of a core metaphoric principle concerning simulated physics.  Since the 
introduction of direct manipulation (Schneiderman, 1983) and the desktop metaphor we have been 
portraying data files as virtual objects, or icons, capable of being transposed via "drag 'n' drop" 
gestural interaction and buttons that can be pressed when clicked.  As technology improves we 
continue to seek further embodiment of physical principles into interface design including velocity 
induced gestures with inertial response.  Be that as it may, if the full implications of the computer's 
power are to be acknowledged, we must also encourage going beyond physical imitation.  This was 
made clear by Jacob et al. (2008) when they wrote: 
'simply making an interface as reality-based as possible is not sufficient.  A useful interface 
will rarely entirely mimic the real world, but will necessarily include some unrealistic or 
artificial features and commands.  In fact, much of the power of using computers comes 
from this multiplier effect—the ability to go beyond a precise imitation of the real world.' (p. 
205) 
 
As the potential of the computer is too vast to cover in a general sense, it is instead defined here in 
terms of enriching and augmenting a metaphor for the sake of this design.  This strengthening 
element is regarded as magic and in the proceeding section it will be outlined through the 
deliberation and confirmation of an appropriate set of boundaries. 
 
3.2.3 Magic 
Blackwell (2006) expressed that 'the abstract world of computation empowers users with creative 
and magical potential.' (p. 511).  In particular, he noted that in presenting a simulated copy of its 
real-life counterpart, the virtual environment metaphor 'extends the supposed power of the 
computer from the mental realm into the physical world.' (p. 517).  In this regard, Keislar (2009) gave 
a generalised overview of the potential data processing implications when he wrote that 'the 
computer's increased precision, power, fidelity, flexibility, extensibility, and reproducibility 
augmented analog technologies' impact on music.' (p. 21).  A summary of the qualities that the 
magic of computation can provide was also given by Jacob et al. (2008) in the form of expressive 
power, efficiency, versatility, ergonomics, accessibility and practicality.  Their reality-based interface 
framework viewed these elements as tradeoffs for less realistic analogies where 'designers must 
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strike a balance between the power of their interface and its level of reality.' (p. 205).  This in itself 
can be viewed as an axiom of the design process in the sense that we are starting with a 
computerised emulation of reality, the physics simulation, and adapting it for the purposes of 
interactive sonification.   
 
During the adaptation process we can seek to apply these attributes as a means of enhancing our 
perception of reality or diverging from emulation and venturing outside the realms of what we 
normally encounter.  This is not without its limitations as we are still constrained by our physiological 
limitations in both the physical and virtual worlds where 'our experiences in them are dictated by 
what we can perceive and understand.' (Kramer, 1994a: p. 56).  However, when mimicking physical 
objects through simulation there is still plenty of scope in which they can embrace extraordinary 
properties.  For instance, in the desktop environment we are presented with an office filing cabinet 
metaphor where we can find files associated with named folders.  With the addition of 
computational power these folders are granted instant, often automatic, sorting of their files based 
on a particular rule.  Crucially, the metaphor provides control parameters which are less abstract and 
more closely related to our experiences, while the computer goes beyond what we would normally 
anticipate.  When simulating more advanced behaviour of physical objects the same idea still 
applies.  Menzies (2008) noted that when empowered with the freedom of control over the data 
defining rigid bodies, sound synthesised through physical modelling algorithms could be greatly 
personalised: 
'Although grounded in physical behavior, and therefore naturally appealing to human 
psychology, the intimate interactions can be tailored to more unusual simulations that 
would be difficult or impossible in the real world.  For instance very deep resonances can be 
easily created that would require very heavy objects, and unusual resonances can be 
created.  Likewise, the parameters of surfaces can be composed to ensure the desired 
musical effect.  The physical behavior of objects can be matched to any desired scale, of 
distance, time or gravity.' (p. 75) 
 
Kojs et al. (2007) attested similar ideas in their conception of Cyberinstruments, describing them as 
'inherently responsive to modifications, thus facilitating a myriad of abstract sonic identities.' (p. 65).  
They showed that by characterising a musical instrument in terms of computational information we 
can extend the possibilities of material forms while closely relating to musicians' expectations.  
Again, certain aspects of this can be thought in terms of metaphor and magic.  The physical model 
presents users with a customary analogy for assessing action and response.  However, the possibility 
of computer-based control allows the user to overcome their physiological limitations and embrace 
complex, or normally unplayable, compositions. 
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This discussion has included a small selection of examples to demonstrate that depicting physical 
objects within virtual domains can be thought of in terms of metaphor and magic.  As we continue to 
define the AD, further evidence will emerge to support this argument.  Within this framework rigid 
bodies can be customised for more unfamiliar purposes in order to communicate a wealth of fresh 
and dynamic ideas through the medium of sound. 
 
3.2.4 Summary 
Keislar (2009) stated that 'the general-purpose nature of computer technology enables abstractions, 
disjunctions, and remappings at all points in the music-making process.'  (p. 17).  In order to bridge 
these gaps we have an incrementally structured method in the form of mapping, metaphor and 
magic.  While the mapping process is fundamentally a mathematical procedure, the introduction of 
metaphor presents a common ground for its understanding which, in turn, is enhanced by the 
additional element of magic.  The next section will deliberate a number of concepts that can be 
upheld by these central factors when analysing the relationships between data, visual and audio.  
Here, the relevance of the user is a prevailing factor as it is their comprehension of these 
relationships that will influence the design of the AD's interface and its comprising components. 
 
3.3 Establishing connections 
3.3.1 Establishing a connection between data and video 
As one embarks on the design process of a sonification, understanding the chosen data set becomes 
a significant area of interest.  This can bring with it some considerable challenges as Worrall (2009b) 
points out when he describes it as being the first major bottleneck: 
'In data sonification, whilst the input data can be thought of as eventually controlling the 
sound rendering, the transformations it has to undergo in the interim can be considerable.  
Such data processing can reasonably include multidimensional scaling, filtering and 
statistical analysis which itself may itself become the subject of sonification.' (p. 5-2) 
 
According to Hunt and Hermann (2004) we face at least two fundamental problems in the domain of 
data exploration.  First, 'the data often inhabit a high-dimensional data space that is very different 
from the 3D space we are familiar with' (p. 6) and secondly, 'these data spaces have no intrinsic 
means of interacting with them.' (p. 6).  Both of these issues can be addressed when the data is 
derived from a simplified analogy of physical objects and placed in the framework of a game engine.  
In most game engines the correlation between data and video has been well established by 
allocating polygonal models to depict this computational information (Table 1) in a faux, three-
dimensional Euclidean space.  At the same time, Hunt and Hermann have proposed that 'model-
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based approaches may offer the chance to bind together different modalities into a useful whole, 
both for display and interaction purposes.' (p. 6).  Their method requires the designer to map the 
data to an intermediary model rather than directly to sound.  Accordingly, we can regard these 
polygonal models as one of the most fundamental forms of MBS, employing a data set which is 
commonly accepted as being defined in this manner.  This brings many of the benefits of MBS but 
places the intermediary model in the virtual environment, allowing it to be viewed from any number 
of angles and at an arbitrary distance.  In that respect the models not only contextualise the data 
and reduce its complexity by means of pre-interpretation, they also instantiate an elementary means 
for direct manipulation which permits both the user and an audience to perceive the direct 
relationship between action and effect. 
 
Property Type Example 
Position Vector (11.2, 4.3, 1.0) 
Orientation Vector | 
Quaternion 
(0.0, 0.0, 3.14) 
(1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0) 
Angular Velocity Vector (0.0, -0.8, 0.0) 
Linear Velocity Vector (0.2, -9.4, 0.4)  
Angular 
Momentum 
Vector (0.8, 34.0, 4.8) 
Linear 
Momentum 
Vector (9.0, 1.5, 12.5) 
Mass Scalar 1.8 
Scale Vector (1.0, 0.5, 1.0) 
Table 1: Rigid body data - Common properties of a simulated rigid body alongside their 
corresponding type 
 
In order to understand the underlying data for the purposes of an AD, Barrass (1998) proposes the 
combining of task analysis and data characterisation methods.  His design approach draws attention 
to how an AD will be used through the identification of task related goals.  In this sense, Hunt and 
Hermann (2004) demonstrated that we perform tasks and data analysis through our everyday 
interaction with objects.  It would therefore be reasonable to assume that we can apply the same 
techniques to their simulated equivalent when they are portrayed via a common channel of 
perception.  This was substantiated by Blackwell (2006) who gave the simulation approach to 
metaphor (Pirhonen, 2005) as an example to suggest that 'safety for the designer lies in mimicking a 
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nondigital artifact in order that the user's actions are predictable.' (p. 514).  The environment of 
Mhyusics Auditory Display is designed so that computer-mediated tasks are determined, in part, by 
the manipulation of the visually simulated bodies.  In turn, these actions are directed by gestures 
that are mediated through our hand movements.  Continued investigations by Cadoz (2009) have 
observed several gestural methods for the performing of functions in a virtual space.  He divided the 
approach for accomplishing tasks involving simulated bodies into two broad typologies.  The first, 
described as the ergotic function, has similar connotations to that of direct manipulation entailing 
'exchanges of energy between a human body and material objects or a material environment.' (p. 
217).  Conversely, the second, or non-ergotic, function occurs when 'forces, displacements or 
exchanges of energy are involved only and exclusively with the body of the subject.' (p. 217).  It is 
this second type that leads us to consider the influence of the computer on gestural interaction. 
 
Kojs (2009) digitised human gestures when formulating what he called action-based music.  While 
his cyberactions all derived from the same mechanical principles, they were extended by the 
computer to create increasingly incongruent actions resulting in unpredictable energy flow and 
extrinsic sonic response.  The virtual environment provided by GENESIS (Castagne et al, 2009) 
allowed for the reconfiguring of physically modelled entities, such as exciters and resonators, 
formed new actions and galvanised the creation of novel compositions in cyberspace.  These 
achievements serve to indicate that object related tasks within similar mental models are still open 
to user interpretation and encourage the prospect of further work.  Collateral evidence emerges 
from Blackwell (2006) who concludes that when depending on metaphor as a visual communication 
channel 'the design ideal in this case is to provide effective access to this information, while allowing 
expert users to bypass the metaphor if they already have the necessary information.' (p. 508).  
Certainly, the display of physically simulated models brings a sense of familiarity, inviting us to rely 
on our common sense knowledge when interpreting and communicating ideas.  However, the typical 
physics engine also allows us to circumvent the standard model behaviour.  For example, let us 
consider that in reality we witness objects governed by the laws of our environment, the actions of 
which are exemplified by the physics engine as the dynamic rigid body.  Each time the engine 
updates, it recalculates the body's world transform.  This is specified through its scale, rotation and 
translation, which changes in response to the forces exerted from environmental factors to give the 
sense of realism we come to expect.  Kinematic bodies also comprise the same world transform but 
are capable of ignoring environmental factors, such as gravity and resistive forces against motion, 
thus denying our expectations.  They permit a one-way transfer of energy when interacting with 
dynamic objects by admitting an influence upon them but remaining unresponsive in return.  Both of 
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these core types can be animated by the user and the computer but only the dynamic objects have 
the capacity to act after a gesture has concluded.  This poses a number of conceivable scenarios 
where kinematic objects can be employed to restrict or guide gesture and motion relating to their 
dynamic counterparts.  Additionally, changing between the two types during the course of a 
simulation can incite abrupt changes in movement and drastically alter the energy flow of 
neighbouring objects. 
 
By relying on established visual relationships pertaining to the real world we are looking to create an 
ideal foundation for sonifying unique constructions.  This is helped, in part, by working solely with a 
single data set whose properties are constrained by the simulation algorithms of rigid body 
dynamics.  The entities of the natural world, which incorporate the behaviour that these algorithms 
seek to replicate, have a longstanding synergy with humans.  This would suggest that less mental 
bandwidth is required to comprehend the visual activities and events.  Instead, the attentive 
capacity of the user can focus on the audio, along with its governing mapping configurations, as a 
means of encouraging sonic exploration.  Worrall (2009b) characterises this situation as 'data 
SONIFICATION' where 'the primary focus is on sound rendering whilst input data is constrained so it 
can be dealt with adequately by the rendering software.' (p. 5-3).  This avoids the alternative 
method, known as 'DATA sonification', which has an 'emphasis on data-processing tools at the 
expense of sound rendering flexibility.' (p. 5-3). 
  
3.3.2 Establishing a connection between data and audio 
In the design of the AD presented as part of this thesis the connection between data and video 
requires a polygonal model in order to encapsulate the data set of a simulated object which, in turn, 
facilitates inherent methods for task analysis.  However, it can be argued that the process of task 
analysis may be enhanced by the introduction of sound, which can coincide with the visual modality 
to reveal the current state of each model.  Hermann (2002) illustrated that the majority of our 
everyday tasks involving physical objects are accompanied with sonic feedback, which acts to aid us 
in their processing.  This led to the conception of analytical everyday listening (Hermann & Ritter, 
2004) which suggested that we could analyse the properties of an object under investigation due to 
the unique sound each interactive task procured.  Both these concepts were based on the 
understanding that 'the meaning of an acoustic event is primarily rooted in conveying information 
about important physical properties of an object or process.' (p. 733).  This proves to be of some 
importance when we consider that: 
'compared to other contexts, the context given by physical laws was stable all the time, so 
that evolution had ample time to adapt our brains extremely well to the ways how physics 
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links sounds and their causes.  This is reflected in a number of rather "universal" 
relationships that are deeply engrained in the way we - usually subconsciously - pick up 
meaning from sound events.' (p. 733) 
  
Indeed, the idea of invariance between sound and data also supports the act of everyday listening 
(Gaver, 1993) which upholds the proficiency of the auditory modality for the comprehension of 
object data arising from physical events, rather than tasks.  Nevertheless, while both these modes of 
listening are relevant to rigid body interactions, they tend to rely on known associations that have 
been ingrained through experience.  Consequently, they may be less suited to more variable cases 
where the connections between information and sound are yet to be forged. 
 
Kramer (1994a) understood that the user will not necessarily deem data and audio to be inherently 
linked during their initial experience of a typical AD.  He argues that when placing the user in this 
situation they will automatically begin to identify structures and patterns which emerge from a more 
complex array of sounds.  This perceptual event is regarded by Kramer as an auditory gestalt, which 
implies a prominent feature of the underlying data and is therefore a crucial factor in the forging of a 
link between data and sound: 
'As we learn to use a representation technique and become familiar with its gestalts, we 
recognize gestalts as signatures of specific events.  If the universe of possible events is 
sufficiently limited, we in effect learn the "language" of the display, wherein each class of 
gestalts symbolizes a general category of data event or system state.' (p. 27) 
 
His argument is supported by the theory of auditory scene analysis (Bregman, 1990) which 
distinguishes a number of grouping cues to fuse and segregate streams of sound as a means of 
identifying their source.  Likewise, these cues are instinctively employed in our everyday listening 
and often resemble those classified by the gestalt principles for perceptual organisation.  For 
instance, both the law of similarity and fusion cues can refer to common audio elements such as 
timbre and frequency, while the law of common fate and segregation cues can be influenced by 
periodic components such as those with amplitude modulation.  Both sets of principles can be 
applied to any AD that relies on the user's discretion to form their own connections as their brain 
naturally learns to recognise circumstances which associate certain sound states with equivalent 
structural states.  Over time, the user will find that less cognitive effort is required to link the data to 
the sonic representation and that the audio becomes more efficient in categorising underlying data 
events.  Kramer (1994a) compares this process to musical training where 'a student learns to identify 
certain chords or intervals from what was previously a sea of notes rising and falling.' (p. 29).   
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Hermann and Ritter (2004) regarded auditory gestalt perception as an important mode of listening 
which complemented their idea of analytical everyday listening.  They asserted the concept of 
auditory gestalts as analogous to visual gestalts calling them 'a subset of acoustical elements 
perceptually bound together into a "unit" as a result of a particular coherence, characterized by one 
of the "gestalt laws".' (p. 738).  With this in mind they put forward that sonification models can 
support both their acquisition and the learning process 'by supplying an invariant process to be used 
in the same manner for very different data sets.' (p. 739).  The same can be said for the polygonal 
models in this design which reflect the internal parameters of a rigid body in a consistent manner.  
Accordingly, the search for gestalts becomes more efficient as the visual evidence not only serves to 
reinforce where gestalts occur, but distinct model behaviour and interaction can predicate their 
emergence. 
 
3.3.2.1 A foundation for data transformation 
De Campo (2009) understood that 'the most general task in data sonification designs for exploratory 
purposes is to detect auditory gestalts in the acoustic representation, which one assumes 
correspond to any patterns and structures in the data one wants to find.' (p. 41).  In order to 
ascertain guidelines for the conception of these auditory gestalts he produced the Sonification 
Design Space Map (SDSM).  The groundwork for its design involved the abstraction of well-
established sonification strategies 'based on how many data points are rendered into the basic time 
interval, how many data dimensions are being used in the representation, and how many perceptual 
streams are in use.' (p. 43).  To that effect, the audification, parameter mapping and model-based 
methods were redefined as continuous, discrete-point, and model-based data representations, 
respectively.  Each of these representations is guided by the fundamental notion of a time frame for 
the formation and attention of auditory gestalts: 
'In auditory gestalts (or sound objects) of 100 milliseconds and less it becomes more and 
more difficult to discern meaningful detail, while following a single gestalt for longer than 
say 30 seconds is nearly impossible, or at least takes enormous concentration; thus, a 
reasonable rule of thumb for single gestalts is to time-scale their rendering into the duration 
of echoic memory and short term memory, i.e. on the order of 1-3 seconds.' (p. 42)  
 
While this specifies a period in which data should be represented, the various representations 
indicate there is a great deal of flexibility in the number of data points involved.  For instance, 
granular synthesis relies on a high density of short audio events which, via the process of 
sonification, can derive from an equally high number of data events.  Conversely, a less complex 
tone could express a single data point mapped only to its pitch.  In essence, both the definite time 
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frame and the adjustable quantity of data points are regarded here as essential for underpinning the 
foundation for data transformation. 
 
The connection between data and video established that data values inform the state of a visible 
model and therefore indicate a MBS methodology.  This setup can prove effective for discerning and 
analysing auditory gestalts.  The sonification design distinguished by this thesis permits the 
allocation of one voice per data set which is manifest as a single rigid body or object.  Allocating a 
subsequent voice to the same object ensures that the previous instance ceases to exist in the same 
manner that is typical of a monophonic instrument.  Each voice is controlled by an ADSR envelope 
which remains at the sustain stage while the conditions for the existence of this voice are met.  The 
immediate reasoning behind this is to counteract extraneous clicks caused by an abrupt onset, or 
offset, of audio while adhering to a standard amongst hardware and software synthesis 
implementations.  However, this practice also guarantees that an object will only generate a single 
sound stream for any given moment in time which can assist the listener in identifying each object to 
sound relationship, particularly if distinct timbres are used.  De Campo (2009) observed that 'when 
the dimensions in a data set are directly comparable (like here, where they are all power 
consumption measured in the same units at the same time instants), it is conceptually convincing to 
render them as parallel streams.' (p. 62).  Every rigid body in a physics engine is described from 
another instance of the same data set, with more complex derivatives adding varying levels of 
abstraction.  As such, each object can produce an audio stream that is directly comparable to 
another object's stream where multiple instances will generate parallel streams.  When recalling the 
implications of auditory scene analysis we can accept that parallel streams of generated sound may 
fuse or separate based on a perceptual context.  In the context of this design the user can rely on the 
auxiliary feedback of the visual channel to assist comparisons as to what fuses, segregates or has no 
discernible effect. 
 
Although it is apparent that MBS has distinct qualities which support the search for auditory gestalts, 
De Campo (2009) reasoned that 'assumptions built into models may introduce bias leading away 
from understanding the domain at hand.' (p. 40).  One important assumption made by the MBS 
approach is that sound is generated in response to user interaction.  Under typical circumstances 
objects in a simulation will act in consequence of the calculations performed by the computer.  
Dynamic objects in particular will continue to act after long after any form of human interaction has 
set in place a sequence of events.  During the course of their actions the data values are 
continuously informed by the environment, along with other bodies, to produce a wealth of context 
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sensitive information.  When factoring in some key elements from a discrete point data 
representation, or PMS, this data can be directly mapped to sound in a more explicit manner that no 
longer overlooks the absence of user interaction with the model.  De Campo distinguished this 
representation as follows: 
'Discrete Point Data Representation creates individual events for every data point.  Here, 
one can easily arrange the data in different orders, choose subsets based on special criteria 
(e.g. based on navigation input), and when special conditions arise, they can be expressed 
well.' (p. 40) 
 
By applying this approach to each model the parameters for their voice can be continually controlled 
by a series of events which derive from their corresponding data set.  This is particularly salient 
when considering that the data set itself is ideally suited for an event based method due to the 
manner in which it is generated.  De Campo acknowledges that 'mapping data time to listening time 
is metaphorically very close and thus easy to understand.' (p. 40).  This was echoed by Hunt and 
Hermann (2011) who stated in their assessment of interactive PMS design that 'if the data are 
themselves time-stamped, it is straightforward to map the time value onto the sonification time.' (p. 
289).  A typical physics engine will generate a new set of parameters for each object every time the 
engine is updated which, in turn, can be denoted by the designer.  In order to achieve a sense of 
realism the value of this time interval is generally low enough to incur updates at a frequency that 
either matches or exceeds the visual frame rate.  Nonetheless, it is unfeasible to suggest that this 
data rate could match that of the high audio sampling rate recommended for a continuous data 
representation as the demands it places on the processor would make real-time interaction 
impossible.  Instead, a discrete point data representation provides a configurable arrangement that 
can stream parameters at a rate in keeping with the physics engine while effectuating an interactive 
and dynamic audiovisual environment.  It also offers explicit control over the dimensions of each 
data set making it possible to define a mapping configuration which involves any number of 
comparable attributes, or subsets, while maintaining that omitted parameters have no influence 
over the audio.  In that respect, the user is given the opportunity to observe de Campo's 
recommendation that 'generally, when multiple streams are used in a sonification design, the 
individual streams can and should use fewer dimensions.' (p. 43). 
 
Moody et al. (2006) accepted that 'our experience with objects which do emit sound when we can 
see they're in motion seems to make our brain much more receptive to linking otherwise 
unconnected audio and visual phenomena when it perceives a certain similarity in the temporal 
information of the two streams.' (p. 149).  One fundamental aspect of this foundation for data 
transformation is that both the audio and visual data representations will evolve simultaneously as 
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they both rely on the values obtained from the periodic updates of the physics engine.  This creates 
an ideal environment that can be configured to benefit from this heightened perceptivity.  In this 
case, the speed parameter, calculated from the normalisation of the linear velocity, will inform the 
model to visually describe the motion of the object, while mapping speed to the amplitude of the 
object's voice will allow the same parameter to simultaneously act as sonic metaphor for the same 
motion.  Serafin et al. (2011) warned that 'there may be sound categories with very salient sonic 
parameters which are perhaps very intuitive, yet the sound would be less pleasant for long-term use, 
or even irritating or provoking an unwanted emotional reaction.' (p. 105).  A lengthy time frame also 
presents an issue for the attendance of auditory gestalt as it demands an unfeasibly high level of 
concentration from the user.  This can be compensated for by the current mapping configuration.  
By mapping speed to amplitude the user is able to control the length of each voice through a motion 
based metaphor which, at the same time, highlights the number of active parallel streams. 
 
When incorporating a parameter mapping approach to sonification each data set can become 
sensitive to special conditions that delegate the flow of information and determine the presence of 
sound without being solely dependent on, or predicated by, human interaction.  By assigning a 
condition to an interactive model the user is provided with a distinct mechanism over the timing of 
the model's voice and, in consequence, a period in which to monitor and evaluate the data.  This is 
guaranteed by the envelope accompanying each voice as it maintains a definite level of control that 
is independent of any mapping configuration.  At this point only one condition has been described 
and it assumes the continuous presence of a voice to be characterised by any combination of data 
parameters via a mapping configuration.  With the introduction of a proximity condition the user has 
a means of punctuating continuous audio on the grounds that each voice will only remain active 
while its corresponding object is in close proximity to another object.  In this sense, although the 
voice can be regarded as continuous while the condition is met, the user now has a greater degree 
of control over which data sets will meet this condition.  Moreover, the visually apparent nature of 
each model facilitates the viewer's perception of the spatial relationship between objects where the 
automatic sorting and analysis of their data sets can be supported by the gestalt law of grouping by 
proximity. 
 
While the proximity condition admits a certain level of control over an otherwise continuous signal, 
the signal still lends itself to a prolonged time frame.  However, in the interest of a more concise 
period of data exploration we can refer to our understanding that sound generally accompanies 
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interaction between two or more rigid bodies.  At its most fundamental level this interaction can be 
described as an impact, or collision.  This was understood by Gaver (1993) when he put forward that: 
'impacts are a basic-level event in the sense that they are produced by a simple interaction 
of objects; combinations of impacts may produce more complex events such as footsteps, 
hammering, or bouncing noises.  Because they are basic-level events, understanding the 
information they convey is useful in understanding a great many more complicated events.' 
(p. 292) 
 
The same notion applies to physics engines where interactions are described through a series of 
impulses (Millington, 2007).  Typically, the duration of each impulse is so brief that any 
corresponding voice would be hard to distinguish as its time frame would fall short of the criterion 
for the formation of an auditory gestalt.  For this reason, the collision condition allows the voice's 
envelope to be configured by the user, where its overall length is bound by the same criterion.  Each 
envelope operates as a dynamic tool for encapsulating the acoustic consequence of the kinetic 
events which, in turn, signify impulsive exchanges of momentum and energy within the simulation.  
These exchanges can be considered significant as they represent a discontinuity in the data which is 
discernible from the visual behaviour of the objects involved.  This behaviour is also supported by 
the gestalt principle of good continuation which specifies that abrupt changes along a mapped 
dimension are indicative of a notable event (Bregman, 1990).  Furthermore, when Levitin et al. 
(2002) identified two distinct scenarios for the manifestation of musical events they affirmed that 
our auditory perception is consistent with this principle.  The first of these scenarios, termed as an 
explicit beginning, stemmed from the listener's perception of an intensity discontinuity whereas the 
second, referred to as an implicit beginning, was formed on the basis of a perceived spectral 
discontinuity.  Based on their findings it is evident that the user should be acutely aware of this 
principle should they wish to modify either the intensity or the spectral properties of a voice.  This 
should apply to all conditions in which a voice is present and not just to the collision condition 
described here.  In that respect, any mapping function that allows for an erratic fluctuation in the 
value of an audio dimension could unintentionally encourage the formation of an auditory gestalt 
and serve to mislead the listener, particularly if the underlying data suggests nothing of interest. 
 
Menzies (2008) brought attention to a prominent issue concerning the generation of impacts in a 
physics simulation when stating that: 
'even for a surface that is completely solid and smooth, the excitations do not necessarily 
correspond very well with the surface profile.  A contact may jump creating a small micro-
impact, due to the blunt nature of the contact surfaces.' (p. 72) 
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Taking this into account it becomes plausible that the designer must try to compensate for any 
anomalous collisions detected through engine instability.  Offering direct control over collision 
sensitivity ensures that unwanted detections can be filtered out at lower values whereas higher 
values can facilitate a greater density of sonic events. 
 
Voice Condition Description 
Continuous Voice is continuously active 
Proximity 
Voice is active while the object is within a 
given proximity of another object 
Collision 
Voice is active at the onset of a collision 
(duration is denoted by an envelope) 
Table 2: Conditions for a voice to exist 
 
The data transformation design currently presents the user with a choice of three conditions to 
determine the existence of a voice (Table 2).  While all conditions denote a loose time frame for the 
listener to attend to the audio, their current stage of implementation assumes that the data is to be 
constantly streamed within this period.  In turn, this indicates that a mapped data parameter will 
continuously update its corresponding voice parameter while the voice is active.  As previously 
established with amplitude, there are voice parameters which may require dynamic control 
throughout the duration of the envelope.  Conversely, dynamic control may not be appropriate for 
audio dimensions, such as frequency, if the user wishes to generate a series of stable and discrete 
tones in keeping with traditional Western music.  For this purpose, a single value sent once at the 
onset of each voice presents a viable alternative.  Although this streaming condition treats a 
parameter as static, the underlying data remains dynamic.  The static value therefore derives from 
the current state of the dynamic data each time the voice condition is met.  For example, every time 
an object is involved in a collision it will generate a new voice instance that is informed by the 
current static state of the dynamic data.  In this case, a new collision event would indicate a 
potential change in frequency.  From a creative standpoint each collision can now generate enough 
variety to be considered musically dynamic despite the frequency being more discrete and 
controlled.  From a more analytical perspective the static value can also be sustained by the voice 
parameter.  This makes it ideal to obtain an auditory snapshot of the data parameter at the time of 
the event.  However, it is worth considering that the condition most appropriate for either scientific 
analysis or musical ambition will be dependent on both the parameter and the preference of the 
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user.  For that reason each data streaming condition (Table 3) can be independently applied to a 
parameter in order to determine its rate of transfer. 
 
Data Streaming Condition Description 
Voice Synchronous 
Send data while the voice is active (data is 
sent each time the physics engine is updated) 
Voice Onset 
Send data once when the voice becomes 
active 
Table 3: Conditions for data streaming 
 
This section has described a foundation for data transformation (Figure3) which is supported by a 
hybrid sonification method known as model-induced parameter mapping (Hermann, 2011).  To 
better understand why this particular approach has been chosen it will now be compared to a more 
established process for generating the sonic counterpart of a physically simulated object.  By 
demonstrating a fundamental difference with respect to the connection between data and sound it 
can be argued that the sonification method presented here holds some key advantages. 
 
 
Figure 3: Diagram explaining the flow of rigid body data which derives from a model-induced 
parameter mapping approach 
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3.3.2.2 Comparison with the physical modelling approach 
A physical model uses mathematical formalisms to simulate the sound source of an object based on 
the understanding and implementation of its sound production mechanism.  Accordingly, a 
computer can be used to generate convincing replications of existing sources, such as musical 
instruments, while presenting the means to extend their sonic functionality beyond the limitations 
of the physical world.  Although this methodology can be considered to provide a more intuitive link 
between data and sound, it is perhaps restricted by its imitative nature. 
 
For both physical modelling and PMS, synthesis is derived from the internal state, or set of 
parameters, that describe the object.  However, the physical modelling approach differs in the fact 
that both the mechanical and acoustical systems are governed by classical physical laws, denoting 
the intrinsic link between motion and sound.  Cadoz (2002) explained that, with a mass-interaction 
approach to physical modelling, mechanical movements, or vibration modes, must be constrained to 
exclusive frequency bandwidths in order to separate audible objects from their non-audible 
equivalents.  By contrast, any entity in Mhyusics Auditory Display can be a source of energy for 
performing an action, or triggering a chain of events, while providing the user with full control over 
their sonic activity.  This implies a means for a greater potential of gestural interaction while 
circumventing the need for some imposing restrictions.  For instance, Cadoz uses the metaphor of 
the maraca for the simulation of free particles in a box.  This could be seen as a restriction brought 
about by the tight coupling of the two systems where the number of vibrating bodies involved 
alludes to the generation of noise.  Likewise, Gaver (1993) identifies that there is a one-to-many 
mapping between the sound and the parameter under consideration, which he perceives as a flaw:  
'A change in an object's length produces a change of the fundamental frequency of the 
sound it makes.  But other attributes of an object, such as its shape, density, and hardness, 
also determine its functional frequency.  Thus, an impact sound's fundamental frequency 
does not specify its length.' (p. 309) 
 
The resultant sound is therefore unable to reveal particular information about the event without the 
use of specified constraints, that is, all other attributes must remain constant. 
 
Ma et al. (2010) found that 'similar materials or textures of the sounds sources, similar effects of the 
interactions, and similar events that take place can all be the cause of confusion.' (p. 360).  In order 
to better facilitate the communication of ideas they proffer that 'distinctive environmental sounds 
can effectively evoke concepts (nouns and verbs) commonly used in everyday communication.' (p. 
360).  Indeed, physically modelled objects that have a large number of parameters in common can 
produce indistinguishable sounds.  This is particularly true when the sound is modelled from a 
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limited subset of data, such as those pertaining to the contact point (Menzies, 2010).  However, all 
these restrictions need not apply to the synthesis routines associated with PMS as they are not 
determined by the resonating structures themselves but by sonifying any combination of the 
parameters that attribute to the simulated object's behaviour.  In other words, the user can 
determine the number of object properties that are mapped to sound and thus the level of sonic 
complexity over which they have control.  Ergo, when recalling Gaver's object to sound 
correspondence it is possible to argue that an impact sound's fundamental frequency can specify the 
object length should the user choose to link that particular attribute to the relevant sound 
dimension.  Furthermore, given the plethora of available synthesisers, along with their wide range of 
sounds, the user is presented with a rich palette for communication.  This includes the fulfilment of 
more environmentally accurate material sounds when sending the underlying data parameters to 
those of a physical modelling synthesiser. 
 
In the same way that electronic musical instruments physically decouple the control interface from 
the sound generator a PMS would furnish a decoupling of the sound from the acoustic properties of 
a simulated object.  Considering this alternative approach we are presented with a visual metaphor 
that fits our everyday observations but the sound representation has become more subjective.  As 
such, the user must have greater involvement in understanding how the data dimensions should be 
linked to the audio dimensions.  Menzies (2010) regarded exact physical modelling as a limiter of 
expression stating that 'explicit physical models are often difficult to calibrate to a desired sound 
behaviour although they are controlled directly by physical parameters.' (p. 3).  He advocates that 
'the sound designer is often more interested in the freedom to shape the sound how they would 
like, rather than exactly matching a real behaviour that may not be quite suitable.' (p. 3).  In 
contrast, PMS provides a more explicit link between data and sound where the user is granted with 
full control over each stage of the transformation process in order to facilitate a greater capacity for 
expression.  This follows the advice given by Hunt and Wanderley (2002) who suggested that 
'explicitly defined mapping strategies present the advantage of keeping the designer in control of 
the design of each of the instrument's component parts, therefore providing an understanding of 
the effectiveness of mapping choices in each context.' (p. 98).  Understandably though, the user 
should be aware of the consequences such freedom may bring regarding the transformation of data 
to sound. 
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3.3.2.3 The mapping problem 
While model-induced parameter mapping sonification can be put forward as a reasonable 
alternative to physical modelling, it is not without its drawbacks.  In context of this design it is 
framed by a cogent visual model which supports the perception and control of data events behind 
the formation of auditory gestalts.  The additional integration of the PMS paradigm promoted a 
more explicit level of control over the data transformation process leading to the arrangement and 
classification of information flow.  Despite this, the current framework cannot be viewed as 
complete as there is still the need to decide which audio dimension may best represent a particular 
data value, along with a suitable function than can relate the two. 
 
Kramer (1994a) stated that 'spatialized sound can, with limitations, be used to analogically represent 
three-dimensional volumetric data.' (p. 26).  If we recognise that both objects and sound coexist 
within the same Euclidian space then it can be viewed as a highly intuitive representation.  Indeed, 
video games often exploit this technique and process sound in order to strengthen related illusions 
of space, distance and motion in a virtual world.  However, while this process may work well when 
expressing object location, it becomes counterintuitive when representing more abstract data 
dimensions such as mass.  This often calls for the employment of an abstract sonic space, such as 
pitch or timbre, introducing what is widely regarded as "the mapping problem": 
'The main limitation of PMS is thought to be the known co-dependence of psychophysical 
parameters: linear changes in one domain produce non-linear auditory effects in another.  
These perceptual parameter interactions can also produce auditory artefacts that obscure 
data relations and confuse the listener regarding the parametric origin of the effect.' 
(Worrall, 2011: para. 4)  
 
Being mindful of this issue Worall (2009b) has previously suggested that 'though conceptually 
simple, in practice, parameter mapping requires a working knowledge of how the parameters 
interact with each other perceptually.' (p. 2-16).  Walker and Nees (2011) outline many of the salient 
points in that respect when referring to growing evidence from the field of psychoacoustics.  They 
discuss the detection of sound, one of the more critical determinants for AD design, for which the 
field holds extensive descriptions of minimum thresholds across various auditory parameters in 
terms of just-noticeable differences.  The concurrent presentation of audio also plays a vital role 
regarding the detection of sound.  McGookin and Brewster (2004) demonstrated that our ability to 
both discriminate and identify individual sounds decreases in response to an increase in the number 
of simultaneous sounds.  Bregman (1990) helped in this regard by determining what acoustic 
properties support or inhibit stream segregation.  Similarly, Kramer (1994c) proffered further 
techniques such as scaling down the range of distracting, or forceful, variables.  Nevertheless, 
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Flowers (2005) argues that there is most likely a limit to the number of concurrent channels of 
auditory information before additional streams become impractical for a listener to discern and 
analyse. 
 
Barrass and Vickers (2011) emphasise that we should consider aesthetics in sonification design while 
summarising its main issues as 'intrusiveness, distraction, listener fatigue, annoyance, 
comprehensibility and display resolution and precision.' (p. 57).  Much of their work derives from 
Vickers and Hogg (2006) who maintained that 'once sonification designers have learnt to listen like 
composers, sound designers, and recording engineers they will be much better placed to create 
sonifications that maximise the communicative potential of the auditory channel.' (p. 215).  
Correspondingly, Coleman et al. (2005) carried out a participant observational study of sound 
designers working within the entertainment industry which highlighted some important design 
choices for ADs.  They discovered that issues of annoyance are prevalent in video games where a 
major challenge is to ensure that the ambience will remain interesting for multiple hours of playtime 
and continue to be immersive.  From a mapping perspective their findings showed that the right 
associative sound can make a game more involving and that a purposeful balance is required in 
order to prioritise game related events.  Kramer (1994a) commented from experience that an 
unpleasant auditory computer interfaces are often turned off even if they serve a useful purpose.  
He acknowledges a more musical approach when postulating that 'a composer's skills can contribute 
to making auditory displays more pleasant and sonically integrated.' (p. 52).  In this manner, the skill 
of orchestration demonstrates how to balance the timbres of each instrument in order to present a 
certain idea or mood.  Being mindful of the connotations aesthetics shared with more musical 
aspirations Vickers and Hogg (2006) made the distinction that what is 'important for sonification 
designers is not how 'musical' their work sounds, but how easy they have made it for the audience 
to listen to it, and by listen we mean 'attend carefully'.' (p. 215).  In that respect both Kramer (1994c) 
and Hermann (2008) agreed that artistic license should be restrained for the sake of clarity.  They 
both use the example of reverberation as a parameter which may improve musicality but can 
obscure the data behind the sound source.  Additionally, Hermann warned that 'by using too much 
noise, it is possible to generate useless sonifications in the sense that they garble interpretation of 
the underlying data.' (p. 3). 
 
Nguyen (2011) opted to tip the balance between musical aesthetics and scientific accuracy in favour 
of musicality.  He felt that a loss of resolution in the data counteracted for an increase in clarity of 
data relationships through the listener's understanding of consonance and dissonance;  a process 
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first described by Worrall (2010) as soniculation.  In this case, Nguyen (2011) suggested that 
aesthetics 'becomes a mechanism to provide clarity, because it is the discord between data 
relationships (that is its dissonance) which enables a listener to recognize differences, changes and 
trends and improves the communication of relational information.' (para. 22).  He later employed 
the same principles in order to highlight the variance between two data values (Nguyen, 2012).  The 
notion that using the organising principles of tonal music to structure the mapping process can 
produce more aesthetically coherent results has been discussed by Vickers (2006).  He puts forward 
that tonal music is easy to learn, organise cognitively and discriminate, where innate skill permits us 
to recall melodies without formal training.  However, he warns that repeated use of such harmonic 
tonal sequences and rhythmic structures could lead to mental fatigue. 
 
The cases involving more musical tendencies serve to highlight another important consideration for 
AD design as the designer must now rely on both a trained musical ear and user subjectivity.  
Individual differences have a profound impact on the interpretation of ADs and include aspects such 
as listening skills, learning styles, perceptual abilities and cognitive faculties involving memory, 
attention, mood and affective association.  While some of these factors are ascribed to physiological 
differences, a large number can also be regarded as a product of cultural background and training.  
This prompted Kramer (1994a) to note that one of the main disadvantages for an AD is that some 
users will have less acuity for the display variables, such as timing and pitch.  Indeed, Neuhoff et al. 
(2002) observed that a small number of musical novices 'found nothing compelling or even 
comprehensible about directional frequency change.' (p. 5).  They highlighted the need for training 
so that accurate labelling of pitch change could be acquired before a user could explore conceptual 
issues such as metaphor.  Additionally, they suggested that changes in frequency 'should be 
sufficiently large in order to minimize errors in judging the direction of change' (p. 5) but also 
recognised that perceptual deficits, such as congenital amusia, may limit the role of pitch as an 
audible dimension. 
 
Kramer (1994c) initially wrote that 'the fact that our attention is drawn more to certain variables 
than other makes the design of a balanced, or unbiased, auditory display virtually impossible.' (p. 
200).  Since then the sonification community has continued to encourage experimentation that 
draws upon knowledge from the aforementioned fields in order to alleviate the factors involved with 
this problem.  Be that as it may, Worrall (2009b) attests that the most common solution to the 
mapping problem 'is to test empirically which of a number of fine-tunings or "tweaks" of parameter 
space mappings is the least problematic; perhaps in the hope that eventually, over time, a 
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generalised model may become evident.' (p. 1-2).  He notes that such a conventional solution could 
only be supported by further empirical evidence which, by itself, is a rather demanding task beyond 
the extent of the work presented here.  Instead, as the data under investigation seeks to replicate 
observable physical behaviour, we can depend, in part, upon our inherent understanding as a guide 
for comprehensible mapping.  By seeking out natural correspondences between audio and visual 
modalities we are able to ascertain a path towards a more generalised solution within this context of 
this thesis. 
 
3.3.2.4 Physically informed mapping 
Ballas (1994) submits that 'effective delivery of information through sound should produce 
responses that are quick and accurate.' (p. 86).  His studies revealed that listeners could identify 
typical environmental sounds faster than a non-typical equivalent.  Correspondingly, the speeded 
classification paradigm refers to congruent mappings as those which elicit a quick response.  Evans 
and Treisman (2010) utilised this method to measure reaction time when presenting users with a 
number of bimodal presentations.  Their investigations referred to several experiments in the field 
that exemplified natural correspondences between visual features of physical objects and abstract 
auditory dimensions.  They, too, believed that such intuitive crossmodal correspondences 'may arise 
through frequent associations in everyday experience.' (p. 2). 
 
Vogt and Höldrich (2010) advocated that the notion of experience can be integral to AD design: 
'For a good sonification design, it would thus be enough to know about the underlying 
metaphors of a scientific theory and the metaphors for sound of these basic experiences.  By 
mapping, e.g., higher energies to what people in our culture perceive as higher in sound, a 
completely intuitive sonification could be created.' (p. 271) 
 
They sought the advice of physicists in order to create more immediate metaphoric mappings for 
simulation data and discovered that strong metaphors emerge from their professional knowledge.  
Their findings unveiled that more mapping associations were offered for the well-known particles 
and fewer for the rarer.  This also applied to everyday physical properties such as mass, which was 
cited more often than comparatively abstract examples.  They proposed that perhaps these 
observations arose from the subjects' lack of interaction with these properties which, in turn, 
resulted in them being less prominent in their minds.  When constructing an elementary metaphor 
between particle physics and sound, Sturm (2001b) used common sense as a guide for the 
correspondence of physical phenomena with auditory dimensions.  In keeping the number of 
arbitrary decisions in the mapping process to a minimum he believed that 'such a direct mapping of 
both multi-dimensional fields not only allows a cleaner interchange of concepts to enrich both, but 
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also enables an additional level of comprehension of the underlying physical concepts.' (para. 3).  
This guided him to propose that a sonification would be easier to perceive 'by creating a scheme that 
requires a minimum of new skills one must possess in order to understand the underlying generative 
schemes, i.e. the user does not have to train his ears.' (para. 9).  Furthermore, it can be argued that 
the acquisition of these listening skills is heavily influenced by our acoustic ecology (Dietze, 2000), 
that is, the relationship we have with our sonic environment.  As such, this holds important guidance 
for design which Kramer (1994a) substantiates when referring to our aural experience in order to 
heed a balance of sonic qualities guided by their natural prevalence.  With this in mind he 
maintained that 'extremely high pitched and loud sounds, which occur infrequently, may strike us as 
unpleasant or even hurt our ears.' (p. 55).  This would also suggest that frequencies should be kept 
to an audible range so that the listener can carefully attend to them. 
 
Hermann and Ritter (2004) also took a perspective motivated by ecological acoustics, viewing the 
fundamental laws of physics as connecting 'geometrical properties of our environment to sound 
characteristics in a rather universal manner.' (p. 731).  They discussed many strong correlations that 
derive from our multimodal perception of physical phenomena.  Much of their work expanded on 
observations made by Kramer (1994c) who gave several metaphorical mapping recommendations 
based on a similar frame of reference.  A suggestion from both parties stemmed from the argument 
that we expect louder sounds in response to the stronger excitation of a physical structure.  Musical 
instruments are crucial in this regard as they create a shared model for understanding this 
phenomenon.  Musicians are familiar, on some level, that an instrument's amplitude is directly 
proportional to the energy of their input gesture.  This also leads to the anticipation of a steady 
reduction in sound once energy is removed.  Additionally, this model possesses the ability to express 
other natural links between physical properties and sound such as illustrating that the natural 
oscillation frequencies of an object decrease with its size.  In this case a musician can equate it to a 
larger string instrument producing a lower pitch range in comparison to a smaller member from the 
same family, for instance, a double bass in contrast to a violin. 
 
Although it is possible to seek further affirmation that physics-based metaphoric association can 
devise strong mappings based on our intuition, we must be aware of the significance it holds.  By 
collating what is widely regarded as common ground for interpretation we can inform the design of 
a standard set of audio mapping rules within an AD concerned with rigid body dynamics.  This 
configuration represents an ideal starting point for the exploration of the data set where the 
corresponding manifestation can be appreciated by a wide audience.  Fundamentally, it serves to 
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provide the recommended criterion in accordance with this design framework as part of a course of 
action towards a potential solution for the mapping problem. 
 
3.3.2.5 Towards a potential solution 
Kramer (1994c) accepted that by facilitating a structured empirical process 'the system user may 
listen to the same data a number of times with different mappings and decide which mapping most 
satisfactorily displays the meaningful contours he is looking for in the data.' (p. 201). Walker and 
Nees (2011) indicated that this idea still endures today when stating that 'sonification designers 
need to be aware that not all mappings are created equal, and must use a combination of 
empirically-derived guidelines and usability testing to ensure the message they are intending to 
communicate is being received by the listener.' (p. 24).  However, Kramer (1994c) was also aware 
that a variety of mappings approach was the most unbiased user-orientated way of dealing with the 
mapping problem.  In this sense, one could argue for a heuristic approach more applicable to a 
compositional process that encourages experimentation and creativity.   
 
It has been shown that sonification was practiced in experimental music as a metaphor for natural 
phenomena long before its concept was established (Straebel, 2010).  In this manner sonification 
becomes a blank canvas for individual interpretation, based on a series of mapping decisions, where 
an audience can reflect on how the final arrangement was informed by cultural and physical 
experience.  Furthermore, when seeking composers' views on such matters, Doornbusch (2002) 
revealed that compositional structures and mappings were unique to each composer, with no set 
method for data transformation from the domain of the conceptual, gestural or structural to the 
musical.  He concluded that 'the nature of composition and composers means that there will never 
be a 'solution' to the mapping problem in algorithmic composition, that it will remain a part of the 
exploration.' (p. 155).  Be that as it may, Walker and Kramer (2005) have determined that this 
mindset is not entirely suitable for more objective sonification.  They showed that relying on a 
designers' perception alone could lead to worse performance where less desirable choices for 
metaphoric mapping often performed better.  This served as a notable case to prove that, like any 
mental model, intuitive mappings can not necessarily be predicted a priori, although we could argue 
that common sense pertaining to physics explains why their less obvious mapping of size to onset 
worked well when attributed to inertia inducing slower changes in larger objects.  However, they put 
forward that 'guidelines may emerge, based on this kind of study, so that designers will not need to 
guess about effective mappings.' (p. 412).  In turn, this will enable them 'to deploy more truly 
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"intuitive" mapping ensembles that actually allow a listener to understand the message the display is 
meant to convey.' (p. 412). 
  
When contemplating these arguments it would stand to reason that there is a need to strive for a 
balance between strict guidelines and free interpretation in order to facilitate a progression of 
knowledge.  Kramer (1994c) originally proposed that 'the metaphorically or affectively associated 
map may be generalizable to different sets of data and various sound generation techniques, 
flattening the learning curve and making the sonification process more efficient.' (p. 217).  His idea 
that the sharing of mapping strategies could expedite the learning process has since been explored 
by a number of authors.  Whereas some provide a considered list of citations for guidance (Walker & 
Nees, 2011) others have chosen to deliberate and create online databases (Barrass, 1996; Walker 
and Lane, 2001; Ma et al, 2010; Schertenleib & Barrass, 2010).  Such work has shown that a number 
of factors must be taken into account in order for a database to be authoritative including 
categorisation with respect to cultural background, sensitivity to context and, where possible, 
further detailed annotations pertaining to conception and effectiveness.  It is through such a 
collective agreement of well-organised findings that we attain a picture of how mappings can then 
be effectively applied within the appropriate AD designs. 
 
Converse to such arguments, Kramer (1994a) remarked that prior knowledge could conceivably 'act 
as an obstacle to fresh insights.' (p. 17).  Blackwell (2001) also discovered that allowing users to 
construct their own meanings from dissimilar elements using metaphors, rather than being shown 
systematic and consistent mappings of the kind recommended in HCI textbooks, resulted in 
improved learning.  As a consequence it is worth remembering that these mappings are informed 
suggestions and should not be regarded as a panacea for a particular purpose.  However, when 
presented in an informed manner they can elicit guidance for further experimentation while 
granting us insight into the techniques behind their architecture.  Doornbusch (2002) endorsed this 
concept when preparing a collection of compositional mapping strategies for the prospects of 
sharing knowledge.  He submitted that 'in this way, mapping in algorithmic composition could be 
demystified and more complex, varied and musically appropriate practices could be developed by 
building on the work of others.' (p. 155).  Similarly, Clarke (2005) introduced an interactive aural 
framework to elicit basic components of compositional techniques for others to analyse.  While 
serving as an insight into the mind of the composer, his approach allowed one 'to develop a deeper 
understanding of the compositional process and of the way in which the work is structured.' (p. 87).  
He noted that this would not only allow for a means of orientation within an otherwise abstract 
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collection of sound but also presented an opportunity for the user to construct unique 
interpretations.  Kramer (1994a) contributed a corresponding notion for AD design when stating that 
'becoming familiar with specific system states may improve the data exploration process by 
providing verifiable system states as references.' (p. 17).  This was later reiterated with a 
recommendation that the ideal AD would 'be easy to get started with, providing a graphical user 
interface (GUI) and "canned displays" with standard hooks for different types of variables.' (Kramer 
et al, 1999: p. 12).   
 
Certainly, pre-configurations of such systems have already provisionally demonstrated that the 
sonification of physics engines can immediately engage users with the creative process of musical 
ideas (Dolphin, 2009a; Dolphin, 2009b).  However, these examples place heavy restrictions on the 
range of objects involved, along with their mapping configurations.  In contrast, Tache (2008) 
delineated how a more complex system, comprising virtual objects, could support similar 
conventions by presenting an organised collection of constructions.  He referred to his ontology of 
examples as an "instrumentarium" which aimed to familiarise non-experienced musicians with the 
architecture afforded by the CORDIS-ANIMA system.  Tache argued that a unified presentation of 
possible constructions, alongside parameter configurations, would improve a user's prowess for 
design.  This was supported by Cadoz (2009) who declared that it allows for others to expand upon 
and perfect original ideas while taking advantage of the digital instrument's duplicable nature.  
Although such a comprehensive task would be beyond the scope of a thesis observing a theoretical 
background to an original AD design, a number of demonstrations in a similar vein are included 
throughout the text.  These examples are consistent with the fundamental principles described here, 
serving to highlight notable ideas, reflect the potential capabilities of the components, and form the 
basis for future research. 
 
3.3.3 Establishing a connection between video and audio 
It can be understood from a mapping perspective that the connection between video and audio has 
already been established due to both modalities being informed by the same data.  Indeed, by 
employing a model to present this data as a cohesive whole it becomes likely that any parameter 
which influences the audio will also be responsible for the same model's visual behaviour.  With this 
in mind, the deliberation of further mapping specifics will not be the main focus for ascertaining a 
connection between the two modalities.  Instead, this section will present several cases where the 
video can support the sonification process while building upon the framework ascertained so far. 
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Lokki and Gröhn (2005) found that navigation of virtual reality was faster and more accurate when 
the user could rely on both the audio and visual modalities in lieu of either one alone.  Their 
experiments showed that the omnidirectional nature of our hearing overcame the perceptual limens 
of the visual modality when drawing attention to important features located outside our main field 
of view.  Video games that attempt to recreate an immersive environment will also combine visual 
representations with spatially distributed sound to support the visual channel and make the listener 
aware of surrounding information.  This is typical of the first person shooter genre which Grimshaw 
(2007) distinguished as an employment of sonification for the player to contextualise themselves 
'within the spaces of the game world or in relation to events and other characters.' (p. 120).  He 
found that data from the virtual world not only informed sound sources to be sensitive to the 
location and actions of a controllable avatar but also signalled the game engine to process the sound 
and recreate audible phenomena in keeping with our perception of the real world.  Cues for filtering 
would inform the player about the distance or occlusion of a sound source, reverberation cues 
expressed the acoustic space in which either the player or source reside, while Doppler effects 
would coincide with their relative movement.  The drive to produce more convincing sonic cues has 
seen the continued development of various open source solutions which have been assembled into 
dedicated audio processing libraries such as OpenAL (Creative Labs, 2013).  These libraries are 
designed to be integrated into gaming engines and can be used to sonically enhance other integral 
parts of the immersive gaming experience such as the physics engine.  For instance, their inclusion 
can present each rigid body as a dynamic sound source when their relevant data is shared with audio 
processing techniques such as vector based amplitude panning (Pulkki, 1997).  With this in mind it is 
possible to claim that the game engine has the capacity to facilitate the navigation of data in the AD 
designed as part of this thesis by automatically distributing and processing the voice of each model 
in a manner that is readily understood. 
 
Hunt and Hermann (2011) suggested one of the shortcomings of PMS was that 'the sound of such an 
interactive sonification will only make sense to the one who is in the control-loop, since others do 
not know whether sound changes are due to the data or due to parameter changes performed in the 
interaction loop.' (p. 289).  When introducing a visual representation, as part of a model-induced 
approach towards PMS, both the control loop and the current state of the audio are exposed for 
other people to engage with.  This was appreciated by Jordà et al. (2007) who expressed that 'the 
'audio' feedback presented to the performer in a visual form, intuitively helps the understanding and 
the mastery of the interface, enabling the simultaneous control of a high number of parameters that 
could not be possible without this visual feedback.' (p. 141).  Moreover, they argued that the same 
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concept applies when the control loop is extended to include the delegation of control from 
performer to instrument.  In this scenario the performer assumes more of a supervisory role by 
guiding the actions of the instrument instead of attending to every nuance through physical actions.  
As such, in order to facilitate the monitoring requirements pertaining to this new role, the digital 
instrument can employ a visual display to 'dynamically 'communicate' the states and the behaviors 
of their musical processes.' (p. 141).  This reasoning also proves remarkably germane for the design 
presented here when considering that the states and behaviours of the model are governed by a 
physics engine capable of responding to either human or computer intervention. 
 
Kramer et al. (1999) advise that 'analysis of multivariate data may sometimes require focused 
attention on individual variables, and at other times require divided attention to allow the listener to 
detect similarities and contrasts in trends of different variables or streams.' (p. 11).  The foundation 
for data transformation identified that combining the configurable qualities of parameter mapping 
with the visualisation of the streams that it designates can assist the user in this process.  However, 
those methods were concerned with the data that described the physical behaviour of the model.  
To avoid any direct influence over this dynamic state of the data set the user can instead choose to 
exploit the colour of each model as a means for segregation and fusion.  According to research 
pertaining to the gestalt laws of grouping there is a stronger tendency to group local elements by 
common colour than by similarity of shape (Quinlan & Wilton, 1998).  It is therefore likely that the 
involuntarily grouping of similar coloured entities would draw the attention of the viewer to a single 
contrastingly coloured object whereupon it is perceived as being outside of the group.  The user 
could employ this visual phenomenon to highlight the sonic characteristics of a particular data set.  
Alternatively, a more creative interpretation would see it function as the introduction of a solo 
theme in a musical arrangement. 
 
Another ramification of the foundation for data transformation was that the audio and visual 
modalities could be synchronised due to the periodic nature in which the data was generated by the 
physics engine.  This type of concurrency was understood by Spence (2007) as an important element 
for optimising the localisation of data, adding further credence to the use of the game engine's 
architecture for that purpose.  However, he also determined that 'whenever two or more sensory 
inputs are perceived as being highly consistent (i.e., as being related in a way that they appear to 'go 
together'), observers will be more likely to treat them as referring to a single audiovisual event.' (p. 
66).  This phenomenon is also observed by Chion (1994) whose notion of synchresis recognises that 
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our brains can intuitively create a connection between the two modalities despite the lack of any 
further logical evidence.  Nonetheless, he cautions that: 
'it is not totally automatic.  It is also a function of meaning, and is organized according to 
gestaltist laws and contextual determinations.  Play a stream of random audio and visual 
events, and you will find that certain ones will come together through synchresis and other 
combinations will not.' (p. 63) 
 
These ideas are applicable to the design of Mhyusics Auditory Display when considering that any 
meaning in the data is not only perceived through sound but also implied through the visual actions 
of the objects.  The foundation for data transformation was also aware that both the organisation of 
sound, and the conditions for its interpretation, would be supported by gestalt laws.  However, the 
notion of contextual determination proves to be more flexible when taking into account that the 
visual representation of the environment, along with the objects that act within its constraints, can 
assume many forms.  Robertson (1990) proposes that imagery from natural scenes would exploit 
innate visual mechanisms and optimise the process of navigating and analysing data variables.  
Indeed, the software infrastructure behind Mhyusics is capable of rendering such environments in 
real-time while enlivening them with rigid body dynamics.  Be that as it may, there is evidence to 
suggest abstract visual representations that are less commonplace would be more appropriate when 
coupled with a parameter mapping approach that has the aptitude for a wide range of sonic 
interpretation. 
 
Gaver (1993) demonstrated that the intrinsic link between motion and sound allows us to recognise 
a number of visible features associated with everyday objects by listening to their involvement in 
physical events.  The implications of this relationship were also understood by Jensenius (2007) who 
believed that an embodied approach to cognition would suggest that we mentally hear the sound of 
a sonorous action when observing it through vision alone.  He reasoned that 'it is our life-long 
experience of acoustical and mechanical properties of objects and actions that makes us able to 
predict the sound of an object-action-object system even before it is heard.' (p. 22).  In this case, his 
notion of an object-action-object system recognised our ability to determine the objects and actions 
involved in producing a sound.  However, our ability to predict was further characterised by what 
the author refers to as an action-sound palette.  This proves to be of some concern as it comprises 
what we consider to be the complete range of sounds that the actions of a particular object can 
afford.  With this in mind it becomes counterintuitive for us to view the actions of an identifiable 
object and associate them with sounds outside this range.  For example, Jensenius wrote that 'if we 
heard a baby's scream when the glass hit the floor, it would be beyond the laws of nature and we 
would assume that the scream was coming from somewhere else.' (p. 23).  Fortunately, as the laws 
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of nature informing these objects are easily manipulated in the computer realm it is possible to 
design counterparts which take on more abstract qualities.  Such objects can continue to enact 
actions which remain familiar to our everyday experience while carrying an appearance that does 
not imply a limited range of sounds.  In that regard, Cooley (1998) found that abstract computer-
generated images could accommodate a wide variety of sound, whereas recognisable images of 
everyday objects would stimulate a critical response from the listener when conflictions with their 
experience created a lack of sonic verisimilitude. 
 
While complex polygonal models in virtual worlds can closely resemble recognisable entities, it is 
generally the case that the rigid body responsible for their actions is derived from simpler geometric 
forms.  The most common of these forms are part of a subset of solid geometry, generally referred 
to as geometric primitives, which includes boxes with uniformly flat surfaces and perfect spheres.  
The behaviour of these shapes is described using Newtonian mechanics in an environment that is 
described as a Euclidean space.  These idealised components of the simulation affirm that is it is built 
upon mathematical conceptions more in keeping with Platonic idealism.  In that regard, Bernays 
(1935) submitted that: 
'the value of platonistically inspired mathematical conceptions is that they furnish models of 
abstract imagination.  These stand out by their simplicity and logical strength.  They form 
representations which extrapolate from certain regions of experience and intuition.' (p. 53) 
 
These points stand to reason when considering that a model-based representation of the rigid body 
was adopted to provide insight into the data based on our everyday experience.  However, the same 
representation can also be thought of as an embodiment of the mathematical laws behind the 
dynamics of the data.  Forbus (1997) determined that various causal theories of physical phenomena 
can be better understood through qualitative embodiment providing it is tightly coupled to its 
quantitative concepts.  Consequently, it is possible for the same tight coupling between the model 
and the data to extrapolate from certain regions of our experience with general physical behaviour.  
When realised in the context of the AD designed as part of this thesis, a single abstraction could 
intuitively represent a specific behaviour that derives from rigid body dynamics.  This representation 
could then be combined and arranged with further abstractions to compartmentalise the structure 
of a wide variety of algorithms which, with the process of sonification, are simultaneously expressed 
through sound. 
 
Schroeder et al. (2011) claimed that the complex mathematical definitions associated with the 
physical modelling of a string would become more comprehensible when presenting them alongside 
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an interactive audiovisual representation.  Their design was driven by the notion that, during the 
process of analysis, the attention of the user could shift between the mathematical descriptor 
behind the motion of the string and the visual model in which it is enacted (Figure 4).  In practice, 
the model would actively respond to adjustments made to this descriptor in order to form an 
intuitive and dynamic observation of an otherwise abstruse and static equation. 
 
 
Figure 4: A model of a string enacts the mathematical equation describing its motion 
 
More complex physically modelled structures comprising a series of interconnected springs have 
also relied on audiovisual models to delineate a language for their construction and behaviour.  
Kontogeorgakopoulos and Cadoz (2007) submitted that modular representations of computational 
algorithms make it possible for the average user to design a sonorous structure based on intuition.  
They contended that 'as the basic building elements actually have a strong physical counterpart they 
remain pertinent to human senses and create a very realistic mental model.' (p. 277).  Furthermore, 
they observed that it was 'possible to guess and predict the general behaviour of a model by 
examining its network without the use of mathematical analysis tools.' (p. 277).  Comprehending the 
dynamics of the data in this manner was described by the same authors as a physical thinking 
approach.  Its conception stood in comparison to what they considered to be a more traditional and 
complex mathematical decomposition, or signal thinking approach, offered by digital signal 
processing blocks. 
 
Electroplankton (Nintendo, 2012) demonstrated that a framework for musical algorithms based on 
visual abstractions of rigid bodies can be designed for a more general audience.  In the Hanenbow 
algorithm, the manifestation of sound relies on collision events involving a dynamic body whose 
appearance comprises simple abstract shapes.  The cause and structure of the dynamic body's 
movement are assigned to abstractions of kinematic bodies which either control its initial trajectory 
or redirect its path upon collision.  By interacting with these representations of logic the user can 
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grasp how each condition manipulates the timings of the musical events.  The strength of this design 
was remarked upon by Dolphin (2009a) who wrote that 'the symbolic representations of the 
algorithmic musical processes allow quick comprehension of the compositional controls, allowing a 
reasonable level of compositional intervention by even a novice player.' (p. 213).  However, it can be 
argued that this design is further enhanced by its direct ties to the quantitative underpinnings of the 
algorithm.  This connection is revealed to the user when they enable the display of the angles at 
which the kinematic objects are placed (Figure 5).  With this additional level of information the user 
gains more accurate control over the exact timing of the sound.  Moreover, they can consistently 
reproduce a particular rhythmic idea by memorising and recalling a sequence of numbers. 
 
These three examples indicate that visual abstractions derived from simplified simulations of 
physical phenomena can be used to describe algorithms pertaining to both sound and music.  They 
also demonstrate a range of ideas for how the arrangement between the behaviour of these 
abstractions and their mathematical underpinnings can be portrayed.  The next section will argue 
that such arrangements are also feasible within the framework of Mhyusics Auditory Display by 
outlining the foundation for one possible interpretation.  In this case, the flexible connection 
between data and audio ensures that the objects can express the close ties to their quantitative 
underpinnings in more imaginative ways resulting in a combined rendition of information that 
supports the creation of a dynamic score. 
 
 
Figure 5: The Hanenbow algorithm is presented using both symbolic and quantitative 
representations 
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3.3.3.1 A foundation for a dynamic score 
Walker (1987) identified that although cultural and environmental factors can inform visual 
metaphors for sound, subjects with more exposure to a Western lifestyle predominantly chose 
crossmodal metaphors ascribed to musical training.  These metaphoric relationships included the 
linking of frequency with placement, amplitude with size and duration with horizontal length.  Such a 
widely recognised body of evidence can also be considered pertinent to sonification based on the 
understanding that, as part of musical training, the reading of a traditional score teaches the pupil to 
associate visual representations with particular attributes of sound.  In that respect, Grond and 
Berger (2011) found structural similarities between a sonification and a traditional score when 
considering that 'music notation is, in a sense, a mapping from visual representation into pitch, 
loudness, duration and timbre instrumental space with time progressing according to an 
independent tempo map.' (p. 369).  Accordingly, each model instance in Mhyusics could symbolise a 
traditional note when the data it represents is mapped to the same musical elements.  On the other 
hand, as this analogy is restricted by traditional design it is perhaps less appropriate for expressing 
the wide range of musical intention associated with computer music.  Clarke (2005) noted that a 
major limitation of working with traditional notation for the analysis of computer music is that it is: 
'designed to place events on a two-dimensional lattice-work (striated pitch and rhythm).  
Other dimensions (e.g. timbre) and continuous, smooth data are not so easily represented.' 
(p. 85) 
 
He was also aware that the discrete nature of the data conveyed by a score made it difficult to 
identify many of the continuous events that are common to computer music, such as the 
transformation of sound.  Although alternative printed abstractions could somewhat improve on 
these shortcomings, Clarke felt that 'two-dimensional black and white drawings are rarely able to 
capture the subtle detail of the sound and can frequently trivialise the musical structure.' (p. 85).  
With the introduction of the model-induced parameter mapping sonification approach that is 
distinguished by the foundation for data transformation there is reason to suggest that these issues 
can be addressed. 
 
There are three fundamental elements for constructing a dynamic score in Mhyusics Auditory 
Display, the kinematic rigid body, the dynamic rigid body and the simulation environment.  While all 
these elements are capable of generating forces within the system, only dynamic rigid bodies will 
respond to them.  Kinematic rigid bodies and the simulation environment are therefore considered 
as unidirectional force types, whereas dynamic bodies are bidirectional.  The dynamics of the score 
are controlled by adjusting the numerical properties associated with each of these types.  These 
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types also serve as the basis for further abstractions which can determine the conditions of the 
system in a more specific manner.  Examples of those that are currently implemented by this AD are 
discussed further ahead in the objects section.  An algorithmic framework can now be thought of as 
an arrangement of kinematic and dynamic bodies within a single environment.  This framework 
places constraints on the simulation system and encourages the dynamic objects to act in a unique 
manner.  The reader of the score therefore depends on the intuitive behaviour of each dynamic 
object in order to ascertain how their physical attributes develop.  With the addition of a versatile 
parameter mapping system the score is now in a position to classify subtle details of the sound as its 
characteristics can be informed by any of the aforementioned attributes.  Furthermore, the 
introduction of the data streaming conditions yields an opportunity for the score to represent 
smooth or continuous data transitions. 
 
While the idea of the score has been delineated in the context of this AD, the preparatory stage of 
its creation still raises some issues.  Doornbusch (2002) considered the process of mapping in 
algorithmic composition as a discrete stage of practice that requires time and planning.  His 
interviews revealed the compositional practice of a number of composers would generally involve 
experimentation with various configurations in order to explore and contemplate the musical 
implications they held.  The mapping configurations in Mhyusics invite the same conventions.  
However, the notion of them taking place at a more considered pace is contravened when they are 
tied to constructional elements of the score that continuously act under the timings of a simulation.  
For example, when assembling a composition comprising a sequence of events that rely on gravity, 
the user is forced to create additional structures in order to hold the dynamic objects in place and 
prevent unintentional incidents prior to its completion.  Such circumstances call for a mechanism 
that allows the user to take the simulation in and out of an active state, thereby guaranteeing a 
mode of operation where dynamic objects remain fixed.  The consequences of their modifications 
can then wait until the user decides that the simulation should become active again. 
 
Barrass and Vickers (2011) took an artistically conscious approach toward the creation of an AD and 
described design as an 'iterative practice-based discipline involving cycles of hypothesis testing and 
critical evaluation that aims for solutions to specific problems in context.' (p. 146).  It is clear from 
their description that a pausing mechanism by itself does not satisfy the design process.  One 
feasible solution in that regard would be to integrate it with the concept of a beacon, which was first 
introduced by Kramer (1994c) as 'a means by which one can identify particular states of a system.' 
(p. 202).  In the context of Mhyusics Auditory Display a beacon can be generated by saving the state 
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of the simulation to a file.  This file would contain all the values that describe the structural 
parameters of the score at the precise point in time the save operation was requested by the user.  
Loading the file would then recall the same parameters while placing the simulation in a paused 
state.  This provides the user with an opportunity to make modifications before choosing to simulate 
the results.  Given that this process can be repeated any number of times until the desired outcome 
is achieved, it can be regarded as suitable for an iterative approach to design. 
 
Much of the rationale for adopting this type of state based reference point system has been touched 
upon when deliberating a potential solution to the mapping problem.  In addition to mapping 
configurations, the states of the system can now offer a deeper insight regarding the construction of 
a composition.  The iterative process of recalling reference points serves to familiarise the user with 
the audiovisual behaviour of the score.  During this process the user can make changes to the 
simulation data, along with the mapping configurations, which will lead to variations in the timing 
and timbre of the audio events.  By comparing various iterations they can appreciate the influence of 
their decisions in a particular context.  Furthermore, when these contexts are categorised and stored 
they create a compositional narrative that is presented in its original framework for others to 
analyse, interpret, modify and develop. 
 
3.3.4 Summary 
The incrementally structured method of mapping, metaphor and magic can be regarded as 
fundamental to each connection which characterises this design.  Mapping the data to video created 
a model which reduced the complexity of the data by acting as a metaphor for the familiar visual 
behaviour of everyday objects.  The extraordinary qualities of the computer meant that this 
behaviour could be manipulated, allowing the design of Mhyusics Auditory Display to interpret this 
metaphor in a novel manner.  This was illustrated when establishing the connection between data 
and audio.  Here, the same metaphor was regarded as an indicator for both the dynamics of the data 
and the emergence of gestalts.  The addition of PMS introduced an element of magic to the 
metaphoric model-based approach.  In this case, the dynamics of the data became individual 
parameters which could be expressed through the audio under specific conditions, predicated by 
visual gestalts, and no longer solely dependent on user interaction.  Consequently, this offered an 
explicit level of sonic analysis for any combination of data parameters attributed to a model.  It was 
also put forward that this approach presented a number of advantages over the strict ties between 
data and audio that are typical of the physical modelling approach.  Metaphors grounded in our 
common knowledge of physical causalities, as demonstrated by the model, were also submitted as 
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an intuitive method to strengthen the mapping between data and audio.  Such mappings could then 
be stored and categorised to promote successful configurations and demonstrate the circumstances 
in which they were applied. 
 
The connection between audio and video further characterised how the visual nature of the model 
could support the sonification process.  It argued that the video game engine is an ideal platform for 
both data exploration and navigation as it can dynamically process the model within an audiovisual 
environment so that it is presented in a manner that imitates our perception of the real world.  The 
mapping between video and data was submitted as an ideal method for exposing a control loop, 
determined either by the user or the computer, while acting as dynamic feedback for both the audio 
and the data.  It was then proposed that the appearance of the model could be manipulated to serve 
as a metaphor for an important process or solo theme.  Furthermore, it was put forward this 
appearance could manipulated to such an extent that the model could take on more abstract 
qualities which were subsequently suggested to better afford the expansive sonic palette furnished 
by the PMS approach.  Despite these changes in appearance, the close ties between the data and 
video ensured that the model would continue to enact actions familiar to our everyday experience.  
This proved to be essential when reclassifying the model as an abstraction to denote particular logics 
associated with the inner processes of various algorithms.  The combination of this intuitive visual 
logic with a flexible audio configuration led to the outlining of a framework for the creation of a 
musical score.  Here, the computer provides a sense of magic by bending the rules of the simulation 
to benefit an iterative process for design and analysis. 
 
It is clear that each of these connections have been forged upon cogent theories which have since 
been interpreted to inform the design of Mhyusics Auditory Display.  The next section will examine 
the interactive element of the sonification process, adding further concepts to support and extend 
the theory of this design, which is then consolidated in the implementation of the necessary 
components. 
 
3.4 Defining the components 
3.4.1 User control 
Interactive sonification calls for a real-time interactive control loop between a human and a 
computer in order to both manipulate data and sonically interpret any subsequent changes that are 
informed by our actions.  In reality, any action performed on an object elicits an instantaneous 
reaction which is implicitly linked to sound by the object's physical attributes.  With the advent of 
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computational technology this link is now explicitly defined where some form of human interface 
device (HID) converts our actions into information that the computer can recognise and process 
before responding accordingly.  As a consequence of this distinct separation between action and 
sound we have found ourselves embracing a great diversity of control structures for virtual 
instruments (Roads, 1996) which still continues to expand to this day (New Interfaces for Musical 
Expression, 2013).  This separation has also presented the opportunity to process and map the 
information coming from these recently discovered input devices in a multitude of ways.  
Unsurprisingly, this has raised a number of methods for the general classification of music control 
(Levitin et al, 2002; Jensenius, 2007; Cadoz, 2009) ushering in a vast area of research and debate that 
is difficult to cover in any depth within the scope of this thesis.  Instead, the next section looks to 
highlight a number of significant theories associated with the study of our everyday interaction 
which are particularly congruous to the design laid out here. 
 
3.4.1.1 Everyday interaction and common knowledge 
Hunt and Hermann (2011) considered that one of the fundamental guidelines for the design of 
interactive sonifications is to 'respect natural physical coherences and to be aware that interfaces 
that deviate from them may give decreased performance by not connecting the users so well with 
physically expected linkages.' (p. 295).  This echoed a previous argument which emphasised that 'the 
more one studies the ways that humans interact with the everyday world, the more it becomes 
obvious how our current computing technology uses an unbalanced subset of possible interaction 
techniques.' (Hunt & Herman, 2004: p. 7).  They hypothesised that, until this point, sonification had 
neglected some of the innate skills acquired from interactions with everyday objects resulting in a 
loss of quality along with the potential to miss out on important aspects of diagnosis and analysis.  
Their solution was to delineate and implement a model-based approach which strove to capitalise 
on our interactive knowledge of the unchanging laws of physics and regain a more familiar means of 
connecting our actions to sound. 
 
When comparing their underlying principles to trends in HCI it becomes apparent that they share 
several implications with the philosophical stance of embodiment.  In particular, they tend to align 
with Dourish's (2001) idea of embodied interaction or 'the creation, manipulation and sharing of 
meaning through engaged interaction with artefacts.' (p. 126).  This approach to HCI asserts a 
coupling of human action and perception where our mental processing is inseparable from the body 
and knowledge is gained through our actions in the world around us.  By considering that user 
interaction is a fundamentally embodied phenomenon, the designer can maintain that a creative 
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environment, populated by objects, provides an excellent foundation for communicating, 
interpreting and sharing ideas.  For example, creativity can arise from our subjective understanding, 
which is often influenced by other people.  When engaging with an unfamiliar object the user may 
be aware of their own activity, rationalising the actions they perform while discovering novel 
methods of control.  With further experience the user grows accustomed to these actions and the 
object becomes more familiar and embodied.  Similarly, when another person perceives the same 
actions they begin to interpret and rationalise the manner in which it is being used.  When 
combining this process with their own interactive experience they can share their observations 
before both users arrive at some level of consistency, or common sense, for object interactivity.  The 
same idea can be applied when trying to comprehend a data set.  In this case the designer can 
employ a model-based approach to sonification where the data set becomes embodied within an 
interactive object. 
 
One of the underlying concepts of embodiment is that of embodied cognition which emphasises a 
connection between sensory-motor experience and the mind.  One pertinent aspect of this 
philosophy is demonstrated by our automatic ability to determine possible actions that can be 
performed on an object, thus creating a link between perception and action.  Gibson (1997) termed 
this the affordance of an object which he defined as 'a combination of physical properties of the 
environment that is uniquely suited to a given animal - to his nutritive systems or his action system 
or his locomotor system.' (p. 79).  He believed that there is an inherently creative aspect in the way 
we understand these entities as they can have multiple affordances which are dependent on the 
individual, the culture, and the context in which they are located.  In effect, we are continuously 
expanding our knowledge about the affordances of the objects from our everyday interaction while 
retaining those learned through experience.  It is therefore reasonable to suggest that we not only 
share a common knowledge of affordances for familiar everyday objects but that these same objects 
also hold a latent potential for less expected use. 
 
Another significant benefit of data embodiment is that the designer can rely on the user's enactive 
knowledge for data exploration, that is, a set of motor skills which they acquired through interaction 
with their environment.  Bruner (1966) postulates that our direct physical interaction with the world 
is a key component of cognitive development.  He proposes that, irrespective of age, when 
presented with an unfamiliar task our intellectual development begins with an enactive stage which 
includes touching, feeling and manipulating objects.  As such, we can acquire new skills when 
engaging in any interactive task.  With this in mind it is arguable that we have already acquired a 
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basic formalism for control of primitive shapes due to various childhood activities involving the 
manipulation of simple physical objects, such as stacking blocks.  Indeed, this simple scenario proves 
to be remarkable for the development of human intelligence (Hirsch, 1996) and an effective 
benchmark for the design and analysis of artificial intelligence, or the creation of a machine with 
common sense (Minsky et al, 2004).  Furthermore, if we consider that we typically possess an 
inherent understanding for the manipulation of primitive shapes then it is feasible to assume that 
this set of skills is transferrable to sonorous derivations, or abstractions more analogous to musical 
instruments.  This has been supported in the design of new electronic instruments by authors such 
as Garnett and Goudeseune (1999) who wrote that 'problems associated with physical retraining can 
be minimized by retaining a physical interface that is functionally very similar to the practiced 
instrument.' (pp. 268-269).  Indeed, in a more general sense, Cadoz (2009) anticipated that 
interacting with any object as a musical instrument would create a scenario where we could rely on 
both our enactive knowledge and the object's affordance. 
 
When simulating a physical environment it is reasonable to assume that many of the skills acquired 
from our everyday interactions are transferrable.  Kontogeorgakopoulos and Cadoz (2007) implied 
the principle of object affordances in the virtual realm when stating that 'since physical models 
enable an intuitive representation of the action we perform with real objects we can imagine several 
physical gestures to manipulate and control our model: dumping, pulling, pushing, etc.' (p. 277).  
From an embodied cognition perspective, Diniz et al. (2010) reasoned that 'given its inherent 
multimodal nature, a virtual reality based framework presents itself as an appropriated setting for 
the investigation and development of interfaces between body and music in which the natural 
communication tools are covered through the immersion of the actors involved.' (p. 66).  In this 
context the actions of the users can be communicated through the behaviour of an embodied avatar 
which portrays the experience of data interaction from a familiar first person point of view.  Others 
have claimed that the gestural aspects of this type of avatar could rival those we normally associate 
with the performance of a musical instrument (Hamilton, 2008; Berthaut et al, 2011).  Both of those 
studies demonstrated that game engines designed for a first person shooter genre are adaptable for 
more expressive purposes by providing prefabricated actions such as running, jumping, strafing and 
shooting for the improvisatory creation of sound.  Moreover, virtual environments of this kind are 
becoming increasingly popular and are host to many gamers' pseudo-self (Dolphin, 2009a).  This 
fosters the emergence of a new generation of users who have already embodied the various 
requisites for interacting and communicating within this realm. 
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3.4.1.2 Establishing a connection between gesture and sound 
Under the conditions of this design a gesture is a means of controlling the transformation of data 
into sound.  For this reason gesture and sound are linked through the embodiment of the data, or 
the sonification model, which is realised in the form of a virtual object.  Jensenius (2007) advocated 
an embodied approach to the cognition of sound and music when reasoning that 'music-related 
movement is a key component in all musical cultures, and that our life-long experience of 
relationships between objects, actions and sounds is an essential part of our bodily and mental 
capacities.' (p. 5).  His stance suggested that musical features of sounds, such as amplitude and 
tempo, can be understood through a variety of physical metaphors based on movement, the basis of 
which stems from our ecological knowledge.  In that regard, the most fundamental connection 
between gesture and sound, referred to by Jensenius as an action-sound coupling, is that which 
occurs naturally and thus determined by the laws of physics.  As a consequence these connections 
are experienced as part of our everyday interaction with objects helping them to become so 
ingrained that they form a body of dependable evidence, identified by the same author as an object-
action-object system, for forging a link between gesture and sound.  Furthermore, as our perception 
of these couplings is essentially multimodal, Jensenius reasons that this experience allows us to 
'predict the sonic result of a sound-producing action we only see, or imagine the sound-producing 
action of a sound we only hear.' (p. 32).   
 
Fels et al. (2002) recognised that discerning the connection between gesture and sound could be 
ascribed to the conventions of embodiment when writing that 'the transparency of a mapping for 
the player depends both on cognitive understanding and on physical proficiency.' (p. 111).  
Specifically, experience can be acquired through interaction with a device, either directly (physical 
proficiency), or from the observation of others (cognitive understanding).  In this case the role of the 
device was depicted as any traditional musical instrument that predicates our cultural knowledge in 
addition to the anticipation of physical causalities.  They argued that such instruments not only 
support the inference of action from sound, or vice versa, but also serve to exemplify an action-
sound coupling as a carrier for musical expression.  In this sense the performer could exploit the 
transparency of the link to express a range of emotions through sound.  The audience could then 
infer these emotions from the performer's actions without necessarily being well versed in 
performing with the same instrument.  Kojs (2009) took these same basic principles and applied 
them within the framework of a virtual environment to demonstrate their feasibility in 
communicating a more expansive form of musical expression.  He proposed that simulated entities 
which embodied the rigor associated with an action-sound coupling could underpin the conception 
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of action-based music or 'the artistic exploration of mechanical actions which are used to control all 
aspects of composition, including its conception, form, instrumentation and instrumental design, 
performance and score.' (p. 286).  As such, it is implied that the discernment of these compositional 
elements is to be guided by a collective knowledge of actions and their consequences. 
 
While action-sound couplings are based on an enduring link, Jensenius' (2007) concept of an action-
sound relationship promoted a more flexible method of defining the same relationship.  This ranged 
from practical designs that closely adhered to the rules of action-sound couplings, to more creative 
solutions that would intentionally violate them.  For the latter approach he noted that acting on 
volition alone could result in an incongruous design that failed to engage with the user in any 
meaningful manner.  For this reason he believes 'that designing better action-sound relationships 
that either simulate or exploit the potential of action-sound couplings is of crucial importance.' (p. 
33).  This assertion recognises that a balance between intuitive interaction and innovation can be 
achieved by grounding the connection between gesture and sound in common knowledge relating 
to physical causalities, where it is more likely to be understood by the general user.  In that regard, 
his conventions for forging a more acceptable link coincides with those of the physically informed 
mapping approach described in this thesis.  This is to be expected if we consider that a virtual object 
not only embodies the data but also affords the actions that can be actuated by the user.  When 
these actions are enacted they introduce energy into the virtual environment which can be 
described solely in terms of data values.  For example, when performing a throwing gesture the 
energy applied is reflected by the relevant data values of the object it is performed on, that is, its 
linear and angular velocities.  A greater amount of gestural energy will result in higher values for at 
least one of these velocities which can then be intuitively communicated through sound using the 
physically informed mapping approach.  In essence, this creates a direct link between cause and 
sonic effect, serving as the dynamic control loop which underpins the interactive sonification.  
However, the crucial difference here is that we acknowledge another means of contextualising the 
objects by appreciating an alternative frame of reference that applies user control to the gap 
between the data and sound.  In this light, the representational models for each data set can now be 
thought of as an ontological metaphor (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980) in that an abstraction, such as an 
activity, emotion, or idea, is represented as something tangible. 
 
3.4.1.3 Determining an appropriate human interface device 
In an effort to maintain a somatically intimate connection between musician and virtual instrument 
Cadoz et al. (2003) proposed that interaction with a physically modelled simulation should rely on 
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force-feedback gestural transducers.  Their bespoke setup (Figure 6) maintained a bidirectional 
continuum of energy between gesture and sound in order to reproduce the tactile sensation 
associated with producing a particular sound.  While it proved that a multi-sensory motor 
experience close to that of playing a traditional instrument is attainable, other authors have 
maintained reasons why this approach may not be feasible and why simpler alternatives can often 
hold several advantages.  De Campo (2009) observed that implementing elaborate devices requires 
more development time due to their complexities and may result in limiting the transferability of a 
user's interaction skills should their design prove too impenetrable.  For this reason he expressed 
that 'even when there is a strong reason to use a special interface device, including fallback variants 
with standard UI devices is recommended.' (p. 69).  Howard and Rimell (2004) were also aware of 
the problem posed by such bespoke interfaces when identifying that they were relatively expensive 
and only operable when paired with specially coded drivers.  Similarly, Fiebrink et al. (2007) 
maintained that while standalone music controllers can be useful, they often invite several caveats 
such as 'exacerbating the long set up/tear down time, complicating transportation, requiring 
expensive sensors or components and expertise in their construction and maintenance, and 
presenting steep learning curves to players.' (p. 164).  Their remedial stance was to advocate the 
innate capabilities of well-established HIDs, such as the mouse and keyboard, which are readily 
available as part of the conventional computer setup.  In this sense the keyboard and mouse have 
become an accepted method of control, and thus embodied, for a whole generation of users.  In 
consequence, the average user can transfer their associated skills to these everyday devices to make 
sounds without too much thought or practice before conceivably realising more musical ambitions 
(Wang et al, 2009). 
 
 
Figure 6: This bespoke force-feedback gesture transducer allows for bi-directional interaction with 
the computer 
 
Fiebrink et al. (2007) implied that the computer could enhance a generally understood metaphor for 
control when stating that 'although input devices such as keyboards and trackpads are simple and 
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not physically configurable, software flexibility presents unexplored possibilities for using these 
devices in new and musically interesting ways.' (pp. 164-165).  One notable example demonstrated 
this potential flexibility by implementing a unique hardware and software combination (Figure 7) to 
convert our interactions with commonplace objects into messages that could be interpreted by the 
computer as mouse and keyboard commands (Silver et al, 2012).  In turn, this provided general 
compatibility with existing software to which the user could connect a host of conductive items in 
order to rapidly prototype new tangible interface ideas.  While this setup allowed for the mapping of 
actions to button pressing commands without the need for programming, more complex 
interpretations alienated many users by requiring a greater level of coding knowledge.  However, 
those who possess the knowledge required for more involved implementation strategies have 
already demonstrated that tangible objects can be an effective mechanism for interacting with 
computational models of real-world phenomena with the intentions of generating sound (Fels et al, 
2002).  The architects of this design upheld that any form of interaction can be better understood by 
choosing a physical controller that closely matches the actions and characteristics of the virtual 
object it is intended to control.  Unfortunately, this concept implies that the appropriate interface 
device is often dictated by the virtual object which gives rise to a couple of limitations in the context 
of this design.  First, a physical counterpart is not always guaranteed to be attainable, especially 
when considering the sheer number of possible forms that a virtual object might take.  Second, it is 
not necessarily possible for the counterpart to dynamically replicate all the actions of a simulated 
rigid body, particularly if they are abstract from the physical world.  Because of these issues it is 
perhaps more appropriate to pursue an alternative method for interaction.  In particular, this 
method should be able to accommodate the many forms and behaviours that are possible within the 
realms of a rigid body physics simulation while remaining familiar and embodied for a wide range of 
users. 
 
 
Figure 7: Makey Makey ensures that the user can employ everyday objects to send commands to a 
computer 
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Blackwell (2006) argued that one of the most dramatic user benefits in HCI arose from the 
development of direct manipulation (Shneiderman, 1983).  Direct manipulation moved user 
interfaces closer to real world interaction by allowing users, through the use of a pointing device, to 
control visual abstractions of computational processes in real-time rather than typing a series of 
verbose instructions for the computer to execute.  Since this remarkable step towards a more 
natural interaction process, a trend has emerged that encourages the characteristics of these 
abstractions to be enhanced with a greater degree of simulated physics, making them more in line 
with the mechanics of the real world.  This was recognised by Jacob et al. (2008) who believed that 
many post direct manipulation interaction styles 'draw strength by building on users' pre-existing 
knowledge of the everyday, non-digital world.' (p. 201).  These authors cited iOS (Apple Inc., 2013) as 
an example of a prevailing skeuomorphic interface (Figure 8) that will 'employ physical metaphors 
that add the illusion of gravity, mass, rigidity, springiness, and inertia to graphical widgets.' (p. 202).  
Accordingly, there are now an increasing number of users who are more accustomed to this manner 
of interaction and regard it as a convenient way of controlling data.  For this reason the design of 
Mhyusics Auditory Display seeks to adopt many of the established direct manipulation techniques 
for two-dimensional abstractions and place them in the context of three dimensions.  For instance, 
the user can perform a "drag 'n' drop" action with a rigid body in the same manner as they would 
with a two-dimensional icon, that is, utilising a pointing device to select and translate the body.  
However, while this presents a conventional interaction method that may be used for a wide range 
of conceivable objects, a typical pointing device, such as the mouse or touch screen, can only 
recognise movement along two axes.  In the case of many virtual spaces this can be mitigated by 
rotating the camera to determine a new plane in which this movement can take place.  Nonetheless, 
true three-dimensional operations will require a more appropriate device. 
 
 
Figure 8: This skeuomorphic interface presents a manual in the form of a virtual book with pages 
that can be turned using a "drag 'n' drop" method of gestural interaction 
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The Wii Remote (Figure 9) colloquially known as the Wiimote, is a well-known, inexpensive and 
portable pointing device that can be conveniently connected to a computer via the Bluetooth 
specification (Haartsen, 2000).  It shares a number of components that are common to game 
controllers such as a directional pad, several buttons, and basic haptic technology in the form of a 
rumble device.  The original model featured a number of notable additions including an infra-red 
camera and a three-axis accelerometer, with the subsequent motion plus iteration adding a 
gyroscope that can read angular velocities along the x, y and z axes.  These integral components 
render it suitable for the direct manipulation of objects in three-dimensional user interfaces 
providing that translation and orientation commands are performed separately (Chadwick et al, 
2010).  This is feasible when considering a direct manipulation approach as user interfaces generally 
treat these commands as two independent functions.  As such, the Wii Remote can be regarded as a 
natural fit for this particular approach to interaction. 
 
 
Figure 9: The Wii Remote along with its main interactive features 
 
With the appropriate use of its additional components the Wii Remote can realise a greatly enriched 
experience in comparison to more modest pointing devices, such as the mouse.  For instance, when 
examining the move based "drag 'n' drop" command it becomes apparent how the Wii Remote can 
procure a more intuitive metaphor for control.  Quality of tactile interaction is arguably improved 
due to the rudimentary grabbing sensation that accompanies the initial selection command when 
enacted by simultaneously pressing the opposing A and B buttons.  This quality could then be 
improved further with an additional degree of haptic response performed by the rumble device.  The 
actions performed during the translation, or drag, stage are more evident to both the user and 
audience as the object path can correspond directly to the path of the device, providing a clear 
indication of how the two movements are related.  The same idea applies to the release, or drop, 
stage of the command where the subsequent path and velocity of the object are directly linked to 
the gestural forces that govern the values of the accelerometer.  Moreover, these values are 
susceptible to some level of variability that can add a sense of expression to the corresponding 
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gesture.  This was remarked upon by Kiefer et al. (2008) when they wrote that 'the physical nature of 
accelerometer control lends a natural randomness to its output, and the addition of acceleration 
motions such as 'flicking' the controller add an extra and slightly unpredictable dimension to the 
possibilities.' (p. 95). 
 
3.4.2 Computer control 
Keislar (2009) understood that continually evolving technology, such as the computer, has redefined 
the role of the performer.  In particular, 'the process of disjoining the control interface from the 
sound generator means that human musicianship need not be so focused on developing physical 
dexterity and instead focus on higher level control with flexible mapping of gesture to sonic result - 
the instrumentalist tends to become a conductor.' (p. 39).  Likewise, Jordà et al. (2007) observed 
that: 
'in traditional instrumental playing, every nuance, every small control variation or 
modulation (e.g. a vibrato or a tremolo) has to be addressed physically by the performer.  In 
digital instruments nevertheless, the performer no longer needs to control directly all these 
aspects of the production of sound, being able instead to direct and supervise the computer 
processes which control these details.' (p. 140) 
 
The idea of instructing a computer to control details traditionally reserved for human interaction has 
also been realised within a framework concerning simulated objects.  Cadoz (2002) orchestrated 
specific object parameters in order to simulate a broad range of human gestural vocabulary which, 
in turn, could forge musical constructions.  He submitted that: 
'position, movement, velocity, inertia, elasticity, viscosity and non-linearity are states and 
properties that can be applied to a wide variety of entities (even to certain life-like features 
or beings, not only in metaphoric senses).  Thus we can use these concepts to create virtual 
gestures presenting quite rich properties.' (Cadoz, 2002: p. 309) 
 
This notion was recalled as part a conceptual framework (Cadoz, 2009) for interaction with 
constructions derived from a mass-spring system (Figure 10).  While both instances advocated the 
potential of a virtual instrumentalist, it was also disclosed that 'there is no question of replacing real 
instrumentalists with simplistic and naïve simulations.' (p. 228). Instead, this approach served to 
make the creative process more transparent where modelled actions are 'a tool to represent, 
understand, treat, communicate and teach the gesture.' (p. 228).  In this sense, they not only grant 
insight into a myriad of potential techniques for playing virtual instruments but also provide the 
grounds for further inspiration.  Kojs (2009) followed these sentiments when formalising a typology 
of cyberspace actions that borrowed from their physical counterparts.  He reasoned that 
'establishing, sustaining and developing actions stimulates creation of the musical content' (p. 288) 
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where 'the syntax of action-based music governs the formulation and order of all-encompassing 
performance techniques.' (p. 288).  Similarly, Hunt et al. (1998) believed that scoring a sequence of 
actions was well suited to an audiovisual environment and equivalent to 'a set of notions and 
concepts existing within the mind of a composer for the structure of a composition.' (p. 200). 
 
 
Figure 10: The simulation window used by GENESIS to describe a mass-spring system  
 
While this model for interaction clearly supports musical creativity, it can also prove effective for 
analysing data.  Hermann (2008) accepts that 'repeatability is essential for a technique to be 
scientifically valid and useful - otherwise nobody could check the results obtained by using 
sonification as an instrument to gain insight.' (p. 4).  This can prove unattainable when circumstances 
dictate that only gestures enacted by the user can be relied upon.  Fels et al. (2002) note that 'since 
humans do not reproduce their gestures very precisely, natural gesture recognition is rarely 
sufficiently accurate.' (p. 116).  Indeed, in reality it is impossible to consistently perform a particular 
gesture in order to guarantee an exact object response, especially when its parameters are under 
strict scientific scrutiny.  We can instead rely on the computer to trivialise such a process but it must 
first interpret a number of explicit instructions in order to perform the task at hand.  In that respect, 
it is feasible to create a set of coherent actions, or commands, that form the basis of a rudimentary 
scripting language. 
 
The introduction of a scripting language ensures that the user has access to a fine level of control 
over the parameters associated with each object.  The current implementation of the language 
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incorporates a number of basic commands (Table 4) that describe a particular state of an object at 
any given moment in time.  By combining these commands the user encodes a unique gesture that 
will introduce energy into the system.  As such, scripted events can be used to maintain a tight 
scheduling of data transitions and thus a controlled evolution of sound.  Any number of actions are 
permitted to take place concurrently providing they are not of the same command type.  Should this 
situation arise, successive commands will annul the actions of any previous commands based on a 
top to bottom list execution order.  When compared to the physics network scripting language 
(Castagne et al, 2009) this approach opts to encode the state of a given model rather program the 
modelling activity itself, that is, using the language to automate the creation of structural entities.  It 
is likely that such a method would prove too verbose when both a description for a specific object 
type and corresponding mapping configuration are required.  Instead, an individual script is intended 
to be a fundamental component of each object and thus integral to the AD. 
 
Command (case-insensitive) Description 
AngularVelocity(x, y, z) Set the angular velocity of the object 
GravFieldStrength(strength) 
Set the strength of the gravitational field (a negative value will 
repel objects) 
Hide() 
Hides the object when the simulation is active and ensures that it 
is unable to exert or respond to any forces 
LinearVelocity(x, y, z) Set the linear velocity of the object 
Orientation(x, y, z) Orientate the object based on the yaw, pitch and roll values 
Position(x, y, z) Relocate the object at the position specified 
Show() 
Ensures that the object active and visible (only applies to hidden 
objects) 
Spawn(spawnObjectID) Position the object at the location of the identified spawn object   
Table 4: A selection of commands for determining object behaviour 
 
Levitin et al. (2002) believed that one of the most challenging goals in the design of computer music 
controllers was to feature 'a climate of individual expressivity and musical nuances, rather than 
quantising and otherwise impoverishing these gestures with the rigidity and strict repeatability that 
the digital computer so easily produces.' (p. 185).  So, while scripting can offer precise actions, it 
becomes clear that the designer should facilitate the means for these actions to take on more 
humanlike qualities.  In the case of this design the user can use nested commands to modify 
parameters which are otherwise static (Table 5).  Current implementations include randomising 
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values within a given range to allow for a controlled level of uncertainty, and linear interpolation, 
which encourages a less rigid transition between two values. 
 
Parameter Modifying 
Command (case-insensitive) 
Description 
Lerp(x, y, time) 
Perform linear interpolation between two numbers over a period 
of time (ms) 
Random(min, max) Calculate a random number between a given range 
Table 5: A selection of subcommands for modifying the parameters of a script command 
 
An important point to make here is that the designer must find the desired proportion between 
explicit control and ease of use if both computer and user interaction are to coincide.  For example, 
if an object is engaged in direct manipulation, one should endeavour to prioritise the user's actions 
over scripted commands.  This prevents the user from feeling disconnected from the control loop 
when unrelated computer actions counteract any intrinsic response. 
 
3.4.3 The graphical user interface 
In terms of HCI, Blackwell (2006) considered that a user interface could be described as 'a 
representation created to help the user understand the abstract operation and capabilities of the 
computer.' (p. 494).  In this context of this design, the graphical qualities imply that many of these 
capabilities were deduced when establishing the video channel's connection to both data and audio.  
However, we must be aware of the learning process that ensues when a user is presented with a 
new set of acquirable skills particular to the lexicon of a novel AD.  This requires accommodating for 
a range of competency where the learning curve is a crucial formative element for the architecture 
of the interface. 
 
Blackwell (2006) implied that any creative use of metaphor in interface design can alienate a 
particular user depending on their proficiency.  He refers to an account of scientific users 
appreciating a complex level of interpretation which served to overwhelm those who were less 
proficient.  The same notion can be applied to interfaces concerned with sonification and AD.  From 
their analysis of trends in the field of sonification, Kramer et al. (1999) believed that the tools at the 
time where too complex and specific to be widely applicable.  For that reason they urged them to be 
more approachable so that 'researchers who are neither composers nor audio engineers would be 
able to produce detailed and intelligible data-driven sounds, manipulate sonification designs, and 
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evaluate human performance associated with these designs.' (p. 11).  Since then, this issue has been 
largely addressed by the interactive sonification paradigm (Hunt and Hermann, 2011) which has its 
focus on the needs of the general user.  From this line of thought the authors call for a more 
inherent metaphor for interaction with complex data sets, predicating much of their guidelines for 
design with analogies to musical instruments, which they judge to be exemplar interfaces.  When 
focusing their attention on human learning capabilities, and the means to structure a suitable 
learning curve, the authors suggest that: 
'designers of such interfaces perhaps should consider how to engage the user in practice and 
learning.  This is possibly best achieved by creating sonifications which contain information 
on multiple levels:  a coarse level gives useful information even when the interaction is not 
mastered well; whereas a more subtle information level may be accessed with growing 
interaction competence, which furthermore motivates the user to engage in the interaction 
and in learning.' (pp. 294-295) 
 
Naturally, this has been indicated in musical instrument design where Jordà (2005) revealed a 
consensus amongst the literature to seek a balance between initial low frustration, or usability with 
little training, and enough diversity to offer long term interest and thus associated skill development.  
Menzies (2010) also felt the concept of layers could be applied to a more pertinent interface 
concerning audiovisual rigid bodies when stating that 'a layered structure is desirable in which more 
complex features are accessible, but this can be overlooked initially.' (p. 3). 
 
While this gives some indication for a general approach to interface design, the levels of 
information, and thus the learning curve, still need to be defined within the framework of the AD 
designed as part of this thesis.  If we refer back to the sonification methodology, namely model-
induced parameter mapping, we can distinguish the basic levels of information that are required to 
be displayed by the GUI.  Hunt and Hermann (2011) discerned two types of interactions regarding 
PMS.  The first, described as interactive data selection, involves 'controlling what subset of the data 
set under exploration is to be sonified.' (p. 290).  The second, termed mapping interactions, concerns 
the adjustment of the mappings and their related parameters.  For the former they advocated that 
'a very intuitive and direct form of interacting with the data is to provide a visual user interface 
where the dataset can be visually inspected.' (p. 290).  This idea correlates with the model-induced 
aspect because the data selection is manifest through polygonal models which, in turn, require a 
virtual Euclidean space in order to be fully realised.  The GUI (Figure 11) is therefore required to 
incorporate this space so it may be populated by these interactive representations of the data. 
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As the characteristics of each model are attributed to the dynamics of rigid body physics engine they 
act under a set of prevailing rules maintained by a simulation space, or environment.  Under typical 
circumstances this space comprises three dimensions and is of a known volume.  As such, it 
functions as an overview of the data set while representing an encompassing metaphor for 
interaction.  For example, the rules of the environment not only govern the actions of each model, 
they also provide conditions for the dissipation of gestural energy, where the adjustment of forces, 
such as damping, can augment or diminish its effect.  As part of a foundation for interaction this 
equates to the least complex level of information display and is realised by the GUI's environment 
window.  It invites the direct manipulation of data without the need for coding keywords, operators 
and the understanding of basic programming paradigms.  In this manner, data characteristics are 
portrayed through object behaviour and sonification involves loading preconfigured environments 
with corresponding synthesis patches.  Consequently, the user can readily explore an arrangement 
of data models which they can then rearrange in a manner of their choosing to procure a unique 
flow of information, and evolution of sound, over the simulation period. 
 
Although this metaphor can be seen as an inherent starting point, it serves to restrict those who 
wish to promote data interpretations beyond that which is offered by a fixed schema for objects and 
sonic response.  This is, in part, is substantiated by the mapping interactions category, where various 
mapping configurations can be configured by the user.  However, Hunt and Hermann (2011) warned 
of a major issue introduced by this technique accepting that 'it is quite difficult to program a good 
interface with which to influence the mapping' (p. 290).  They put forward that, in most cases, it 
'often results in a demand for too much knowledge about the software system (e.g., Pure Data or 
SuperCollider) for the user to change the mapping in an intuitive way.' (p. 290).  While this is 
undeniable, the GUI contains a number of tools, such as the function editor and messaging system, 
which attempt to optimise the learning curve by conforming to agreed standards for the mapping 
process.  These tools constitute part of a second window, known as the control window, which 
permits a more precise means of data control and analysis.  Here, the GUI controls offer a discrete 
approach to the adjustment of parameters as part of a composite numerical analysis of each subset 
of data, or object, in the environment.  Whereas this can be argued to require a greater degree of 
interaction competence, the effect of changing each parameter can be dynamically reflected by the 
environment window which works in tandem to present the same information at a more elementary 
level.  This correspondence also serves to aid the user in comprehending the most advanced level of 
data interaction which is delivered by a bespoke scripting language.  By engaging in this interaction 
method the user gains tight control over a number of strictly timed commands, allowing them to 
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prioritise particular changes in parameters.  Because the environment window presents a more 
transparent view of the actions that ensue, the user can quickly learn the effects of each command. 
 
3.4.4 Objects 
From the delineation of the connections comprising the design of Mhyusics Auditory Display we can 
understand that the objects present the user with a mental model for the manipulation of multiple 
modalities under one unifying abstract structure which, in turn, allows them to comprehend the 
underlying data.  When considering control of high-dimensional spaces Garnett and Goudseune 
(1999) argue for a mental model simpler than brute-force awareness of every detail in order to avoid 
cognitive overload.  One can make a case that this is achieved here when we consider that the high-
dimensional data, encapsulated by each object, allows us to intrinsically understand how the data 
parameters vary together.  For instance, throwing a rigid body would imply a change in velocity that 
is influenced by its mass.  Likewise, a spherical body is naturally inclined to roll along a surface, 
providing smoother changes in angular velocity as opposed to the sudden, erratic changes of a 
square shaped equivalent.  The idea of a single gesture controlling multiple parameters is also 
consistent with what we expect from a traditional musical instrument.  Indeed, the mental model 
becomes more analogous to such a device with the addition of the mapping framework.  Here, a 
body can stream its parameters to sound dimensions within a designated extent of time that is 
framed by a particular type of condition.  At the beginning of this period the object is assigned a 
single voice whose length is controlled by an envelope.  In this fashion the object now symbolises an 
individual event on a dynamic virtual score where emergent musical structures are determined by 
the simulation. 
 
When placed within the framework rendered by the user interface, the objects can respond to 
multiple levels of control.  This ranges from the direct manipulation approach found in the 
environment window to the more precise control afforded by the control window.  In all cases the 
objects rely on a source of energy to provide the impetus for movement.  This energy is governed by 
three factors which can be categorised as environmental, object interaction and gestural control.  
The environmental factor concerns global parameters which regulate the actions of all objects 
through forces, such as gravity and damping, and the volume in which all simulations can take place.  
Gestural control relates to either the user's direct manipulation of objects, such as grabbing and 
throwing with a mouse, or scripted actions that are enacted by the computer.  Object interaction 
applies to every object in the simulation as they all play a role in guiding the transfer of information, 
or energy, within the system.  This type of interaction comprises exerting and responding to forces 
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that derive from collisions, vector fields or constraints.  As these determinants are realised within 
the context of a computer, the possibilities for the control of this energy goes beyond that of the 
physical and cognitive human limitations we associate with materialistic equivalents.  Hence, while 
an overwhelming number of configurations could be proposed, we can instead refer to the 
discretion of the design framework to compartmentalise a number of suitable control methods.  
Here, further derivations of our mental model can denote a specific set of actions while adhering to 
an inherent metaphor for comprehension. 
 
The modular approach to the object design calls for the user to construct logic for directing the flow 
of energy using of a limited number of building blocks.  Each of these objects has intelligible physical 
behaviour which serves to make both data analysis and compositional processes more accessible.  
The classification of the six basic modules (Figure 12) comprises one object that is capable of 
producing sound and five objects that are designed to influence its actions.  Whereas the single 
sonorous type has comparatively simplistic behaviours pertaining to physical phenomenon, the 
subsequent types seek to build upon this basic metaphor with further abstractions.  Together, these 
objects form a common language for establishing a variety of data structures, instruments, scores, 
and musical algorithms of varying complexity.  In this manner, the user is invited to make use of the 
synergy of physics to achieve something greater than the individual components where their 
assembly is guided by freedom of choice. 
 
 
Figure 12: Modular object icons (a lighter background colour indicates a potentially sonorous type) 
 
3.4.4.1 Solid primitive 
A solid entity that denotes a rigid body in the form of a box, capsule, cone, cylinder or sphere.  This 
object exposes a number of parameters, based on its apparent characteristics, which can be mapped 
to any number of audio dimensions. 
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3.4.4.2 Hollow primitive 
A hollow shape that can assume the same forms as the solid primitive.  These forms allow other 
objects to be contained inside their volume while preventing those outside from entering.  
Simulation stability is a necessary consideration with this object type as heavily nested hollow 
objects tend to be unstable under a number of conditions.  This includes extreme angular and linear 
velocities brought about through vigorous gestures and interactions between two objects that have 
a vast difference in mass.  It should also be noted that some physics engines may suffer from lack of 
stability due to a loss in numerical precision when objects are located at a great distance from the 
world origin, that is, an x, y and z value of zero in Euclidian terms. 
 
3.4.4.3 Gravitational field 
A solid shape which, again, can assume the same forms as the solid primitive.  This shape represents 
a gravitational vector field which is capable of pulling objects towards, or pushing them away from, 
its central location.  Any forces exerted by this field will be applied in conjunction with the 
environmental gravitational force parameter.  It is also possible to constrain this field to an arbitrary 
volume so that dynamic objects are only affected should they interact with a defined area of 
influence.  In reality it is not as feasible to limit a gravitational field to such a precise area, yet in the 
virtual world this is relatively straightforward. 
 
Jordà (2005) submitted that predictability is important in instrument design because the performer 
needs to understand the consequences of their actions under various circumstances in order to gain 
a sense of confidence.  However, he also felt that this should be juxtaposed with a sense of non-
linearity, or more random behaviour, where a user-controlled balance between randomness and 
determinism should be sought.  When placing this argument into the context of a musical 
performance he believed that: 
'non-linearity should not mean uncontrollability nor unpredictability! In a good 
performance, the performer needs to know and trust the instrument and be able to push it 
to the extremes, bringing it back and forth from the zones of non-linearity.'  (p. 216) 
 
Through the audiovisual display of an arguably deterministic field of physics (Hutchison, 1993) we 
can comprehend classical mechanics algorithms that lend themselves to stability and predictability.  
Indeed, both the solid and hollow primitives will adhere to these principles under typical 
circumstances.  However, with the addition of the gravitational field object their behaviour can 
become more erratic.  This was indicated by Sturm (2001a) when he evaluated the potential 
dynamics of a particle simulation and wrote that 'any number of mysterious forces, can be applied to 
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a system, creating drag forces and keeping the system under, or out of, control.' (p. 134).  With a 
gravitational field object we can introduce these forces to a defined area, which can be equated to 
Jordà's zone of non-linearity.  If we consider a scenario where a number of dynamic solid primitives 
are contained within a larger kinematic hollow primitive it can be demonstrated that, under typical 
circumstances, the dynamic variants will eventually come to rest.  With the direct control of a 
gravitational field object the user can make numerous gestures to bring the dynamic objects in and 
out of its vector field.  The objects respond by becoming more animated, leading to interactions 
which lend themselves to more chaotic behaviour that is unique to each gesture [Demonstration 1]. 
 
3.4.4.4 Spawn point 
A spawn point is a means of visualising the position at which an object may be generated at a 
specified time during the simulation.  It behaves in the same manner as a solid cube-shaped rigid 
body but its appearance is that of a two-dimensional sprite.  When acting dynamically it becomes a 
convenient method for assigning an active point for object creation based on the forces within the 
system.  With kinematic behaviour it becomes a fixed point for the same creative process.  In both 
cases the user can employ direct interaction to grab and guide the spawn point through the 
environment. 
 
Keislar (2009) postulated that one could assess the success of a technique when gauging its results 
against a familiar reference point.  He refers to examples such as physical modelling synthesis 
generating a sonic complexity akin to traditional musical instruments and the Turing test (Turing, 
1950), where a computer is programmed to provide a believable imitation of a human being.  From 
his argument one can put forward that Mhyusics Auditory Display uses a deterministic simulation of 
rigid body dynamics as its familiar point of reference.  This makes it viable for audiovisual 
assessment of procedures, providing certain conditions remain constant.  Hunt and Hermann (2011) 
suggested that 'it is good practice to render short, looped sonifications, so that the effect of mapping 
and parameter changes become clear with the next few seconds at most.' (pp. 290-291).  Using a 
kinematic spawn point we have a fixed location at which to spawn an object with a specified 
configuration.  Introducing scripting to this scenario permits the user to define regular intervals at 
which this relocation event takes place.  Providing both the environmental parameters remain 
constant, and any obstacles it encounters remain unresponsive, the dynamic object will follow the 
same predetermined path each time it appears.  This creates a looping scenario where the visuals 
and underlying data remain constant.  The user is now free to actively adjust the mapping 
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configuration at any point during the simulation which will then cause the AD to immediately reflect 
the effects of their changes [Demonstration 2]. 
 
3.4.4.5 Voxel mesh  
A voxel is a volumetric pixel which assumes the form of a box, typically with uniform dimensions.  
Any number of voxels can be combined to form a hollow mesh which can then contain other objects.  
This provides a visually defined constant for quantifying virtual Euclidean space, making it easier for 
the viewer to assess relative distance under various environmental conditions.  A small selection of 
these meshes are supplied with Mhyusics along with a bespoke voxel mesh editor for creating and 
exporting further instances [Appendix 1]. 
 
It can be argued that one can procure tighter rhythmic scenarios by using this uniform approach to 
determine object movement.  If we align a number of kinematic meshes of various lengths and place 
a single dynamic object inside each one we can establish the maximum relative distance for which 
these objects can travel.  By creating corresponding gravitational field objects, and restricting their 
field volumes to envelop a particular mesh, the system grants individual control over each dynamic 
causing it to travel towards the boundaries of its container, whereupon a collision event is 
generated.  With the ability to script this parameter the user can command the timing of each 
collision, and subsequently, the rhythm of the corresponding sound [Demonstration 3].  
 
3.4.4.6 Trigger volume 
The trigger volume is another object that derives from a primitive shape but unlike other primitives 
it allows for intersection.  When intersecting with another object the trigger volume sends out a 
message that activates affiliated scripts.  Such an event can be used to initiate a number of 
computer controlled actions which manipulate the flow of energy in the system.  This can range 
from small changes in an object's behaviour to a dramatic shift in the state of the simulation. 
 
As previously demonstrated the spawn point object allows for the realisation of repeatable loops.  
With the addition of the trigger volume to this scenario it is possible to introduce a controlled 
degree of randomness within this definite framework.  For example, the user could create a script 
for each kinematic obstacle that randomises their position when triggered.  When the dynamic 
object reaches the end of its path it will come into contact with the volume and the loop will begin 
again.  This will result in a virtual space that is populated with the same objects as the looping 
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demonstration but, due to their scripted characteristics, the dynamic object will act in a unique 
manner each time it is spawned [Demonstration 4]. 
 
It can be suggested that such a scenario has similar connotations to that of a manifold composition 
(Kaper & Tipei, 1998) where levels of indeterminacy are added to an otherwise deterministic 
framework.  Kaper et al. (1999) stated that as 'a nontraditional way of composing, the manifolds 
show how high-performance computing provides the composer with new means to try out 
compositional strategies or materials and hear the results in a reasonable amount of time.' (p. 49).  
Indeed, with arrangements involving this object type the composer has more immediate access to a 
potentially unlimited number of variants on a compositional idea.  Likewise, the sonification process 
can profit from this situation as the data itself undergoes randomisation while the mapping 
arrangement remains constant.  This permits the listener to test a controlled range of conditions in 
which the same mapping may be applied and assessed. 
 
3.4.5 Function editor 
The mapping, or transfer, function follows the formalism set out by Hermann (2002) where the data 
values are located along the domain and the sound attribute values are along the range (Figure 13). 
 
 
Figure 13: A typical transfer function as denoted by Hermann 
 
The function is presented inside an editor (Figure 14) which is designed to accommodate the non-
linearity between these values and our auditory perception by allowing the user to define various 
rules for range, polarity and scaling.  This is accomplished through a breakpoint system where there 
are two mandatory points to denote the corresponding limits of the data domain.  These points 
respond to "drag 'n' drop" gestures but are constrained to movements along the range only.  Further 
breakpoints can be created and deleted between these permanent points allowing the data to audio 
relationship to take on many forms including linear, exponential, sigmoid and step functions.  Other 
controllable factors include snap to grid, interpolation between breakpoints, and real-time curve 
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following, which displays the value of the curve in relation to the position of the cursor.  The user 
can also zoom in and out of the function, adjusting the resolution of the data values to best reflect 
what numerical detail they require. 
 
 
Figure 14: The function editor in Mhyusics Auditory Display 
 
In addition to these controls, the data transformation tools allow for the saving and loading of both 
the mapping configurations and functions.  This provides the means to assess a particular function in 
combination with a large variety of mapping arrangements.  When loading a function it will retain its 
original shape by automatically scaling to the range of the input and output dimensions which are, in 
turn, dictated by the current mapping configuration.  With this system in place it becomes 
straightforward for the user to apply a series of functions to a particular data to sound arrangement 
in order to analyse and evaluate the successive changes in audio. 
 
3.4.6 Messaging system 
Due to the great diversity of control structures for musical instruments it would make sense to utilise 
protocols that have attempted to standardise communication, or bridge the disconnection, between 
control and sound generating sources.  The separation between controller and generator was first 
standardised by the MIDI protocol (Loy, 1985), bringing computer music into the mainstream 
interactive domain, but has since been criticised for its limitations (Moore, 1988).  Wright and Freed 
(1997) established the OSC protocol to address many of these problems.  Likewise, their approach 
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has a number of shortcomings (Fraietta, 2008) and is not integrated to the same extent in both 
commercial hardware and software synthesisers, with only a few notable exceptions such as Reaktor 
(Native Instruments GmbH, 2013).  Consequently, those who wish to benefit from OSC will either 
need to depend upon non-commercial examples, which often come with limited instructions and 
support, or design their own compatible synthesis algorithms. 
 
 
Figure 15: Handling input messages via the OSC protocol  
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The messaging system in this design utilises these two protocols to accommodate a standardised 
solution for the customisation of data flow both in and out of the software.  Input messages are 
currently handled by OSC as it facilitates a more direct and flexible addressing of the compliant 
functions (Figure 15).  Opting for an integrated messaging system to control the outgoing data 
ensures that it is straightforward to separate the audio synthesis from the AD.  Implementation of 
these protocols grants access to network communication where the data can be passed on to 
computers running on separate operating systems and mobile platforms.  In turn, this provides the 
opportunity to communicate with a vast range of audio applications, and synthesis tools, which offer 
a greater level of sonic diversity when compared to an inbuilt synthesis engine.  Dolphin (2009a) 
drew attention to this fact when stating that 'the notable restriction of some game engine software 
systems is their in-built sound generation capabilities, with these often limited to basic sample 
playback triggering with pitch adjustment control.' (p. 214).  He recommended that 'the use of a 
network connection to communicate between a game engine and an external sound and synthesis 
software application bypasses this issue, allowing any OSC capable external application to be 
integrated.' (p. 214).  In return, this provided 'significant creative possibilities for a sound artist who 
may then use familiar tools for the development of sound and synthesis systems.' (p. 214).   
 
It could be argued that using the MIDI protocol is more likely to provide a link to more commonly 
used, and therefore widely understood, solutions.  However, it has been my experience that the 
MIDI specification permits a limited range of freely assignable controller commands for mapping 
purposes.  In addition, many of the standard commands are not universally recognised across MIDI 
enabled devices, often eliciting no response when performed.  Another prominent difficulty from a 
sonification point of view is that MIDI does not easily allow for both a continuous and precise 
determination of pitch in the same manner as OSC.  A compromise can be attained with a dynamic 
pitch algorithm (Figure 16) but this method is highly dependent on the user knowing the exact pitch 
bend range of their MIDI-enabled instrument which, again, is not a universal standard.  Alternatively, 
some plug-ins expose coarse and fine tuning parameters which can be used to similar effect and are 
often assignable via a MIDI learn function. 
 
The routing of parameters does not necessarily need to be restricted to virtual or physical 
instruments.  With the appropriate messaging setup objects can become a metaphor for a virtual 
mixer with control over various effects, or a sampler with the means to trigger and manipulate 
sound files.  This would necessitate mapping the data to intermediary functions as part of a more 
complex routing process in a similar manner to the aforementioned handling of the input data.  With 
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this in mind the system also supports streaming data values directly to any OSC compatible 
software, bypassing the inbuilt mapping function, so the original values can be processed through 
custom mapping functions or routing algorithms. 
 
 
Figure 16: MIDI dynamic pitch algorithm 
 
While the amount of data generated by each virtual instrument is extensive, the GUI controls permit 
the system to select and filter any number of data dimensions.  The user is therefore able to 
concentrate on any particular subset of data streams for the purposes of analysis or musical effect.  
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Furthermore, the GUI grants quick access to, and routing of, the input and output dimensions, 
providing the listener with the means to assess contrasting aural perspectives on the same data.  
However, it should be noted that the combinations of data to sound parameters are restricted to 
one-to-one and one-to-many mapping configurations.  There is no allowance for a many-to-one 
setup because it requires some method of interpolation for the multiple input values in order to 
produce the final output value.  By interpolating several data streams we introduce a less direct 
relationship that is not as metaphorically apparent due to the confusion over the true target domain 
which, in turn, undermines the bridging of the gap between data and sound.  In contrast, the one-to-
one and one-to-many configurations do not require interpolation of either the source or target 
values and are easily defined by a single mapping function. 
 
3.4.7 Camera 
When discussing data navigation design Brazil and Fernström (2011) concluded that 'the provision of 
a general overview or gist, a navigable data space, dynamic filtering and details on demand about 
items or groups has been shown to be successful.' (p. 521).  While the overview and details are 
provided by the AD's environment and the control windows respectively, the camera ensures that 
the environment is navigable while proffering a further mechanism for the dynamic filtering of 
information.  As a visual tool it can be employed to locate specific regions of data by framing a group 
of objects.  From an aural perspective this can involve focusing the viewers' aural attention on a 
particular subset of objects in a similar manner to the "cocktail party effect" (Cherry, 1953).  
However, facilitating this idea requires the introduction of camera relative parameter mapping and 
in this instance, a dynamic range of aural perception can be realised by attenuating a sound source 
based on its relative distance from the camera.   
 
A camera relative mapping approach also proves advantageous should we consider that any spatially 
dependent properties, such as position and velocity, are ordinarily relative to the environment.  This 
was understood by Sturm (2001b) when he deliberated the correspondence between the virtual 
space of simulated particles to the aural space of the sonification.  He believed that 'any sonification 
of a particle system is dependent on the state of the observer; each observer with a unique position 
and/or velocity will hear the system in a different way.' (para. 12).  Under these circumstances we 
can deduce that a change in perspective will contravene any former metaphorical links to sound.  To 
this effect, Johnson (1987) claimed that metaphors are unconsciously formed from experiential 
gestalts, or embodied schemata, that derive from our body's orientation in space and its interaction 
with objects.  Correspondingly, Lakoff and Johnson (1980) demonstrated how the familiar upright 
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position of our body in space underpins a number of spatially relative metaphors.  This includes a 
general belief that up is more because we can relate it to our interactions with the physical 
environment, for example stacking more objects on a pile to increase it vertically.  As such, the user 
can choose to employ camera relative parameter mapping in order to help maintain these intuitive 
relationships. 
 
Saue (2000) was among the first to propose a first person point of view for the navigation of an AD.  
He described a foundation of ideas for exploring large data sets via the metaphor of a virtual space 
which he believed to accommodate a number of essential features including an 'egocentric point-of-
view, immersion, user-centered interaction, multi-sensory feedback and three-dimensional 
perspective.' (p. 106).  Indeed, many FPS games comprise these same elements in an attempt to 
provide immersive audiovisual simulations of reality and have been shown to be a good match for 
sonification systems (Grimshaw, 2007).  From their design we can understand that the player 
perceives, navigates and interacts with the game world through the operation of a camera.  The 
same basic principle also applies to Mhyusics Auditory Display where physical control of the camera 
follows that of a typical FPS setup, utilising the W, A, S and D keys for translation, and a mouse for 
rotation.  This configuration not only invites the means to generate highly dynamic gestures 
(Hamilton, 2008; Berthaut et al, 2011), but also introduces a sense of bimanual control that is 
common to most traditional instruments.  Cadoz (2009) submits the notion of an energy continuum 
arising from our interaction with traditional instruments where 'the energy of the sound is a 
transformation of the energy of the gesture.' (p. 218).  He describes the two functions of gesture 
that influence this continuum as production and modification which he illustrates through the 
playing of a violin.  In this scenario, the right hand produces the energy by either bowing or plucking 
the string while the left hand modifies the energy by adjusting the length of the vibrating string.  
When demonstrating bimanual camera control in conjunction with the available objects we can 
appreciate how this can be realised within the context of Mhyusics [Demonstration 5].  Here, the left 
hand controls the volume level by translating the camera towards and away from an object while 
the right hand adjusts the orientation of the camera to pan the audio based on the object's relative 
location. 
 
When describing how physical camera navigation could be used to browse through a data set Saue 
(2000) argued that 'free mouse search is advantageous during the first exploratory phase, where 
orientation is important.' (p. 109).  More readily, it enables the user to find areas of interest at their 
own leisure.  However, it was stressed that this method proved strenuous, lacked precision and was 
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less appropriate for tasks where 'the timing of a data-driven sound sequence is crucial, as in pattern 
recognition and comparisons.' (p. 109).  As a means for a solution he proposed the implementation 
of automated data-driven movement via predefined paths.  This notion forms the basis for the 
automatic control of the camera within the context of Mhyusics Auditory Display where motion is 
defined through a series of interconnected nodes.  The properties of each node (Table 6) furnish an 
increase in the response time and accuracy of the camera while freeing the user from direct control 
so they may concentrate on other tasks.  When created, their initial properties are based on a 
snapshot of the camera's current location and orientation, which can then undergo finer 
adjustments via the control window.  Additional controls in this window enable the user to alter the 
fluidity of motion by changing the interpolation method between nodes, advance to any particular 
point along the path, and choose from a number of path types including open, closed and oscillating.  
Spherical linear interpolation is also enforced to ensure smooth changes in camera orientation and 
abate the likelihood of viewer disorientation. 
 
Node Property Description 
Position Location of the node 
Rotation Camera's orientation when reaching the node 
Speed 
The constant speed of the camera until the next node is reached 
A change in value induces a recalculation of Time 
Time 
The time in seconds at which the camera will arrive at the node 
A change in value induces a recalculation of Speed 
Table 6: Configurable properties of an automated camera path node 
 
From the perspective of data navigation in an AD each node can be viewed in the same regard as a 
dynamic beacon (Kramer, 1994a), a time-varying point of interest in the data set that is initially 
found through a free mouse search.  Similarly, a musician might wish to use this viewpoint to draw 
attention to a specific structure within a composition.  The timing of the camera is essential within 
this context as it adds to the overall sense of musical structure by guiding the viewer to focus on 
visual snapshots of the environment during designated periods where precise values for motion can 
support various tempi.  This principle has since been explored to some degree by real-time 
compositional works (Barri, 2009; Climent, 2012) which employ a camera as a virtual microphone to 
be directed through an auditory scene.  In that respect the camera is manifest as the audience's 
guide through a dynamic visual score where choices made in its direction become part of the 
creative process.  The design of Mhyusics Auditory Display also follows this interpretation.  Here, 
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experimentation with the properties of each node, along with the various mapping configurations, 
enables the user to establish exactly how the data and sound will be perceived.  Fundamentally, the 
objects will continue to behave in a deterministic manner regardless of the camera's presence but 
the perspective dependent mappings invite the audience to observe them through the cognitive lens 
of the composer. 
 
3.4.8 Summary 
This section started by examining several theories which delineated how the real-time interactive 
control loop, fundamental to interactive sonification, corresponds to the context of the AD designed 
as part of this thesis.  It was put forward that we have automatically acquired a set of skills from our 
everyday interaction with physical objects.  Moreover, it was argued that these same skills are 
transferrable to the virtual realm and that, to some extent, the game engine has already expedited 
this process for many of us.  In consequence, there is substantial theoretical evidence which affirms 
that the model-based embodiment of rigid body dynamics is a worthwhile method for connecting 
our actions to sound through the direct manipulation of data.  From the user's perspective, the 
interactive model allows actions to be conceived, performed and conveyed, while the addition of 
parameter mapping permits these actions to express specific elements of the underlying data.  In 
that respect, it was confirmed that the link between gesture and sound could be seen as an 
extension of the link between data and sound where both relationships are supported by the same 
notion of a physically informed metaphor.  This metaphor was also shown to be a prominent trend 
in HCI during the exploration of HIDs for mapping gestures from the user to the computer.  It was 
then proposed that the gestural metaphor could be augmented by what was regarded as 
computational magic.  This led to the implementation of a rudimentary scripting language which 
instructed the computer to orchestrate the parameters of a data model in more precise and 
reproducible terms.  As such, the design could now accommodate a broad range of gestures to be 
embodied by a simulated object as part of an intuitive methodology for the direction and analysis of 
both data and music. 
 
Outlining the many integral components of Mhyusics Auditory Display determined how the real-time 
interactive control is both managed and presented.  The GUI comprised qualitative and quantitative 
representations of the data corresponding respectively to the model-based and parameter mapping 
elements of the hybrid sonification approach familiar to the design of this AD.  As an integral 
component it realised increasingly complex levels of control in terms of customising data flow, or 
energy, in the simulation.  The most accessible and direct level of control would always be present in 
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the form of the environment window.  This qualitative representation of data supported the more 
involved levels by dynamically reflecting changes made to the quantitative elements found within 
the optional control window.  The exact nature of the qualitative data representation was 
ascertained when categorising and describing the objects.  Each abstraction represented a unique 
behavioural mechanism which, in several cases, was demonstrated to support a number of 
techniques for composition and data analysis.  Notable quantitative aspects of the GUI concerning 
the data transformation process were then explained in more detail.  The function editor revealed 
exactly how the link between data and sound could be defined.  The messaging system assessed the 
benefits of sending and receiving the data from inside and outside Mhyusics Auditory Display while 
suggesting why a many-to-one setup was not appropriate for a metaphoric approach to mapping.  
Finally, the camera provided the means to navigate and filter the environment, creating a dynamic 
perspective on the data which could be directed by the bimanual control of the user or the 
automated actions of the computer. 
 
The next chapter opens with a brief rationale behind the choice of synthesis environment which 
corresponds with the AD that is presented as part of this thesis.  A list of software requirements for 
implementing Mhyusics Auditory Display are then presented before a comparison with other 
relevant work reveals a number of advantages which are held by this particular design. 
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CHAPTER 4 - MHYUSICS AUDITORY DISPLAY 
4.1 Implementation requirements 
The initial design of Mhyusics Auditory Display (Perkins, 2011) took a number of key ideas from the 
reacTable (Jordà et al, 2007) where each object 'represents a modular synthesizer component with a 
dedicated function for the generation, modification or control of sound.' (p. 142). The objects were 
no longer tangible but were instead realised in a computational form through the combination of a 
physics engine and a virtual environment.  This introduced the scope for more abstract behaviour 
and forms the basis for where each model could be automated or user-controlled.  Relationships 
between each model also followed that of the reacTable where 'a simple set of rules automatically 
connects and disconnects these objects, according to their type and affinity and proximity with the 
other neighbors.' (p. 142).  Realisation of the dynamic patching principle required a separate 
environment for real-time audio processing as there were no available implementations that were 
supported by the game engine.  SuperCollider (McCartney, 2002) was originally selected for this 
purpose but required considerable work which included the programming of specific functions for 
determining a signal processing order in addition to synthesis and effect algorithms.   
 
When assessing tools for the purposes of sonification, Worall (2009b) notes that the user has to 
make a decision as to whether they have the required expertise and time to dedicate to the 
implementation of specific data transformation algorithms.  He argues that 'while SClang is a very 
elegant and powerful composition language that can support the development of data-processing 
solutions, being unique, it lacks the transportability that more general and widely available tools 
afford.' (p. 5-3).  In view of his claims we should consider that the general user is unlikely to be a 
dedicated programmer with expertise in a specific language.  One example that warrants such advice 
is RedUniverse (d'Inverno & Olofsson, 2006) which serves as an audiovisual toolkit for sonifications 
of simple, two-dimensional dynamic systems.  This software held an assortment of functions which 
featured the potential for an extensive customisation of data conversion and sound synthesis.  
However, as it relied on a command-line interface for direct user interaction, its audience was 
limited to those who could employ their understanding of the SuperCollider programming language 
in order to take advantage of what was provided.  Based on this perspective it was deemed more 
appropriate to undertake a more user friendly approach by defining the information processing 
methodology within a new framework (Perkins, 2012a; Perkins, 2012b).  While this approach has 
been expanded upon and discussed in more detail throughout this thesis, there now follows a more 
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practical discussion which introduces the tools (Table 7) used for the development of Mhyusics 
Auditory along with a brief explanation for their selection. 
 
Component Purpose 
ASIO4ALL audio driver Low latency audio 
BEPUphysics Physics engine 
Bespoke.OSC Communication using the OSC protocol  
C# MIDI Toolkit Communication using the MIDI protocol 
Max/MSP Audio synthesis environment 
Neoforce Controls Controls for the graphical user interface 
Visual Studio 2010 Integrated development environment 
XNA Game Studio 4.0 Game engine 
Table 7: A list of core components used for the development of Mhyusics Auditory Display 
 
Given that real-time audio synthesis was not available within the game engine, and SuperCollider 
had proven to be unsuitable, Max/MSP (Puckette, 2002) was chosen to fulfil the role of producing 
audio based on the dynamic state of the rigid body data.  Max/MSP was deemed an appropriate 
choice as it offers a graphical environment with interactive controls that rely on the same direct 
manipulation interaction metaphor as those found in the Mhyusics Auditory Display control window.  
In addition, Puckette (2002) revealed that 'a central design principle of Max is that, to the extent 
possible, the patch that appears on the screen should provide a full documentation of what is 
happening.' (p. 36).  The corresponding patch for Mhyusics (Figure 17) follows this principle by using 
concisely labelled objects to both define and hide the more complex underlying structure of the 
message routing and sound synthesis algorithms.  The visually compact nature of these objects 
avoids the abundance of textual information found in SuperCollider and presents the user with only 
the necessary information required for the purpose of the patch.  In this case, toggling the audio on 
and off, adjusting the gain, testing the synthesiser voices and displaying the valid OSC commands 
that can be used to dynamically adjust the state of each voice. 
 
During the initial stages of development it was found that there was a sizable degree of latency 
between the visual events in Mhyusic's environment window and the corresponding changes in 
Max/MSP's audio synthesis when using the standard Windows audio driver.  By relying on a 
hardware independent ASIO (Steinberg Media Technologies GmbH, 2013) driver (Tippach, 2013) the 
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latency could be significantly reduced and an apparent synchronicity between the auditory and 
visual channels would be gained. 
 
 
Figure 17: The GUI for the corresponding synthesis environment to Mhyusics Auditory Display is 
simplified to only present the necessary information 
 
Mhyusics Auditory Display was predominantly written in the C# programming language using Visual 
Studio 2010 as its integrated development environment (Microsoft, 2013c).  The design 
incorporated Microsoft XNA Game Studio 4.0 (Microsoft, 2013b) which provides a number of tools 
for facilitating video game development including a rudimentary game loop with update and draw 
functions as well as a number of classes for handling mathematics, hardware accelerated graphics, 
user input and multimedia.  A number of external libraries were imported into the project during 
development in order to add further functionalities to the core code.  As a principle of the design 
process each of the additional libraries had to be both open source and written in C# in order 
maintain compatibility with the existing codebase and allow for a straightforward means of 
modifying and developing the imported code.  This proved worthwhile when accommodating 
specific features of the auditory display.  For example, the function editor was created by combining 
and extending a number of basic user interface objects found in Neoforce Controls (Shane, 2013).  
Likewise, the gravitational field objects derived from BEPUphysics (Nordby, 2013) using a 
combination of a basic rigid body entity with a vector field that was constrained by a bounding 
volume.  The integration of the remaining libraries, Bespoke.OSC (Varcholik, 2013) and the C# MIDI 
Toolkit (Sanford, 2013), required no further changes to their core functionality. 
 
An important design consideration was to keep the code as platform independent as possible.  In 
particular, saved configurations use the highly portable Extensible Markup Language (XML) format 
for serialising data so that key information from the auditory display can be shared and interpreted 
on the many possible devices that users may own.  The C# language behind Mhyusics Auditory 
Display can also be considered platform independent but the application found on the DVD which 
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accompanies this thesis is currently tied to the Windows operating system due to its dependence on 
the Microsoft .NET framework (Microsoft, 2013a).  However, there are open source 
implementations of this framework, such as Mono (Xamarin, 2013), which will allow the source code 
to build and run on all the major desktop and mobile platforms.  This will potentially enable future 
iterations of the software to become available to the many devices that the corresponding 
configuration files can be interpreted on. 
 
4.2 Comparison to other work 
One can argue that there are a number of comparable ADs that would be enhanced by the dynamics 
of a modern day physics engine.  Sturm (2001a) proffered many ideas for synthesis from simulation 
data concerned with particle physics.  Be that as it may, he was impeded by the computational 
complexity required for the many-body simulations which resulted in a large latency period between 
the simulation and the resultant audio signal.  This proves unfortunate because scenarios were 
presented which demonstrated his system's feasibility as an algorithmic composition tool and he 
anticipated that musical performance would be possible with the implementation of a real-time 
system.  The emergence of improved technology, alongside the continual development of both 
game and physics engines, has since provided an opportunity to overcome such limitations and 
realise many of the ideas laid out in his work.   
 
Hamilton's (2008) investigation was concerned with the data accompanying the wide range of 
interaction gestures that can be performed by a character in a first-person shooter.  He customised a 
game engine for the purposes of sonification by employing the OSC protocol to route gestural 
information to objects found in Pure Data (Puckette, 1996).  Consequently, this brought about the 
custom synthesis and control of sounds derived from context sensitive avatar actions, all of which 
pertain to recognisable physical events.  While most of the gestural events corresponded to a single 
finger press, more complex actions arose from orientation of the avatar, which could determine the 
initial direction of projectiles spawned by the action of shooting.  However, the subsequent 
behaviour of these discharged objects was determined by the calculation methods provided by the 
game engine.  This resulted in simplified approximations of motion and response in comparison to 
the more considered interactions offered by a modern physics engine. 
 
The authors of VR-RoBoser (Le Groux et al, 2007) established a context dependent sonification when 
making a case against predetermined, repetitive audio in a virtual environment.  They also chose the 
gestural medium of an avatar which could be controlled either by a human or computer.  This idea 
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again demonstrated that the behaviour of an avatar could generate a unique set of sounds based 
upon its relationship with its surroundings.  In this case, the integration of a modern physics engine 
would help to create a less static environment while adding another level of variability to the 
information perceived.  Another conceptually similar audiovisual compositional tool chose to 
populate a three-dimensional scene with more animated entities (Barri, 2009).  This example relied 
on an autonomous camera to act as a roving microphone, creating a sense of motion, or unique 
journey, when travelling past a collection of audible objects (Figure 18).  The absence of a physics 
engine dictated that objects would remain unresponsive to their surroundings and were instead 
constrained to a predetermined path in order to procure any motion.  Furthermore, the author 
wrote that 'all the entities generate continuous, monotonous sounds of which the perceived volume 
only changes as the actor moves closer or further away.' (para. 29).  He commented that 'as a 
consequence the compositions have become quite ambient and drone-like.' (para. 29).  The 
combination of the mapping and messaging systems accommodated by Mhyusics Auditory Display 
facilitate a more flexible audio correspondence where such rigid definitions do not have to be 
adhered to.  In turn, this bestows the user with a wider range of possible qualities for compositional 
techniques within the context of a more dynamic simulation. 
 
 
Figure 18: The Versum GUI displays the traversable 3D environment while overlaying a 2D top down 
representation of the same environment alongside a parameter control window 
 
There are several established precedents which have associated sound in response to more complex 
simulation systems.  The predominant approach in their regard is to accept the physical modelling 
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paradigm as a means of investing simulated objects with the attributes of sound.  When establishing 
the connection between data and audio there was evidence to suggest that this methodology 
presented a number of drawbacks in comparison to the complete separation of audio attained with 
the parameter mapping approach.  One of the more prominent points in this regard was the 
inseparable link between the mechanical and acoustic systems.  In some cases (Tache & Cadoz, 
2009) this necessitated the distinction of macro and micro temporal objects which would hinder 
audible analysis of data associated with lower frequency bandwidths.  On the other hand, one 
project (Henry, 2004) has demonstrated some of the possibilities afforded when audio is not 
determined by the resonating structures themselves but by their associated parameters.  However, 
like other physical modelling approaches (Howard & Rimell, 2004; Castagne et al, 2009) it relies on a 
mass-spring system to govern the actions of the creatable objects.  This simulation type has been 
understood to have a number of shortcomings such as instability (Henry, 2004; Mesit et al, 2007).  In 
particular, it is often difficult to introduce more abstract spring behaviour such as an increase in 
stiffness that is required for them to simulate rigid bodies.  Moreover, creating a simulation of this 
type requires smaller time steps for integration which, in turn, results in a greater demand on the 
processor. 
 
 
Figure 19: Henry's simulation of a ball comprises a number of point masses connected via springs 
 
One major principle of a mass-spring system is that they simulate objects as the sum of their parts 
(Figure 19), thus an object's behaviour stems from the individual characteristics of its comprising 
elements.  While this approach has the advantage of being able to simulate soft-body dynamics, or 
deformable objects, it can pose a considerable problem within the framework of the AD designed as 
part of this thesis.  Castagne et al. (2009) drew attention one particular issue they wrote: 
'physics mass-interaction networks make it difficult to strictly isolate a sub-network.  By 
nature any part interacts bi-directionally with other parts.  While designing, each part 
regularly requires to be modified, either in its network topology or in the parameters of 
some modules, in order to be adapted to other interacting parts.' (p. 409) 
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This not only shows that specific object configuration requires considerable thought and expertise, it 
also creates a situation where it is harder to compartmentalise the data because it always exists as 
part of a network.  The user is now presented with a more fragmented mental model comprising 
many integral nodes, each of which represents a unique data set.  This infers that a metaphoric 
approach to data comprehension would be less feasible as sources can be confused.  For instance, if 
we consider the mapping of velocity to sound it becomes harder to define which node's velocity 
should sonically describe the behaviour of the encompassing object.  Further confusion arises should 
the velocity vector of one node be moving in the opposite direction to another.  In this scenario, it is 
possible that an ascribed sound attribute will not reflect the general visual behaviour.  In addition, 
movement induced through object interaction is less likely to be uniform across all nodes and thus 
not as predictable. 
 
In comparison, rigid body simulators are less computationally demanding, easier to configure for 
specific behaviours and create a stable model for data representation.  These factors have helped to 
make it the dominant physics simulation paradigm where it has been subject to extensive 
development.  In turn, this has procured more efficient conditions for real-time interaction, 
especially when established within the framework of a gaming environment.  Unfortunately, game 
audio is still generally limited to synchronising sample playback with the onset of physical events.  As 
a consequence we are left with a stark contrast between intricate visuals and perfunctory audio, 
which could instead become enlivened when derived from the same continuous and dynamic 
interactions.  This motivated one author (Menzies, 2008; Menzies, 2010) to select a rigid body 
simulation as a source to procure interactive sound generation through physical modelling.  
However, generation of the audio came exclusively from the dynamics of excitation and object 
resonance as opposed to parameter mapping.  This not only restricted the relationship between 
mechanical and acoustic systems but also ensured that the mapping was less apparent to the user 
due to the absence of a specific intermediary function.  In that sense, users were expected to 
empirically calibrate parameters in a rather indirect manner in order to change a particular quality of 
sound, such as an increase in frequency, making it less appropriate for the intentions of AD. 
 
Recent developments have realised cross-platform game prototyping platforms with integrated 
physics engines (Unity Technologies, 2013).  Bukvic and Ji-Sun (2009) noted the potential this 
software may hold for the sonification of physics engines but chose not to underpin their work with 
the theoretical studies pertaining to AD design.  Dolphin (2009a) gave a more robust account of the 
possibilities brought about by tailoring interactive simulations for the prospects of composition.  One 
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of these projects functioned as a dynamic sonification of a physics engine (Dolphin, 2009b) described 
by the author as a 'controllable sonic environment intended for "non-experienced" users.' (p. 159).  
With this particular audience in mind Dolphin (2009a) also stipulated that: 
'player control of the sound world is symbolic, with no sound or synthesis parameter names 
included in the virtual space.  This allows the virtual space and sound world to be explored 
by the player without the distraction of specialist terminology that may be intimidating, 
confusing or 'off-putting' for a user with limited knowledge of sound synthesis terms.' (p. 
217) 
 
While he makes it clear that MagNular (Figure 20) was never intended for the purposes of 
composition or sound design, it was based on our fundamental understanding of gravitational forces 
as a metaphor for interaction and sonic exploration.  This serves to indicate that such a 
preconfigured environment can offer a more inherent and direct route to the production of sound.  
Furthermore, it can now be argued that by placing his interaction metaphor within the design 
framework described throughout this thesis we have the understanding that it can be augmented.  
Indeed, as previously demonstrated, defining a specific area in which to constrain the gravitational 
vector field can concede another level of control and produce novel rhythmic possibilities. 
 
 
Figure 20: MagNular allows for symbolic control over predetermined sound parameters 
 
In addition to academic research there is evidence that sonifications of simulated physics systems 
can relate to a more general audience and achieve some mainstream recognition.  Electroplankton 
(Nintendo, 2012) is a videogame that depicts an algorithmic process through the metaphor of leaves 
and anthropomorphic projectiles.  By rotating the leaves the user can determine the trajectories of 
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the projectiles and thus control the period in which a collision event will occur.  However, each 
collision event must be accompanied with the simple playback of an inbuilt tone as there is no 
concession for external audio or processing tools.  Moreover, the simplicity of the overall simulation 
is reflected through the lack of interaction between the moving objects.  Physynth (Simian Squared 
Ltd, 2012) is another commercially available application that relies on real-time simulation events to 
procure sound (Figure 21).  Unfortunately, it is also compromised by the simplicity of its simulation 
which restricts all interactive objects to either a dynamic point or kinematic segment, both of which 
are presented in two dimensions.   
 
 
Figure 21: Physynth generates sound to coincide with the collision events generated by a simplified 
simulation comprising dynamic points and kinematic lines 
 
PipeDream (AnimusicLLC, 2008) uses offline analysis of MIDI events to procedurally generate 
convincing motion algorithms.  The result of this is an animation that depicts a complex contraption, 
assembled from recognisable instrument parts interspersed with rigid body devices (Figure 22).  As 
the animation proceeds many of the rigid body devices spawn convincingly simulated spherical 
entities which generate a musical tone when coming into contact with the instrument parts.  Having 
been the subject of much praise it has since been replicated both virtually (Advanced Micro Devices, 
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2013) and physically (Sisu Devices, 2011).  While only the physical derivation can be considered a 
real-time demonstration, all the arrangements never deviate from the original music and instead 
adhere to a strict set of scripted events.  In spite of this fact, given enough time with the tools 
afforded by the design discussed throughout this chapter, it should be possible to reproduce a more 
versatile derivation within an AD.  When realised in this context it exposes the opportunity to 
prototype complex mechanical contraptions which are then qualified for data analysis or distinct 
compositional techniques. 
 
 
Figure 22: PipeDream synchronises collisions involving animated spherical objects and musical 
instruments with audio events 
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CHAPTER 5 - CONCLUSION 
5.1 Examining the design 
The aim of this thesis has been to broaden the appeal of the sonification process by formulating an 
interactive toolset which upholds the physics engine as a well-established data set with a cross-
cultural understanding.  While ongoing technological advances have enabled the development of 
real-time physics engines across a broad range of devices, the multimodal interactive qualities 
arising from their integration into the modern day game engine realise a potential framework for 
interactive sonification.  When adapting this framework for the purposes of AD, the simulation of 
physics creates a gap between the underlying data, its representational modalities and the user.  
Appropriately, the theoretical framework behind interactive sonification advocates the use of 
physical causalities for the sake of comprehending these gaps.  However, this investigation submits 
that this comprehension process can also be incrementally structured in the form of mapping, 
metaphor and magic.  In consequence, it demonstrates that while mathematical mapping processes 
have been understood through metaphors pertaining to physical laws, the extraordinary potential of 
the computer can interpret and augment these intuitive metaphors for the sake of an improved 
design. 
 
The rendering of rigid body dynamics in the context of a games engine was found to address two 
fundamental problems of data exploration (Hunt & Herman, 2004).  Here, the data inhabits a 
familiar space while assuming a polygonal form that offers an intrinsic means of interaction through 
an avatar.  Furthermore, because this form of data exists as a simplified analogy of a physical object, 
there is evidence to suggest that we all share a basic understanding for the generation and 
interpretation of its actions (Bruner, 1966; Gibson, 1977; Dourish, 2001).  Such evidence has also 
been reasoned to be transferable to the virtual realm where it can be used for more creative 
purposes such as interactive scenarios involving digital musical instruments (Cadoz, 2009).  From the 
perspective of interactive sonification, the transferable nature of this evidence serves to indicate 
that rendering of rigid body dynamics can also be regarded as an intuitive means of interpreting the 
gap between data and video.  In that respect, accepting a conventional mapping approach results in 
an intermediary model which affords the performance and analysis of familiar tasks involving sound, 
while its actions serve as a metaphor for the dynamics of the underlying data. 
 
There is evidence from the literature that our experience of physical laws, arising from our everyday 
interaction with objects, provides us with an inherent body of evidence to interpret the gap between 
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data and audio (Gaver, 1993; Hermann & Ritter, 2004; Jensenius, 2007).  The simulation of these 
same laws relating data and audio has demonstrated that, like our understanding of actions, this 
reasoning is transferrable to the virtual realm.  Indeed, simulated entities incorporating the rigours 
of physical modelling synthesis have called upon our understanding of their actions and associated 
sounds for the conception and comprehension of action-based music (Kojs, 2009).  The field of 
sonification also encourages the use of this knowledge when performing interactive tasks with a 
sonorous model that embodies physical coherences for the sake of data analysis (Hunt & Hermann, 
2004).  However, unlike the strict ties of MBS, it was found that a PMS approach could interpret the 
gap between data and sound in a more creative manner.  While this introduced the idea of "the 
mapping problem" (Worall, 2011), a solution embodying a physically informed mapping proposed 
that we could rely on the same knowledge to inform convincing metaphors in lieu of strict physical 
laws.  Relevant to the context of this design, this criterion was regarded as a compromise between 
further empirical evidence towards a more conventional solution and musical expression that did 
not necessitate such a solution.  Similar metaphorical reasoning which substantiates this approach 
has been submitted in place of a natural physical coherence between action and sound as part of an 
action-sound relationship (Jensenius, 2007).  This was argued to be expected as both relationships 
would coincide when the data is embodied in a model which directly links actions to sound.  Be that 
as it may, it was appreciated that this alternative frame of reference would allow the model to be 
recognised as a metaphor for emotion and musical activity. 
 
The possibility of bypassing strict physical coherences when creating a relationship between the data 
and audio meant that there is a need to acknowledge our automatic perception of auditory gestalts.  
Analogous to visual gestalts, they serve as indicators of prominent data features where inherent 
connections are yet to be formed and are believed to complement the act of analytical everyday 
listening (Hermann & Ritter, 2004).  They are also congruous with the notion of auditory scene 
analysis (Bregman, 1990), whose grouping cues for the fusion and segregation of sound streams 
resemble those classified by the gestalt principles for perceptual organisation.  These unique modes 
of listening characterised the integration of a PMS paradigm which, in comparison to solely relying 
on a MBS approach, could grant a more explicit level of control over the data transformation process 
and recognise dynamic data changes in the absence of user interaction.  In consequence, 
sonification would now take place under a variety of voice conditions where the arrangement and 
classification of information flow could be supported by gestalt laws.  It was also possible to 
introduce two data streaming conditions which provided either continual or static feedback for 
specific parameters while recognising their applications for both scientific and musical ambition. 
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While the PMS paradigm can offer some advantages, the model-based representation still plays an 
important role in the data transformation process as the auxiliary feedback of the visual channel is 
able to reinforce where the gestalts arise and predicate their emergence.  Moreover, by adopting 
monophonic behaviour each model is guaranteed to only generate a single sound stream at any 
given moment, which can then be informed by any combination of the underlying data parameters.  
Direct comparison of data is now feasible since each additional model will generate a single stream 
that derives from the same pool of parameter types.  Consequently, the state of the model can also 
support the perceptual organisation of these parallel streams by depicting the emergence of 
grouping cues familiar to auditory scene analysis. 
 
The representation of the underlying data in this combined manner corresponds to a hybrid 
sonification method known as model-induced parameter mapping.  As a method for the 
interpretation of data through audio it presents a number of advantages over the widely recognised 
physical modelling approach.  It was submitted that the parameter mapping aspect provides a more 
explicit link between data and sound.  This avoids the need to empirically calibrate parameters in a 
rather indirect manner in order to change a particular quality of sound.  It also allows for any 
combination of the parameters which attribute to a simulated object's behaviour to be aurally 
examined across a range of synthesisers and synthesis methods.  Furthermore, the richer palette of 
sound implied by such a range can be procured from a greater assortment of gestural interactions as 
the mechanical movements of the model are not required to occur within a particular frequency 
band.  Despite these benefits for data analysis, there are a number of limitations which come into 
effect when relying on a metaphoric approach.  A many-to-one parameter configuration is not 
advisable as it requires some form of interpolation between input data values which can lead to 
confusion over the true target domain.  This confusion is also one of the prominent reasons why, 
unlike physical-modelling, metaphoric parameter mapping is not ideally suited to a mass-spring 
system.  While useful for soft-body dynamics, this system simulates an object as a sum of integral 
nodes, each of which represents a unique data source.  The user is therefore presented with a 
fragmented mental model where each source acts independently in a manner that does not 
necessarily align with the perceived behaviour of the encompassing object. 
 
In many respects the infrastructure of the game engine was ideally suited to the data transformation 
technique chosen by this design.  The discrete time-stamped nature of the data parameters, arising 
from the frame-by-frame update of both the game and physics engines, is perceptually 
advantageous as it allows for the mapping of data time to listening time and the synchronisation of 
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the audio and visual representations.  While this synchronicity has been validated as an important 
element for optimising the localisation of data (Spence, 2007), the game engine also affords the 
integration of sound processing libraries.  In that regard, it further enhances data navigation by 
treating each model as a dynamic sound source in a manner that imitates our perception of the real 
world.  It was disclosed that the idea of synchresis (Chion, 1994) also relies on this synchronicity 
which, when coupled with a data transformation method that is sensitive to gestalt laws, can further 
assist in creating a seemingly logical connection between video and audio events.  The tight 
temporal connection between data, audio and video also makes it possible for the model to provide 
intuitive feedback to those outside the control loop.  Overcoming one of the shortcomings of PMS, 
this concurrent arrangement served to dynamically reflect both the state of the sound and the data 
to an audience that would include the user when delegating control to the computer.  The ability to 
easily manipulate the appearance of each model within this infrastructure was also a crucial factor 
for the data transformation process.  Here, the model could assume more abstract qualities to 
better afford the expansive sonic palette furnished by the parameter mapping approach and be 
assigned a particular colour in order to assist grouping cues. 
 
The power of the computer to both manage and present real-time interactive control of the data in 
terms of qualitative and quantitative representations would respectively support the model-based 
and parameter mapping elements of the hybrid sonification approach and inform the structure of 
the GUI.  The close ties between these two representations allowed them to work in tandem by 
dynamically reflecting any changes made to their counterpart.  This was regarded as crucial for 
maintaining increasingly complex levels of control in terms of customising data flow, or energy, in 
the simulation.  In that respect, the most elementary level bypassed the need for text-based 
operating instructions by using abstractions of a rigid body, realised as modular objects, to 
characterise particular data processing logics while offering a familiar model-based direct 
manipulation approach to interaction.  At a more involved level, quantitative aspects of each object 
are exposed to provide a discrete and dynamic account of their underlying parameters and mapping 
configuration.  When expressed in this manner these parameters could be accurately adjusted by 
the user and orchestrated in more precise and reproducible terms through the scripted actions of 
the computer.  Together, these representations become a language for establishing dynamic data 
structures, instruments, scores, and algorithms of varying complexity.  Furthermore, as it is possible 
to quantitatively describe each of these activities they can be stored and recalled to the benefit of 
the user.  This led to the implementation of an iterative approach which recognises a discrete stage 
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of planning, practice and familiarisation, where the creation and categorisation of reference points 
can be used to assist in their analysis, interpretation, modification and development. 
 
When reviewing the many formative decisions that have contributed to this design it is clear that the 
interpretation of physical causalities pertaining to rigid body dynamics can relate to common 
knowledge.  Indeed, such a pervasive understanding forms the basis of a number of intuitive 
metaphors which extrapolate from certain regions of our experience and support the sharing of 
ideas between the disciplines of science and art.  While this cross-disciplinary reasoning appeals to a 
wide audience, the versatility of these metaphors can be appreciated further when they are 
enhanced by the operational capabilities of the computer.  In this context they have been shown to 
uphold existing strategies while allowing them to be applied in a manner that benefits the purposes 
of AD.  In effect, they substantiate a novel design which, from this examination, has been 
demonstrated to overcome several limitations of comparable work. 
 
5.2 Future work 
It is hard to imagine that both game and physics engines will not remain relevant in the foreseeable 
future due to our insatiable demand for immersive entertainment.  With the emergence of new 
technology these engines will continue to evolve and thus further empower others to interpret the 
framework presented here in new and interesting ways.  In a sense this may suggest that what is 
regarded in this thesis as magical will eventually become ordinary and perhaps invite cynicism.  Be 
that as it may, given the gaming infrastructure of this design it might be possible to appease this 
cynicism by introducing the notion of a Metaverse (Ondrejka, 2004).  In turn, this can encourage 
collaborative efforts, expedite the number of potential interpretations and increase the possibility of 
novel and exciting ideas.  It is also worth acknowledging other gaming elements, such as objectives 
with reward structures, which have been argued to motivate participation and engagement in the 
context of both sonification (Dolphin, 2009a) and music (d'Escriván & Collins, 2011; Liebe, 2013).  In 
addition to these gaming elements, Mhyusics Auditory Display may become more appealing to a 
mainstream audience by accommodating further concepts in keeping with traditional Western 
music.  For instance, pitch could be quantised to a series of predetermined notes, such as a scale, 
based on divisions along the range of the mapping function.  Likewise, the onset of a voice could be 
adjusted to match timings derived from common metric levels according to a global tempo.  
However, in these circumstances the effect should be subtle in order to avoid losing a perceived 
concurrency between the audio and visual events. 
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Although the increasing complexity of modern day video games presents a number of technical 
hurdles that discourage the use of save state systems (Young, 2013), the bespoke nature of the 
design behind Mhyusics has been able to address these concerns.  Moreover, as technology 
improves it will become possible to enhance the current system by realising a more dynamic 
iterative mechanism through the implementation of a record mode, in addition to the current pause 
and play features.  This new mode will be capable of maintaining real-time interaction while 
simultaneously storing the state of the simulation each frame and recording the audio output.  
When the user decides to terminate the recording process they will obtain an offline time frame 
which can then be traversed both forwards and backwards in a more fluid manner.  During this 
period various aspects of the AD can be adjusted, such as the mapping configuration or camera 
parameters, which then initiates a transition to a real-time simulation, or play mode, so their effects 
can be made apparent.  It should be noted that obtaining a smooth transition from recording to real-
time will require some careful tuning of the current mapping system as the audio is envelope driven. 
 
It is possible for this framework to be enhanced by the continuing trend towards a more natural 
means of interaction within virtual environments.  Direct manipulation metaphors can be realised by 
a combination of stereoscopic displays, which provide depth clues for handling simulated objects, 
and depth sensors, whose greater accuracy enables them to recognise a range of increasingly 
precise gestures (Hilliges et al, 2012; Weichert et al, 2013).  It is also possible to extend the first-
person camera approach for data navigation to include head mounted displays which, with the 
recent addition of low latency head-tracking, provide a more intuitive alternative to a pointing 
device (García et al, 2013).  Many of these developments correlate with a future of sonification that 
is envisaged by Hunt and Hermann (2011).  They proposed that 'with immersive 3D graphics, and 
fluent interaction using strong physical interaction metaphors, files and folders become virtual 
graspable units that the user can physically interact with in the information space which interweaves 
and overlaps with our real-world physical space.' (p. 296).  While this thesis has suggested why 
immersive graphics might not be necessary, their advancement can be considered as a predominant 
driving force behind the evolution of the game engine, and further evidence as to why these engines 
will continue to remain relevant in this domain.  Likewise, Hunt and Hermann's idea that strong 
physical interaction metaphors will persist in HCI compliments the many arguments presented 
throughout this thesis indicating that the physics engine can continue to play a crucial role in the 
evolution of interactive sonification. 
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APPENDIX 1 - THE ACCOMPANYING DVD 
The accompanying DVD contains the following material which is organised inside folders 
corresponding with the name of each major bullet point. 
 
 Demonstrations 
 A video demonstration which provides a brief introduction to Mhyusics Auditory Display 
 The five video demonstrations that are referred to in the thesis and indicated by the icon 
located in the left-hand margin of this page 
 The Mhyusics Auditory Display configuration file for each demonstration 
 Deprecated Work 
 Deprecated versions of Mhyusics Auditory Display, classes, GUI code and SuperCollider 
patches 
 Mhyusics Auditory Display 
 The auditory display described in this thesis which enables the user to highlight various 
features of rigid body dynamics for the purposes of analysis or composition 
 The source code for Mhyusics Auditory Display 
 Optional Software 
 Audio drivers, MIDI tools, a player for the video demonstrations and a standalone VST 
host  
 OSC Patches 
 A Max/MSP patch that will receive OSC messages from Mhyusics Auditory Display and 
generate sound from the rigid body data (this is the same patch that is used in the video 
demonstrations) 
 A SuperCollider patch that will send OSC messages to Mhyusics Auditory Display as a 
method of controlling objects such as the camera 
 User Manuals 
 The user manuals for Mhyusics Auditory Display and the Voxel Mesh Editor  
 Voxel Mesh Editor 
 A tool for creating voxel meshes which can then be imported into Mhyusics Auditory 
Display 
 The source code for the Voxel Mesh Editor  
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GLOSSARY 
auditory display 
'auditory display encompasses all aspects of a human-machine interaction system, including 
the setup, speakers or headphones, modes of interaction with the display system, and any 
technical solution for the gathering, processing, and computing necessary to obtain sound in 
response to the data.  In contrast, sonification is a core component of an auditory display: 
the technique of rendering sound in response to data and interactions.' (Hermann et al, 
2011a: p. 1) 
 
game engine 
extensible software which aims to abstract common game-related tasks such as video 
rendering, audio, physics and input by offering reusable components. 
 
open source software 
'software that can be freely used, changed, and shared (in modified or unmodified form) by 
anyone.' (Open Source Initiative, 2014: para. 1) 
 
physics engine 
extensible software which provides an approximate simulation of physical systems such as 
rigid body dynamics.  They are often utilised as a component of a game engine. 
 
rigid body 
a body which does not deform under the influence of external forces. 
 
rigid body dynamics 
the study of rigid body motion under the influence of external forces. 
 
sonification 
'the use of non-speech audio to convey information.  More specifically, sonification is the 
transformation of data relations into perceived relations in an acoustic signal for the 
purposes of facilitating communication or interpretation.' (Kramer et al, 1999: p. 3) 
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synchresis 
a concatenation of synchronism and synthesis.  Used to describe 'the spontaneous and 
irresistible weld produced between a particular auditory phenomenon and visual 
phenomenon when they occur at the same time.' (Chion, 1994: p. 63)  
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